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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Message Dissemination in Vehicular ad hoc networks

by
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Doctor of Philosophy, Post Graduate Program in Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Thessaly, Greece.

June 2014
Prof. Leandros Tassiulas, Chairperson

A vehicular network is a challenging environment since it combines a fixed infrastruc-

ture (roadside units, e.g., proxies), and ad hoc communications among vehicles. Vehicular

networks have the diverse range of applications that varies from safety applications to com-

fort applications. As the dissemination requirements (reliability, delay, coverage, etc.) may

be different from one application to another, the dissemination mechanism could be imple-

mented at the application layer where the interaction with the routing layer is limited. This

thesis addresses several aspects of vehicular communications related to data dissemination.

This thesis concerns with centrality metrics in ad hoc networks. We present a cen-

trality metric that characterize the network topology using only limited, local connectivity

information one or two hop information. We quantify a nodes’ centrality based on the

number of neighbors a node belongs to and the ranking this node has in each one. That

way nodes that belong to many clusters and participate in many communication paths is

ranked high. No nodes remain unranked while for large networks the method makes simi-

lar to PageRank rankings, even though it is a localized metric whereas PageRank requires

cumbersome computations and knowledge of the whole networks topology.

In the present work we also create novel clustering methods that work efficiently

both in highway and urban environments. The methods combine different information such

as current and future possible position of vehicles, relative mobility, vehicles’ direction and

height in order to create stable clusters. Historical data of drivers are also used in order to

group those that share common habits and thus mobility patterns. Social aspects of driving

are combined with mathematically measurable parameters for cluster stability, with the use

of DSRC communication capabilities.

This thesis addresses the issue of delay constraints in packet scheduling routing in



x

both static and mobile ad hoc networks. We present novel methods for delay efficient routing

of packets based on the well known Back-pressure routing protocol. Large delays that appear

when network load is low or medium, are addressed with the combination of packets’ travel

history or with the segmentation of the network in clusters. Both methods manage to

perform effectively in terms of mean delay, packet throughput and energy consumption.

A Push-based data dissemination mechanism that use fixed RSUs is also presented

that addresses the issue of skewed access pattern. In real life applications, some items are

more frequently accessed by clients than some others and the correct indexing of these data

is very important. The method exploits the different access probabilities of data items, in

order to improve the mean tuning time, while retaining the same access time low. The

presence of air indexes would give an answer about the time of broadcast and is appropriate

for helping the driver choose the correct driving behavior in order to retrieve this needed

information.

We also present a pull-based congestion avoidance method for VANETs. We propose

a real time system based on DSRC communication capabilities in order to reroute vehicles

to the most ecological route, avoiding congested roads and balancing overall travel time

and C02 emissions. The proposed method uses real time information broadcasted from

passing vehicles to RSUs scattered along the road in order to assign weights to different

road segments according to time, distance and CO2 emissions. The method can be used for

traffic management situations that arise after an accident in a city.
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PERILHYH

Met�dosh plhroforÐac se asÔrmata dÐktua oqhm�twn

Suggraf :

Lèandroc Maglar�c

Panepist mio JessalÐac.
IoÔnioc 2014

Epiblèpwn kajhght c. Lèandroc TasioÔlac

To dÐktuo oqhm�twn eÐnai èna apaithtikì perib�llon kaj¸c sundu�zei ad − hoc epi-

koinwnÐec metaxÔ twn oqim�twn me stajerèc upodomèc (mon�dec topojetimènesstic �krec twn

drìmwn). Oi efarmogèc pou up�rqoun gia ta dÐktua auta ekteÐnontai apì apl� koinwnik�

dÐktya ewc thn diamoÐrash arxeÐwn me synergatikèw mejìdouc gia jèmata asfaleÐac Oi apai-

t seic pou up�rqoun, ìson afor� thn mèsh kai mègisth kajustèerhsh sthn apostol  twn

pakètwn, sthn axiopistÐa, sthn k�luch tou diktÔou k.l.p. diafèroun an�loga me to eÐdoc thc

efarmog c. Autì to gegonìc odhgeÐ sthn an�gkh gia dhmiourgÐa diaforetik¸n mhqanism¸n

met�doshc thc plhroforÐac.

Aut  h diatrib  asqoleÐtai me jèmata upologismoÔ thc kentrikìthtac twn kìmbwn.

Parousi�zoume èna mètro pou qaraqthrÐzei thn topologÐa tou dikÔou qrhsimopoi¸ntac mìno

periorismènh, topik  plhroforÐa. H posotikopoÐhsh thc kentrikìthtac k�je kìmbou gÐnetai me

b�sh tic geitonièc stic opoÐec an kei o ek�stote kìmboc kai thn kat�taxh pou èqei se kaje mia

apì autèc. Me autì ton trìpo, kìmboi oi opoÐoi an koun se pollèc geitonièc en¸ tautìqrona

summetèqoun se poll� monop�tia epikoinwnÐac, se epÐpedo geitoni�c, bajmologoÔntai uyhl�.

Me to pèrac thc mejìdou, kanènac kìmboc den èxei meÐnei adiab�jmhtoc, en¸ gia meg�la dÐktua

h mèjodoc dÐnei apotelèsmata parìmoia me thn mèjodo PageRank, parìlo pou eÐnai mia kajar�

topik  mèjodoc se antÐjesh me thn Pagerank pou apiteÐ thn gn¸sh ìlou tou diktÔou.

Sthn paroÔsa doulei� parousi�zoume kainotìmec mejìdouc omadopoÐhshc kìmbwn pou

apodÐdoun to Ðdio kal� tìso se autokinhtìdromouc ìso kai se astik� perib�llonta. Oi mèjodoi

sundu�zoun plhroforÐec ìpwc twrin  kai mellontik  jèsh twn oqhm�twn, sqetik  taqÔthta,

kateÔjunsh, kai Ôyoc ¸ste na dhmiourg soun stajerèc domèc. QrhsimopoioÔntai epÐshc i-

storik� stoixeÐa twn odhg¸n, ¸ste na beltiwjeÐ h stajerìthta twn mejìdwn, omadopoi¸ntac

odhgoÔc pou èqoun koinèc syn jeiec kai poreÐec mèsa se èna astikì perib�llon.

H paroÔsa diatrib  katapi�netai me jèmata beltÐwshc thc kajustèthshc met�doshc
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twn pakètwn se statik� kai dunamik� dÐktua. Parousi�zoume kainotìmec mejìdou pou epitug-

q�noun apodotik  dromolìghsh twn pakètwn ìson afor� thn mèsh kajustèrhsh. Oi mèjodoi

basÐzontai sthn mèjodo dromolìghshc Backpressure. H sygkekrimènh mèjodoc parousi�zei

meg�lec kajuster seic sthn dromolìghsh twn pakètwn ìtan o fìrtoc sto dÐktuo den eÐnai

meg�loc. To prìblhma autì antimetwpÐzetai me ton temaqismì tou diktÔou se om�dec kìmbwn

kai me thn qr sh epiplèon plhroforÐac pou ta Ðdia ta pakèta fèroun sqetik� me thn ewc

t¸ra poreÐa touc mèsa sto dÐktuo. Oi proteinìmenec mèjodoi epitugq�noun uyhl  apìdosh

se sunduasmì me mikr  kajuster sh sthn met�dosh twn pakètwn.

Parousi�zoume epÐshc ènan mhqanismì di�doshc plhroforÐac pou basÐzetai se I2V

epikoinwnÐec. O sugkekrimènoc mhqanismìc èqei qrhsimìthta se pragmatikèc efarmogèc ìpou

oi qr stec k�poia dedomèna ta prospelaÔnoun poio suqn� apì ta �lla. H dhmiourgÐa enìc

kat�llhlou eurethrÐou eÐnai polÔ shmantik  se tètoiec peript¸seic. H proteinìmenh mèjo-

doc ekmetalleÔetai tic diaforetikèc pijanìthtec prospèlashc twn dedomènwn, me skopì na

belti¸sei ton mèso qrìno pou o qr sthc prèpei na eÐnai suntonismènoc sto kan�li epikoi-

nwnÐac en¸ tautìqrona diathreÐ ton mèso qrìno prìsbashc se qamhl� epÐpeda. H parousÐa

eurethrÐwn ston aèra mporeÐ na plhrofor sei ton odhgì gia thn sugkekrimènh stigm  pou

ja metadojeÐ h plhroforÐa pou qrei�zetai, bohj¸ntac ton odhgì na epilèxei thn kat�llhlh

odhgik  sumperifor� ¸ste na paral�bei thn plhroforÐa apì to parakeÐmeno stajmì ekomp c

RSU .

Parousi�zoume tèloc mia mèjodo meÐwshc thc kukloforiak c sumfìrhshc pou ba-

sÐzetai se met�dosh plhroforÐac apì eidikoÔc kìmbouc pou èqoun topojethjeÐ se kombik�

shmeÐa sto dÐktuo (RSUs). ProteÐnoume èna sÔsthma pou douleÔei se pragmatikì xrìno

kai pou qrhsimopoieÐ DSRC epikoinwnÐec ¸ste na anakateujÔnei ta oq mata se drìmouc me

mikrìterh kukloforiak  sumfìrhsh exissoropìntac ton olikì qrìno taxidioÔ kai mei¸nontac

tic ekpompèc dioxeidÐou tou �njraka. H proteinìmenh mèjodoc qrhsimopoieÐ plhroforÐec pou

ekpèmpontai apì dierqìmena oq mata se pragmatikì qrìno, ¸ste na apodìsei b�rh stouc

drìmouc, pou upologÐzontai apì ènan sunduasmì mèsou qrìnou pou qrei�zetai èna ìqhma gia

na diasqÐsei ton drìmo autì, mèsec ekmompèc dioxeidÐou tou �njraka kai to m koc tou drì-

mou. H mèjodoc mporeÐ na qrhsimopoihjeÐ se peript¸seic ìpou apaiteÐtai topik  rÔjmish thc

plhroforÐac lìgw enìc atuq matoc.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Next-generation telematics solutions are being driven by the maturation of recently de-

ployed intelligent transportation systems, assisted by the integration of and rapid collabo-

ration with information communication technology markets and the automotive industry.

Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) has emerged as a promising field of research and de-

velopment [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , where advances in wireless and mobile ad-hoc networks can be

applied to real-life problems (traffic jams, fuel consumption, pollutant emissions, and road

accidents) and lead to a great market potential. Already, several major automobile manu-

facturers and research centers are investigating the development of IVC protocols, systems

(e.g., DSRC, 802.11p) and the use of inter-vehicle communication for the establishment of

Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs). Vehicles may utilize a variety of wireless tech-

nologies to communicate with other devices, but the dominant is Dedicated Short-Range

Communication [6, 7] (DSRC), which is designed to support a variety of applications based

on vehicular communication. Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) is a term

used to describe the suite of IEEE P1609.x standards that are focused on MAC and network

layers. WAVE is fairly complex and is built over the IEEE 802.11 standards by amend-

ing many tweaks to guarantee fast reliable exchange of safety messages; WAVE is the core

part of DSRC. A vehicular network is a challenging environment since it combines a fixed

infrastructure (roadside units, e.g., proxies), and ad hoc communications among vehicles.

Vehicular networks have the diverse range of applications that varies from safety appli-

cations to comfort applications. Safety applications enhances the driving conditions and

reduces the chances of accidents by providing enough time to the driver and applying the

brakes automatically (eco-driving). These can be further divide into the following:

• Cooperative collision warning.

• Incident management.

• Emergency video streaming.

Intelligent transport applications aim at providing faster delivery of traffic informa-

tion, and improving the efficiency and accuracy of traffic detection by allowing collaborative

processing of information between vehicles. These applications focus on observing the traffic

pattern and managing traffic accordingly (eco-routing). It can be further categorized into

the following:
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• Traffic monitoring.

• Traffic management.

• Platooning.

• Vehicle tracking.

• Notification services.

Comfort applications are the applications of VANET related to comfort level of the

passenger moving in the vehicle. It can be further categorized into the following:

• Parking place management.

• Distributed games and/or talks.

• Peer-to-peer applications.

Consequently, the Quality-of-Service (QoS) required for the network varies from non-

realtime, to soft real-time where a timing failure might compromise service quality, up to

hard real-time where a timing failure might lead to a catastrophe. These applications can

also be exemplified by their scope, i.e., whether they provide communication over a wide

area, or are local only. Finally, such applications can vary in their networking approach: ad

hoc, where vehicles communicate suddenly, or infrastructure-based, where communication

is governed by fixed base stations. VANET has the communication type: Vehicle-to-Vehicle

(V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I).

In order to communicate with each other, vehicles exchange messages of different

types. In the following a brief description of the individual message types is given:

• Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM): Using CAMs, surrounding vehicles

are informed about the host vehicles presence. The term host vehicle is used in

this thesis to denote the reference vehicle. These messages are used to build up the

Neighborhood Table and posses a generic structure. For each ITS station, i.e., basic

vehicle, emergency vehicle, public transport vehicle, or RSU, an obligatory profile is

chosen. This includes a list of tagged values like, e.g., vehicle type, dimensions, status

of exterior lights and acceleration with respective confidence values. Depending on

the situation also further safety parameters like crash status or emergency braking

signals are transmitted. The list of optional tagged values is still under discussion and

includes, e.g., the number of occupants or the current door status.
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• Decentralized Environment Notification Message (DENM): DENMs are event

based messages. Data elements for content type and subtype allow a fine grained

addressing of respective applications. For DENMs, a destination area and location

reference can be specified. The location reference refers to the geographical validity

of the hazard and is defined as a circle, rectangle or as a trace, which consists of

waypoints leading to the respective traffic situation.

• Signal Phase And Timing Message (SPAT): In order to enable optimized flow

control on traffic light intersections, RSUs frequently broadcast the remaining green

light phase for each lane. SPAT data may be further combined with messages describ-

ing the topology of the intersection for more precise referencing.

• Service Announcement Message (SAM): Services offered by RSUs are broad-

casted via SAMs. The exact specification of SAMs is currently still an active work item

of the ETSI standardization group. Note that these messages are not safety-related

and consequently, will be sent on channels other than the three channels allocated in

the G5A band.

1.1 Motivation

Vehicular Ad Hoc NETwork(VANET) applications are based on Car-to-X (C2X) commu-

nications. Vehicles become smarter with the installation of embedded systems and sensors.

Sensors collect crucial data about the situation on the road and this information is exchanged

in order to help the driver make appropriate decisions. The driver receives information about

a local anomaly, a too short inter-distance with the leading vehicle, lane departure etc. Ex-

change of this information among neighboring vehicles is crucial for VANET applications to

be efficient. Communication between vehicles can be used to inform drivers about congested

roads ahead, a car accident, parking facilities etc. As a result, IVC communications may

help drivers avoid dangerous situations, decrease driver time, fuel consumption and have an

overall better driving satisfaction. Most of these applications demand data dissemination

among vehicles.

Data dissemination generally refers to the process of spreading data or information

over distributed wireless networks. From the networking point of view, it requires broad-

cast capabilities at the link layer, allowing a frame to be transmitted to all the vehicles

in the radio scope. It also supposes implementation of network and transport mechanisms

to disseminate the message in the whole network. This dissemination uses one of the two

available communication modes. The message will be disseminated in a multi-hop fashion

when the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is enabled and will be broadcasted by

all the roadside units (RSU) when infrastructure-to-vehicle (V2I-I2V) communications are
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Figure 1.1: Data dissemination in VANETs

used instead. A hybrid version is also possible, RSUs broadcast the messages and, as they

do not cover the whole network, some vehicles are selected to forward the message to com-

plete the dissemination. These messages can be flooded at a certain number of hops or in a

given area (geocasting) depending on the application purposes. In V2V mode, the tasks of

a dissemination protocol consist in selecting a pertinent set of vehicles to disseminate the

message, and defining retransmission procedures to ensure the entire applications require-

ments on reliability, delay, etc.[8]. Modern communication systems that exploit LTE ∗ and

DSRC communication capabilities are also investigated and developed mostly for safety and

traffic management applications (Figure 1.1).

In IEEE 802.11p, the standard used to add wireless access in vehicular environments

(WAVE), the sender does not know if its transmission has been received, and there is no

retransmission in case of failure. However, safety and traffic management applications,

require a reliable dissemination of the messages as they contain important information.

Delivery delay is also an important factor. Messages must also be sent within the time

specified by the application in order to be at any use. Therefore, protocols implemented at

an upper layer is required to disseminate the message at several hops keeping the end to

end delay low. These protocols must compensate the lack of reliability of the IEEE 802.11p

and guarantee a fast and efficient delivery of the messages.

The basic forms of broadcasting in an ad-hoc network are:

• Flooding

• Probabilistic Broadcast
∗http://uk.news.yahoo.com/google-audi-could-announce-android-car-next-week-092500470.html
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• CounterBased Broadcast

• LocationBased Broadcast

• ClusterBased Broadcast

• Push-Based and Pull-Based Mechanism

There is a well-known problem in broadcasting in ad hoc networks, usually referred

to as Broadcast Storm. This problem happens if we use a basic flooding also called blind

flooding to disseminate a packet in the network. Basic flooding works as follows. When a

node receives a packet which has to be disseminated in the network, it checks if it is the first

reception of this packet. If yes, it broadcasts it; otherwise it silently discards it. Since each

node forwards the packet, it leads to an important redundancy. This redundancy depends

on the network density: a node will receive as many packets as it has neighbors in its radio

range. A typical situation in a VANET when the broadcast storm problem occurs is a road

accident (Figure 1.2). When an accident happens in a road segment at a point in time

where traffic is intense the road is partially or totally blocked. In such a situation density

of vehicles increases dramatically and a method is necessary for the proper dissemination

of safety messages.

Figure 1.2: Broadcast storm problem may lead to safety-related service disruption in a road
accident incident

In a VANET, a node may have up to 100 neighbors (the radio range of the IEEE

802.11p may reach up to 1 km and the density of vehicles may reach more than 100 vehicles

per kilometer), such an approach will lead to 100 receptions for each vehicle. Such a scenario

will significantly congest the network, causing packet transmissions to face heavy collisions,

therefore wasting a lot of bandwidth and CPU resources[8].

Originating from the source node a message will be broadcasted through the relay

nodes in order to reach the destination or cover the target area. This multi-hop broadcast

procedure demands the appropriate selection of relay nodes, which are a subset of surround-

ing vehicles, in order to ensure that all vehicles in the target area are informed on time.
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Since in VANETs ack/nack messages are not implemented, a certain level of redundancy,

in terms of relay nodes, is required.

An appropriate protocol is required to ensure a good dissemination of the message. It

is not possible to perform the optimal flooding, which minimizes the number of forwarders,

because a complete and updated view of the topology is needed. This view requires a

set of mechanisms not necessarily available: a link sensing mechanism allowing each node

to discover its neighborhood, a link state routing protocol, etc. Moreover, even if such

mechanisms are implemented in the VANET, it is not sure that routing information will

be available for the dissemination protocol.As the dissemination requirements (reliability,

delay, coverage, etc.) may be different from one application to another, the dissemination

mechanism could be implemented at the application layer where the interaction with the

routing layer is limited [9]

Detecting the most central nodes based on connection characteristics of the nodes

is important for efficient data delivery in VANETs. The most important issue is to select

a forwarding path with the smallest packet-delivery delay. Central nodes can create a

backbone network which can be used for effective forwarding of messages. In order to address

specific requirements of different applications, such as delay, area coverage etc knowledge

of the topological characteristics of the VANET communication graph is required, where

vehicles correspond to vertices and communication links to edges. Vehicles can be clustered

into local groups based on these centrality metrics.

With the cluster-based scheme, nodes are supposed to be divided into a set of clus-

ters. A cluster is a subset of vehicles forming a convex network. Clusters are supposed to

be disjoint, i.e., a node can belong to only one cluster, while in some situations overlapping

clusters are created where nodes that belong to more than one clusters are the gateway

nodes. The basic idea is that of grouping network nodes that are in physical proximity,

thereby providing the flat network a hierarchical organization, which is smaller in size, and

simpler to manage. The subsequent backbone construction uses the induced hierarchy to

form a communication infrastructure that is functional in providing desirable properties

such as minimizing communication overhead, choosing data aggregation points, increasing

the probability of aggregating redundant data, and so on. A lot of clustering protocols have

been proposed for ad hoc networks and VANETs. Generally, a node in a cluster is classified

as head, gateway, or member. The head, also called cluster head, is a particular node used

to build the cluster. There is only one head for each cluster and it is often at the core

of its cluster. Gateways are the nodes sharing a link with another cluster. Members are

the nodes which are neither heads nor gateways. Most of the clustering schemes introduce

additional messages which are translated into overhead. However, the clustering-specific

messages are exchanged via the control channel (IEEE 802.11p) and this does not affect the
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dissemination of data.

Push-based data dissemination mechanisms on the other hand use fixed RSU or

moving vehicles to periodically deliver data messages to other vehicles. These messages are

managed by data centers which collect data from applications to deliver it to the vehicles.

A computer with a wireless interface or an info-station can play the role of data center. This

type of mechanism is useful for applications which need to advertise information to a set of

vehicles. For example, it may be an application which delivers information about road and

traffic conditions, estimated time to reach destinations, etc. Also, it may be interesting to

advertise commercial information about restaurants, gas stations, etc.

Pull-based data dissemination mechanism is one form of request and response model.

With this model, a vehicle sends query information to a specific location or target. For

example, it can inquire about a gas station, parking lot, or any other service.

Packet routing mechanisms must be efficient in terms of delay, throughput and num-

ber of rebroadcasts. Routing of packets based on clustering of the network in smaller parts is

crucial especially in situations where the density of vehicles is relatively high (traffic lights,

peak hours, etc.). Proper scheduling/routing protocols must cope with the special char-

acteristics of VANETs, i.e. Dynamic and dense network topology high mobility, frequent

disconnected network, broadcast storm problem and hard delay constraints.

1.2 Synopsis

In this thesis we propose efficient methods for discovering central nodes, innovative cluster-

ing techniques, data dissemination and routing protocols that can be applied to VANETs.

Particularly we investigate both centralized and distributed methods. We propose delay

efficient routing methods that exploit partitioning of nodes by influencing the forwarding

of packets. We also investigate how V2V communication can influence road congestion and

overall CO2 reduction in Urban environments. An overview of the thesis is presented in

Figure 1.2.

In Chapter 2 we present novel centrality metrics, AWeNoR and AWeNoR−Reduced ,

that characterize the network topology using only limited, local connectivity information

one or two hop information. The objective of the proposed methods is to reward nodes

not only according to how many neighbors they have but also according to the local rank

they have in their communities. Due to this attribute no nodes (except from the isolated

ones) remain unranked. These centrality metrics can be used as primitives in the design of

networking protocols for both static and mobile networks.

In Chapter 3 we propose Distributed Clustering methods for Vehicular Networks.

The initial method (Spring clutering [Sp−Cl]) forms stable clusters based on force directed
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algorithms. Using current and future possible position of vehicles, relative mobility and

metrics such as direction(Virtual Forces Vehicle Clustering [V FV C]) and vehicles’ height

(Enhanced Spring Clustering [ESC]) the proposed distributed methods can create efficient

clusters both in highways and urban environments.

In chapter 4 historical data of vehicles are used in order to further enhance the

clustering technique. This data is collected from RSUs and are used in order to extract

social patterns of vehicles/drivers. We developed a pair of algorithms, Sociological Pattern

Clustering (SPC), and Route Stability Clustering (RSC), that exploit the social behavior

of vehicles, i.e., their tendency to share the same/similar routes. The methods combine

this macroscopic behavior with microscopic behavior in order to create stable and balanced

clusters. A short term prediction mechanism that is based on two prediction mechanisms

used simultaneously and complementary to each other in order to predict the next road

segment that a vehicle will move, is also presented. Short term prediction mechanisms, can

be used along with the the sociological patterns of vehicles in order to increase prediction

accuracy and cluster stability.

Figure 1.3: Thesis synopsis

Next, in Chapter 5 we propose Delay Efficient Backpressure Routing Protocols in

Wireless Ad Hoc Networks. Both methods namely the Voting-based Backpressure (VoBP)

and the Layered Backpressure (LayBP) are throughput optimal. For the former method,

taking a purely localized approach, we require the packets to carry their immediate travel

history, so that the relays are prevented from sending the packets back from where they

came. For the LayBP method, taking a less localized approach, we create layers of nodes

and use the identities of these layers to forward the packets toward the destinations layer,

and discouraging the packet from leaving the destination layer; these layers act as attractors
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for the packets. We also present Enhanced Layered Backpressure policy EL−BP that

improves the behavior of LayBP in case of moving nodes. The new protocol have the same

characteristics with the LayBP and is robust to topology changes in terms of nodes that

move from one layer to another.

In Chapter 6 we present a Distributed Skip Air Index (DiSAIn), for Smart Broad-

casting in Intelligent Transportation Systems. In a push-based broadcast system, the RSUs

(Road Side Units) can broadcast information concerning issues relevant to the moving ve-

hicles. The presence of air indexes would give an answer about the time of broadcast thus

helping the driver choose the correct driving behavior in order to retrieve this needed in-

formation. Such information is also useful for hybrid Geocast routing protocols, for use by

dead drops and so on.

In Chapter 7 we present a Pull-based data dissemination mechanism for congestion

avoidance in VANETs. We propose a real time system based on DSRC communication

capabilities in order to reroute vehicles to the most ecological route, avoiding congested

roads and minimizing the overall travel time and C02 emissions. The proposed Ecological

Routing of Vehicles (ErouV e) method is a real time routing system that can be expanded

from a city block to a whole city region.

Finally in Chapter 8, we study and summarize the main findings of our work. Ad-

ditionally, we discuss possible future directions.
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Chapter 2

Localized centrality metrics via

path-based neighborhood analysis∗

The synergy between social network analysis and wireless ad hoc network protocol design

has recently created increased interest for developing methods and measures that capture

the topological characteristics of a wireless network. Such techniques are used for the design

of routing and multicasting protocols, for cooperative caching purposes, and so on. These

techniques are mandatory to characterize the network topology using only limited, local

connectivity information – one or two hop information. Even though it seems that such

techniques can straightforwardly be derived from the respective network-wide techniques,

their design presents significant challenges since they must capture rich information using

limited knowledge. In this chapter we examine the issue of finding the most central nodes

in neighborhoods of a given network with directed or undirected links taking into account

only localized connectivity information. An algorithm that calculates the ranking, taking

into account the N -hop neighborhood of each node is proposed. The method is compared

to popular existing schemes for ranking, using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. An

extended, faster algorithm which reduces the size of the examined network is also described.

2.1 Introduction

During the last decade the advances in device miniaturization and in the respective sys-

tem/application software, along with the tremendous growth of wireless networks have made

the presence of ad hoc networks ubiquitous. A wealth of ad hoc networks is encountered

today, such as mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), wireless sensor networks (WSNs), wire-

less mesh networks (WMNs) and so on. They have potential applications in disaster relief,

battlefield environments, wireless Internet connectivity, intelligent vehicles. An ad hoc net-

work consists of wireless hosts (nodes) that communicate with each other in the absence

of a fixed infrastructure; each host acts as a relay that forwards messages towards their

destination.

The lack of fixed infrastructure makes the nodes of an ad hoc network to be strongly

interdependent on each other. This fact helped realize the significance of borrowing concepts

from the field of social network analysis (SNA) [10] to the design of more efficient information

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publications [C.01,J.01]
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tranfer protocols. This borrowing was further enforced by the fact that many of the ad

hoc networks are basically human-centered and they follow the way humans come into

contact. Moreover, because of lack of infrastructure, it is rather challenging to develop

more systematic design optimization approaches as for instance in cellular networks. Greedy,

best-effort techniques are used primarily for opportunistic ad hoc networks and they may

benefit significantly from the social networking perspective.

Informally, a social network is a collection of ‘actors’, a set of relational information

on pairs of actors, and possible attributes of the actors and/or of the links. In our context,

the actors are the ad hoc network nodes, and the relationship among pairs of actors is the

existence (or not) of a wireless link among them. The attributes on the actors and links

can model node energy and link quality metrics, respectively, are not investigated in the

methods described in this chapter.

The notion of a social network and the methods of social network analysis (SNA) is

a quite old discipline and they have attracted significant interest initially from the social

and behavioral communities, later from the data mining [11, 12], and only recently from

the networking community [13]. This interest stems from the focus of SNA to relation-

ships among entities and on the patterns and implications of these relationships. In the

networking community, SNA is viewed as another network measurement task, while the tra-

ditional tasks of network measurement deal with issues such as traffic monitoring, latency,

bandwidth and congestion. The analysis of the ‘social’ aspects of a network is the study

and exploitation of the structural information present in the network, such as existence

and strength of communities [14], node centralities, network robustness to node removal,

topology evolution over time [15], and so on.

Among the most significant tasks involved in SNA is the calculation of centrality

measures [16]. Point centrality in communication is based upon the concept of betweenness,

first introduced in [17]. According to betweenness centrality a node is central to the degree

that it stands between others. PageRank [18] is another very popular method for measuring

centricities in social networks, a spectral centrality measure; the basic idea behind PageRank

is that a node is significant if it is connected to other significant nodes. Various other

measures of centrality and ranking have been proposed to determine the importance of a

vertex within a graph [19] (cf. Section 5.2).

These centrality indices are of great value in the understanding of the roles played

by actors in social networks, and by the vertices in various webs (Web, Internet, Food/Sex

web) but they are not appropriate to be used for protocol design in ad hoc networks.

Network protocols for these types of wireless networks are based on localized algorithms,

which means that they are allowed – for performance and scalability purposes – to use

only local information, e.g., two or three hop connectivity information. Such ‘localized’

12
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centrality metrics present a potential for control of communication, safety issues [20], routing

protocols [21], information dissemination [22, 23] and so on.

Detecting the most central nodes based on social characteristics of the nodes is

important for efficient data delivery in VANETs. The most important issue is to select a

forwarding path with the smallest packet-delivery delay. Although geographical forwarding

approaches such as greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) [24], which always chooses

the next hop closer to the destination, are very efficient for data delivery in ad hoc networks,

they may not be suitable for sparsely connected vehicular networks.

When social contact patterns are exploited, data forwarding is divided into two

stages. First, node centrality is evaluated at the global scope which includes all the nodes

in the network, to ensure that data is carried and forwarded by relays with higher capability

of contacting other nodes. Second, when a relay contacts a node within the same commu-

nity of the destination, data is forwarded to that community. Afterward, node centrality

is evaluated within the local community scope, and data is forwarded directly to the desti-

nation. In both stages, most of the current social-aware data forwarding schemes evaluate

the centrality of nodes [25].

We study the problem of identifying the most central nodes in networks (graphs)

by using only localized information, i.e., of a few hops. It is motivated by the design of

protocols in wireless networks that seek for nodes “central” in the network to assign to

them special roles, e.g., mediator nodes in cooperative caching for sensor networks [22, 26],

message ferrying nodes in Delay Tolerant Networks [21], rebroadcasting nodes in vehicular

networks [27], and so on. The relation of social networks and ad hoc networks is a well

established relation in many works, e.g., [28] and the references therein. In this context,

the work presented in this chapter makes the following contributions:

• argues for the inadequacy of network-wide centrality measures for use in ad hoc net-

work protocol design, and explains the importance and challenges of designing localized

centrality measures, initiating the relevant research.

• proposes two measures, namely AWeNoR and AWeNoR−Reduced that can be used

for ad hoc network protocol design.

• evaluates the qualitative characteristics of these two measures comparing them with

two popular network-wide centality measures, namely shortest-path betweenness cen-

trality and PageRank centrality, using two real, well-known in the literature social

networks and a medium graph of the network.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 briefly describes

the related work on centrality measures. In Section 2.3, the network model, the assumptions
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and the AWeNoR ranking technique are described. Section 2.4 shows the results of the

comparison of AWeNoR to other centrality measures. Section 2.5 introduces another faster

technique for computing final rankings through local weight, and the chapter concludes with

Section 2.6.

2.2 Relevant work

There are really no true ‘localized’ centrality measures, except from the degree central-

ity [10], which is loosely defined as the number of 1-hop neighbors of a node, and its

variations, the lobby index [29] and the power community index [26]. Though, these indices

are poor indicators of the local connectivity. The rest of the centrality measures are com-

puted using knowledge of the complete (network-wide) connectivity information. Closeness

centrality [10] is defined as the inverse of the sum of the distances between a given node and

all other nodes in the network. We easily realize that this index is practically meaningless

in a narrow, e.g., a two-hop neighborhood.

Shortest-path betweenness centrality [10] is defined as the fraction of the shortest

paths between any pair of nodes that pass through a node. A similar technique that mea-

sures the extent of bridging capability of all nodes or links in the network is the bridging

centrality [12, 30] . These centrality measures are relatively rich indicators of node ‘posi-

tioning’, but when these measures are to be used in ad hoc wireless networks, they suffer

from several shortcomings. Betweenness centrality suffers from the fact that it leaves many

nodes unranked, when these nodes don’t participate in any shortest paths computed. More-

over, the existence of bridge links in the network graph, result in increasing at an excessive

amount the centrality value of the articulation node without this node being really “cen-

tral”.

Other similar centrality measures are flow-betweenness [31] and betweenness central-

ity based on random walks [32]. Flow betweenness of a node i is defined as the amount of

flow through node i when the maximum flow is transmitted from node s to node t, averaged

over all s and t. The method requires the computation of all the maximum flows in the

network and suffers from some of the same drawbacks as shortest-path betweenness. The

random walk betweenness centrality on the other hand for a node i is the number of times

a message passes through i on its journey, averaged over a large number of trials of the

random walk and all pairs s, t. This measure is not localized and demands O((L + V )V 2)

in computational time.

Apart from the aforemetioned graph-theoretic measures, a very popular family of

centralities are the spectral centralities [33]. There are various definitions of such measures,

which are referred to as ‘spectral’ because they are based on the spectral properties of
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the matrix which represents the relationships among the nodes. These measures define

the prominence of a node recursively, i.e., a node is prominent if it is pointed to by other

prominent nodes. The most popular of the spectral centrality measures is the PageRank

metric [18], which is one of the methods used by Google to rank Web pages. PageRank

suffers from the fact that nodes may be ranked very high due to the fact that they are

adjacent to significant nodes even though they play no specific role in packet forwarding

(e.g., the sink nodes). Additionally, the PageRank produces meaningfull rankings when

applied only to relatively large graphs and not in narrow, e.g., two-hop neighborhoods.

Moreover, the computation of PageRank requires cumbersome calculations and knowledge

of the whole network topology, which is not possible in ad hoc wireless networks that require

localized algorithms.

In this chapter a novel measure for calculating the centrality of nodes in networks

(static or semistatic) is proposed. The basic idea is that the centrality of a node is to be

calculated over its neighborhood. In this subgraph, all the paths connecting the considered

node with all the nodes of the neighborhood are found and a local weight is computed. Local

weights are accumulated to give an aggregated measure of centrality and subsequently a

node ranking. The new measure called “Aggregated Weight N-hop Ranking” (AWeNoR) not

only rewards nodes that belong to many neighborhoods, but also, it rewards those ranked

high in the neighborhoods they belong to. Due to this attribute no nodes (except from the

isolated ones) remain unranked. To remedy the computational complexity of this measure,

we also describe a second measure, namely AWeNoR−Reduced .

2.3 The AWeNoR node ranking method

As described earlier, the basic idea behind the proposed method is to create each node’s

neighborhood and compute the local weights in this subgraph. All these weights are then

accumulated in order to give the final rank of each node. In subsection 2.3.1 we describe

the algorithm for this method, subsection 2.3.2 shows how local weights are calculated, and

subsection 2.3.3 demonstrates how the final rankings are computed by aggregating the local

weights.

2.3.1 The N-hop neighborhood

We consider a network G = (V,L), where V is the set of nodes and L is the set of links.

Each link can be undirected or directed having weight equal to 1.† Each node is given a

distinct ID; IDs start from the value one.

†Other weights can be assigned as well, when we want to model energy, latency issues, but these issues
are not examined here.
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Figure 2.1: Graph G and a neighborhood GN,i.

Definition 1. A node j belongs to neighborhood GN,i of the node i, if there exists at least

one path from the starting vertex i to the end vertex j, in at most N -hops away.

In order to compute the ranking of each node, the proposed method operates as

follows:

1. Find all the paths from node i to every other node j which is at most N hops away,

thus creating the neighborhood GN,i.

2. Calculate the local weight of all the nodes in GN,i (except from i) according to the

AWeNoR method [explained later].

3. Accumulate local weights to obtain the final ranking of all the nodes.

Since ad hoc networks are relative sparse, the space requirements are not really large;

with an average node degree equal to d, each node i needs to construct a dN × dN table

(both d and N are not expected to be larger than 10).

2.3.2 Local weight

The AWeNoR algorithm aims at computing the local weights of nodes which belong to GN,i

neighborhoods. There are two intuitions behind this algorithm. Firstly, the nodes closer to

the starting node of a path are more crucial than the more distant ones, with respect to

disseminating information to the rest of the network. Secondly, all paths can be used to pass

data in a neighborhood and not only the shortest path, as used by the betweenness centrality

when it calculates node rankings. The algorithm for computing local weight proceeds by

deriving all paths with starting node i. The paths are specified as P ik =
(
u0
i , u

1
i , ..., u

N
i

)
,
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where P ik is the kth path from start node i, and uji is a node at a j-hop distance from the

start node i. For each hop j, a weight is computed for each node l using Equation 2.1.

W j
l =

ajl
Kl
, Kl > 0 (2.1)

where Kl is the total number of nodes that appear at the j-th hop and ajl shows the number

of times that node l appears in hop j throught all the paths of the neighborhood GN,i. The

local weight for any node in neighborhood GN,i is computed using Equation 2.2.

bil =
∑
∀j

W j
l

j
, ∀l ∈ GN,i (2.2)

The size of the neighborhood is a parameter that plays a significant role. Taking N

equal to the network diameter, the neighborhoods coincide with the network graph G. In

that case, in order to compute the ranking of a node, all paths between nodes have to

be found, thus making the algorithm inappropriate even for medium-sized networks. On

the other hand, giving to N a very small value, the obtained rankings may not be very

representative at all.

As an example, consider the directed network shown in Figure 2.2 where a neigh-

borhood GN,i of a directed graph is shown. A directed graph is used in order to be more

clear for the reader to understand the steps of the method. Parameter N which is the size

of the neighborhood has value 4 while the the initial node is node with id 1. Thus the

neighborhood is G4,1. The paths that exist in this neighborhood are shown at Table 2.1.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Pajek

Figure 2.2: Example neighborhood GN,i.

Values of parameter ajl are shown at Table 2.2 for every node except node 1 since it

is the starting node of all paths and the value ajl for that node would be equal to one.

After computing parameter ajl for all nodes of the neighborhood, Equation 2.1 is

used. Parameter’s Kj value for every hop is 5,5,5,1 respectively. In the fourth hop only one

path has a node thus K4 equals one. It can be verified that W 1
2 = 1/5,W 1

3 = 2/5,W 1
4 =
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intial node 1st hop 2nd hop 3rd hop 4rth hop

1 2 5 8 -

1 3 6 8 -

1 3 6 8 -

1 4 6 8 -

1 4 7 6 8

Table 2.1: Neighborhood’s paths.

1st hop 2nd hop 3rd hop 4rth hop

j | ajl j | ajl j | ajl j | ajl
2 | 1 5 | 2 6 | 1 8 | 1
3 | 2 6 | 2 8 | 4
4 | 2 7 | 1

Table 2.2: Parameter ajl .

2/5,W 2
5 = 2/5,W 1

6 = 2/5,W 2
7 = 1/5,W 3

6 = 1/5,W 3
8 = 4/5,W 4

8 = 1.

Final local weights of all nodes of G4,1 according to Equation 2.2 are b12 = 1
5 , b

1
3 =

2
5 , b

1
4 = 2

5 , b
1
5 = 2

5 ∗ 1
2 , b

1
6 = 2

5 ∗ 1
2 + 1

5 ∗ 1
3 , b

1
7 = 1

5 ∗ 1
2 , b

1
8 = 4

5 ∗ 1
3 + 1

1 ∗ 1
4 .

2.3.3 Final rankings

The algorithm AWeNoR computes local weights for all nodes that belong to a neighbor-

hood GN,i. Since nodes may belong to multiple neighborhoods, the local weights have to

be accumulated in order to obtain the final ranking of the node using Equation 2.3.

bl =
∑
∀GN,i

bil, ∀l ∈ G (2.3)

It must be stated that only acyclic paths are used from AWeNoR in order to compute

local weights. Also, in every neighborhood GN,i, the local weights are calculated for every

node that belongs to GN,i, except from i itself, since its weight, using Equation 2.1, would

be equal to one.

The time complexity of the method is O((|L|+ |V |)|V |), since every node and every

link will be explored in the worst case, for each neighborhood created. Parameter |L| is the

cardinality of the set of links (the number of links), and |V | is the cardinality of the set of

nodes. This is the total time consumed if the computation of local weights is performed in a

sequential manner in all nodes. AWeNoR can be conducted either centrally or indepedently

at every node. In the latter case time complexity of the method is O((|L|+ |V |)).
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2.4 Evaluation of the proposed method

In order to evaluate the proposed ranking technique, since there is no “ground truth”, we

used two real networks. These graphs represent real social networks, with large connectivity

among nodes. We used networks with both undirected and directed links. The visualization

of the networks was performed with Pajek (http://vlado.fmf.unilj.si/pub/networks/pajek/)

and the calculation of the shortest-path betweenness and PageRank centrality values of the

network nodes was done with the aid of CentiBiN (http://centibin.ipk-gatersleben.de/)

package.

The real graphs are the following:

• Zachary’s karate club: a network of friendships between 34 members of a karate club

at a US university in the 1970 [34].

• Dolphin network: an undirected network of frequent associations between 62 dolphins

in a community living off Doubtful Sound, New Zealand [35].

We also examined the performance of the method in a medium network of routers of

the internet called Autonomous Systems (AS).The network we used consists of 103 nodes.

(http://snap.stanford.edu/data/as.html).

Except from the AWeNoR centrality metric, the betweenness and the PageRank

centrality values were also computed for every graph in order to compare them. For every

graph ranking, we measure the number of ties that each ranking algorithm produces and

also we compute the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Equation 2.4) between pairs

of ranking algorithms. The more ties an algorithm produces, the less useful the ranking is

for use in wireless networks, because it does not discriminate among network nodes. This

is also a crucial requirement for Web rankings when they are going to be used in search

engines. Spearman’s is a non-parametric measure of correlation widely used to describe the

relationship between two variables that is used to report the difference in ranking produced

by two methods. Differences di =| xi − yi | between the ranks of each observation on the

two variables are calculated. In our case, this metric is used to evaluate the proposed metric

in relation to PageRank and shortest-path betweenness centrality values.

p = 1− 6
∑
d2
i

n(n2 − 1)
, ∀i ∈ G (2.4)

For all the networks used to evaluate our method the average distance D is computed

and this parameter is used to create neighborhoods (Equation 2.5).

N = dDe (2.5)
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2.4.1 Undirected experimental graphs

The first real graph, the Zachary’s karate club is shown in Figure 2.3 and the Dolphins

graph is depicted in Figure 2.4. The visualization is used here as a means to confirm the

obtained results via human intuition.
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Figure 2.3: Zachary’s karate club undirected graph.
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Figure 2.4: The Dolphins network.

Table 2.3 shows the total number of ties that each of the three methods produces

for the two networks. The numbers in parentheses represent the number of nodes with

zero centrality value (non-ranked). It can be seen that the betweenness centrality measure

produces a significant amount of non-ranked nodes, which is a non desirable effect when the
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centrality measures is used in wireless networks for characterizing the significance of nodes

in the network topology.

graphs Betweenness Pagerank AWeNoR

Zachary′s karate club 16(12) 11(0) 11(0)

Dolphin social network 9(9) 4(0) 4(0)

Autonomous system 45(43) 31(0) 30(0)

Table 2.3: The number of ties produced by each competitor.

Table 2.4 shows the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient computed for every pair

of rankings. In the Dolphins dataset, we can observe significant discrepancy in the rankings

produced by AWeNoR with those produced by PageRank.

graphs Betweenness - Pagerank - Betweenness -

AWeNoR AWeNoR Pagerank

Zachary′s karate club 0,8442 0,8512 0,8747

Dolphin social network 0,7712 0,9457 0,8171

Autonomous system 0,7196 0,8712 0,8566

Table 2.4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

Table 2.5 shows the biggest rank difference observed between the three methods. For

the Dolphin and the Autonomus networks, where the number of nodes is relatively large,

it is observed that the AWeNoR gives results close to PageRank. The numbers in paren-

theses represent the node where the biggest difference is observed. Table 2.6 depicts the

highest ranked nodes for each graph. We observe that AWeNoR makes similar to PageRank

rankings for the top-ranked nodes, even though it is a localized measure whereas PageRank

requires cumbersome computations and knowledge of the whole network’s topology.

graphs Betweenness - Pagerank - Betweenness -

AWeNoR AWeNoR Pagerank

Zachary′s karate club 14(26) 12(10) 13(10)

Dolphin social network 38(40) 13(17) 41(40)

Autonomous system 56(67) 62(19) 50(67)

Table 2.5: Biggest difference observed.

In order to evaluate the proposed method against the competing ones for the Au-

tonomus network, we focus on the biggest differences observed since the graph is too large

to be displayed. In the comparison of AWeNoR and Pagerank we see that node with ID 19
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RANK Pagerank AWeNoR AWeNoR Betweenness

POSITION Reduced

1st 34 34 34 1

2nd 1 1 3 34

3rd 33 33 33 33

4th 3 3 2 2

5th 2 2 1 32

RANK Pagerank AWeNoR AWeNoR Betweenness

POSITION Reduced

1st 15 15 5 37

2nd 18 38 58 2

3rd 52 46 18 41

4th 58 34 34 38

5th 38 52 44 8

RANK Pagerank AWeNoR AWeNoR Betweenness

POSITION Reduced

1st 60 60 60 60

2nd 11 11 11 11

3rd 40 40 40 40

4th 16 16 31 16

5th 1 1 16 31

Table 2.6: Highest ranked nodes for Karate (top), Dolphins(middle) and Au-
tonomous(bottom).

is ranked in position 95 by our method while Pagerank puts it in place 33. Observing the

Figure 2.5 we see that node 19 is rather isolated in the graph but is two hops away from

node 3 which is ranked high in both methods (Pagerank : 16th, AWeNoR 17th). Pagerank

tends to reward such nodes with high score even though their significance in data dissem-

ination is rather contradictory. Betweeness centrality on the other hand leaves too many

nodes unranked (in the autonomus network 43 out of 103 nodes are unranked) making it

rather impractical.

2.4.2 Directed experimental graphs

The new ranking technique was also tested in directed graphs. Taking the Karate club real

graph and converting each edge to a directed arc, the network of Figure 2.6 is created. The

direction of each arc is selected randomly.

Table 2.7 shows that AWeNoR incurs significantly fewer ties than PageRank does.

(Betweenness centrality is not possible to be computed for this network due to the lack of

strong connectivity.)
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Figure 2.5: The Dolphins network.
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Figure 2.6: Zachary’s karate club directed graph.

graphs Pagerank AWENOR

Zachary′s karate club 21 15

Dolphin social network 23 22

Autonomous system 70 56

Table 2.7: Number of ties incurred by each algorithm.

Table 2.8 depicts the ids of the five highest ranked (top-5) nodes for this directed

network. The numbers in parentheses represent the position of the node in the ranking

produced by the competitor method, in the cases where this node does not appear in the
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top-5 list of the competitor. From Figure 2.6 and Table 2.8, we gain an insight why the

AWeNoR algorithm is a more accurate algorithm in determining the most significant nodes

compared to PageRank in terms of data dissemination: for instance, node 33 (ranked 4th)

is more crucial in terms of routing than node 19, which is a sink node. The three highest

ranked nodes are the same for both methods in the Karate club graph. Of course, such an

observation is not a proof of the superiority of the algorithms, but it is a strong evidence

that produces more meaningful rankings for the considered application scenaria.

RANK POSITION Pagerank AWeNoR

1st 1 1

2nd 3 3

3rd 2 2

4th 19(24th) 33(7th)

5th 4(6th) 9(8th)

RANK POSITION Pagerank AWeNoR

1st 1 1

2nd 15 15

3rd 16(4th) 38(23th)

4th 4(6th) 16(3RD)

5th 19(8th) 46(33th)

RANK POSITION Pagerank AWeNoR

1st 1 60

2nd 11 11

3rd 60 9

4th 9 1

5th 5(8th) 16(6th)

Table 2.8: Highest ranked nodes for Karate (top), Dolphins(middle) and Au-
tonomous(bottom).

In the Dolphins network (Figure 2.4), the nodes with id 38 and 46, which are among

the highest ranked by AWeNoR, have very low ranking position in PageRank measure. This

is due to the fact that AWeNoR ranking rewards nodes that belong to many neighborhoods,

though PageRank only those connected to significant nodes. PageRank may rank in high

position those nodes that have few (even just one) neighbor, which is significant to the net-

work, without examining if they play any role in larger neighborhoods, which is desirable by

policies applied to ad hoc wireless networks. In the Autonomous network due to the connec-

tivity of the graph the two methods give similar results. The network could not be displayed

due to space limitations (the graph is too large to be able to distinguish node’s ids) but the

reader can download the connectivity matrix from (http://snap.stanford.edu/data/as.html)
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and use pajek or any similar program to obtain a visual representation.

2.5 The AWeNoR−Reduced centrality measure

As described in Section 2.4, in order to compute the aggregated weights, the AWeNoR algo-

rithm has to add local weights of all neighborhoods in the network. So, for a K-hop ‘long’

network, the AWeNoR algorithm has to run K times, one for each node. Computing local

weights for every neighborhood can be a very time consuming task even for medium sized

networks. In order to improve the total running time of the proposed AWeNoR algorithm,

we further describe here the AWeNoR−Reduced ranking method. The AWeNoR−Reduced

algorithm creates neighborhoods only for some nodes, according to a parameter qi and a

threshold A. Parameter qi is used to count the times that node i participates in paths of

all the neighborhoods created by the algorithm in every step. The AWeNoR−Reduced runs

only cenrtally or with an excessive change of information between nodes, in contrast to

AWeNoR that can be executed indepedently at every node. At the first itteration of the

algorithm a node i (node with id = 1 is chosen) creates its neighborhood GN,i by detecting

all paths of lenght N . Every node j that participates in any path of the node update the

parameter qj (qj + +) for every instance. At every next iterration of the algorithm another

node is selected randomly and if its parameter qi is below threshold A the procedure follows

the same steps. If qi is over A which means that node i has already participated in many

other neighborhoods the node i is discarted and algorithm moves to next selected node.

The AWeNoR−Reduced ranking algorithm is described below in pseudocode:

1. Initiate algorithm. Set i = 1.

2. If qi < A then find all the paths from node i to every node j which are at most N

hops away, thus creating the neighborhood GN,i.

3. For every path P ik =
(
u0
i , u

1
i , ..., u

N
i

)
update parameter qui∀u ∈ PKi except uNi and u0

i

.

4. Calculate the local weight of all the nodes in GN,i (except from node i) according to

the AWeNoR algorithm.

5. Set i = i+ 1. If the last node of graph is reached, then go to step 6 else go to step 2.

6. Accumulate local weights to obtain the final ranking of all the nodes.

The AWeNoR−Reduced algorithm, according to Table 2.6 and Table 2.9, achieves the

same performance in terms of finding the most important nodes in a graph, while requires

fewer neighborhoods to be created (Table 2.10).
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undirected Betweenness- Pagerank- AWeNoR-

graphs AWeNoR AWeNoR AWeNoR

Reduced Reduced Reduced

Zachary′s karate club 0,8105 0,8438 0,9175

Dolphin social network 0,7925 0,9207 0,8782

Autonomous system 0,7296 0,8517 0,9728

Table 2.9: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

The parameter A is used as a threshold in order to choose whether a node’s neighbor-

hood is created or not. Choosing the value of parameter A is an important issue. Giving A a

rather big value, the AWeNoR−Reduced algorithm degenerates to AWeNoR, since all neigh-

borhoods are created. Setting A equal to zero, a risk of creating disjoint neighborhoods

arises, letting some nodes unranked. In the experiments conducted, a value close to zero

was used in order to avoid these situations.

undirected AWeNoR AWeNoR AWeNoR

graphs Reduced (A=1) Reduced (A=3)

Zachary′s karate club 3 7 34

Dolphin social network 14 17 62

Autonomous system 31 38 103

Table 2.10: Neighborhoods created.

Figure 2.7 shows the effect of parameterA to method’s results compared to AWeNoR,

along with the number of neighborhoods created for every such choice. A strict relation

between method’s accuracy and cost, in terms of time consumption, is observed. The

preferred policy is to have a value that changes according to the size or connectivity of the

network, but its development is a subject of future work.

2.6 Chapter Conclusions

The issue of discovering which nodes in a wireless ad hoc network are central to the topology

is of fundamental importance, since it can be used as a primitive to perform routing [21, 27],

cooperative caching [22] and contamination detection.

There exist several centrality measures in the literature, like shortest-path between-

ness centrality, PageRank, closeness centrality. Betweenness is based on shortest paths

between nodes. nodes that lie on many shortest paths between other nodes are given a

high centrality value. In many cases though, this measure is not useful due to the fact

that it counts only a small subset of all the paths. Moreover, it creates hotspots in the
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Figure 2.7: Sensitivity of AweNoR reduced ranking to parameter A ( Zachary’s karate club undi-
rected graph)

communications because it consistently uses very few nodes [36]. When PageRank is used,

the significance of a node comes from the significance of its 1-hop neighborhoods, leading

many times to misleading results. A sink node may be ranked very high just because it

is adjacent to a very significant node, even though its contribution to communication is

of no importance. Additionally, these measures need to take into consideration the whole

network topology – they are “centralized”, which is not acceptable when these centrality

measures are to be used for ad hoc network protocol design.

We propose a new measure, namely AWeNoR, for determining significant nodes. For

each node i a neighborhood is created, and all paths with starting node i are created. For

every “cluster” created, a local weight is computed, and a final ranking measure is created

by adding these local weights. The new localized centrality measure rewards nodes that

belong to many neighborhoods, and lie in many paths between nodes of the neighborhood.

This measure was compared to shortest-path betweenness and PageRank centrality, and

achieved to provide meaningful rankings with few ties, and leave no nodes unranked for

both directed and undirected networks. The AWeNoR−Reduced , a faster algorithm for

finding localized centrality values, was also presented.

These centrality measures can be used as a primitive in the design of networking

protocols, like cooperative caching for ad hoc wireless networks [26], and routing in DTN

networks where other attributes like energy of nodes or link quality could be combined.

In VANETs special characteristics of vehicles like position, direction, relative mobility and

social behavior of drivers can be incorporated in the centrality metric in order to better

represent significance of actors in real life.
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Chapter 3

Force Directed Distributed Clustering∗

Clustering in VANETs is of crucial importance in order to cope with the dynamic features of

the vehicular topologies. Algorithms that give good results in Manets fail to create stable

clusters since vehicular nodes are characterized by their high mobility and the different

mobility patterns that even nodes in proximity may follow. We propose a distributed

clustering algorithm which forms stable clusters based on force directed algorithms. The

simulation results show that our Spring-Clustering (Sp-Cl) scheme has stable performance

in randomly generated scenarios on a highway. It forms lesser clusters than Lowest-ID and

it is better in terms of Cluster stability compared to Lowest-ID and LPG algorithms in the

same scenarios.

3.1 Introduction

For exchanging information about the current driving situation - traffic or weather condi-

tions, hazard areas or road conditions - vehicles form a spontaneous network, known as a

vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), even though the aid of fixed infrastructure [37] can

be used. Due to the distributed network nature many messages are generated describing

the same hazard event, hence, these messages can be combined to a single aggregate mes-

sage through clustering. Since VANETs have a very limited capacity, it is desired that the

number of messages can be reduced e.g. using aggregation. To reduce the number of aggre-

gators, single messages are not broadcasted through the whole network, however, they are

contained in a given area around the hazard event location. Only vehicles inside this area

receive single messages and aggregate them. The vehicles outside this area are informed

about the hazard event by the aggregate messages only. To further reduce the number of

messages in a network, aggregate messages can be aggregated also.

In order to perform aggregation, several clustering techniques have been introduced,

while other clustering algorithms for MANETS are also used (Figure 3.1). Cluster leaders

also called clusterhead are assigned special operations like regulation of channel use, data

aggregation and message routing between cluster members and between clusters.

Exchange of information between vehicles can be either V2V or vehicle-to-roadside

(V2R). Forming V2V-based VANETs has some advantages as compared with the V2R-based

VANETs. First, the V2V-based VANET is more flexible and independent of the roadside

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publications [C.04,C.05,C.06]
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Figure 3.1: Vehicle clustering.

conditions, which is particularly attractive for the most developing countries or remote

rural areas where the roadside infrastructures are not necessarily available. Also, V2V-

based VANET can avoid the fast fading, short connectivity time, high frequent hand-offs,

and so forth caused by the high relative-speed difference between the fast-moving vehicles

and the stationary base stations. However, the link qualities in V2V communications can

also be very bad due to multi path fading, shadowing, and Doppler shifts caused by the high

mobility of vehicles. V2V communication can be used as the basic means of communication

between vehicles and Roadside units may help in places of high vehicle density.

In our clustering scheme only V2V communication between vehicles is considered.

The combination of V2V with Roadside units in urban areas with high traffic, where RSUs

take control of nearby clusters acting as clusterhead is a matter of future enhancement for

our Spring-clustering scheme.

3.2 VANET clustering algorithms

One of the many challenges for VANETs is the dynamic and dense network topology, re-

sulting from the high mobility and high node-density of vehicles [38] especially in urban

environments. This dynamic topology causes routing difficulties. A clustered structure can

make the network appear smaller and more stable in the view of each vehicle.

A well-known mobility-based clustering technique is Mobility Based Clustering (MO-

BIC) [39], which is an extension of the Lowest-ID algorithm [40]. In Lowest-ID, each node

is assigned a unique ID, and the node with the lowest ID in its two-hop neighborhood is

elected to be the cluster head. This scheme favors nodes with lower identifiers to become

clusterheads (CHs) without taking in mind mobility patterns of the nodes.

In MOBIC, an aggregate local mobility metric is the basis for cluster formation

instead of node ID. The node with the smallest variance of relative mobility to its neighbors

is elected as the cluster head. The relative mobility for a certain node is estimated by

comparing the received power of two consecutive messages from each neighboring node which
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is not a so easy task in high dense environments. If we consider certain scenarios where

attenuation of radio signals inevitably exists, the power of signals for estimating mobility

can be very limiting and may provide inaccurate measurements. In cluster maintenance

also a clusterhead is not guaranteed to bear a low mobility characteristic relative to its

members. As time advances the mobility criterion between cluster members is somewhat

ignored. If mobile nodes move randomly and change their speeds from time to time, the

performance of MOBIC may be greatly degraded.

Many clustering methods have been introduced lately which aim at establishing sta-

ble clusters, where clusterhead reelection is reduced. In Dynamic Doppler Value Clustering

(DDVC) [41] the Doppler shift of communication signals is used in order to create clus-

ters. Affinity propagation is an algorithm for image processing, and APROVE has proved

that its distributed case can be utilized for VANETs [42]. In Distributed group mobility

adaptive clustering (DGMA) [43] group mobility information which contains group phys-

ical center’s coordinates, group size, group velocity is used for clustering. Density based

clustering is based on a complex clustering metric which takes into account the density of

the connection graph, the link quality and the road traffic conditions [44]. Blum et al. [45]

proposed a Clustering for Open IVC Networks (COIN) algorithm where cluster-head elec-

tion is based on vehicular dynamics and driver intentions; Zhang in [46] proposed a DSRC

multi-channel-based clustering scheme.

Finally, a large number of sensor node clustering algorithms have been proposed

in the literature, e.g., [47] and the references therein, but these are inappropriate for our

environment since they assume stationary nodes.

3.3 System overview and assumptions

The idea is based on force-directed algorithms. The force-directed assign forces among the

set of edges and the set of nodes in a network. The most straightforward method is to

assign forces as if the edges were springs and the nodes were electrically charged particles.

The entire graph is then simulated as if it were a physical system. The forces are applied

to the nodes, pulling them closer together or pushing them further apart.

Every node applies to its neighbors a force Frel according to their distance and their

velocities. Vehicles that move to the same direction or towards each other apply positive

forces while vehicles moving away apply negative forces. Components of the vector Frel

along the east-west Fx and north-south Fy axes are calculated. In order to form stable

clusters only vehicles that move to the same direction or towards each other are considered

as candidate cluster members.

For a specific vehicle that the total magnitude of forces applied to it is negative no
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Figure 3.2: Relative forces applied to vehicle i.

clustering procedure is triggered since all the surrounding nodes tend to move away from

it. Calculating total force F helps to avoid re-clustering in many situations - for example,

when groups of vehicles move away from each other.

To illustrate this, consider figure 3.3 where three snap shots of a specific scenario

are presented. It is assumed that nodes participating to a cluster are determined by nodes

shape. Vehicles participating to a group are represented by a square and a free node is

represented by a circle. In the left snapshot a group of vehicles that move along the east

- west axis move towards a vehicle i which is moving along the north-south axis. In the

center snapshot the vehicles meet and in the right snapshot the group of vehicles move away

from vehicle i. At the top of the figure nodes are reclustered when the vehicles meet. The

total force applied to node i the different time slots is positive for the two first moments

and negative for the third. Vehicle i according to Sp − cl is encouraged to form a cluster

with the group of vehicles that move along different directions, in order to exchange useful

information.

T_2

T_2

T_1

T_1

T_0

Group of Nodes

T_0

Group of Nodes

Node i

Node i

Figure 3.3: Reclustering procedure and its avoidance thanks to Relative forces.

In the occasion where vehicle i meet the group of nodes as shown in figure 3.3 at
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the bottom of the figure no reclustering from free node i would be triggered since the total

force applied to it would be negative for all the time period. The negative relative force

that is applied to node i, represents the fact that node i is moving away from the group of

nodes and thus the moment of meeting will be very short and changing cluster structure at

this moment may lead to another re-clustering, immediately after nodes move outside their

transmission range. Also this short time of period will not be enough for the exchange of

useful data.

All nodes are equipped with GPS receivers and On Board Units (OBU). Location

information of all vehicles/nodes, needed for clustering algorithm is collected with the help

of GPS receivers. The only communications paths available are via the ad-hoc network and

there is no other communication infrastructure. Maximum Transmission Range (R) of each

node in the vehicular network environment is 250 meters.

3.3.1 Neighborhood identification

Neighborhood identification is the process whereby a vehicle/node identifies its current

neighbors within its transmission range. For a particular vehicle, any other vehicle that is

within its radio transmission range is called a neighbor. All vehicles consist of neighbor set

which holds details of its neighbor vehicles. The neighbors set is always changing since all

nodes are moving. The neighbor set Ni of vehicle i is dynamic and is updated frequently.

Every moving node keeps track of all current neighbors (their id’s) the current and the past

distance.

Generally,neighbor node identification is realized by using periodic beacon messages.

The beacon message consists of node Identifier (ID), node location, speed vector in terms

of relative motion across the axes of x and y (dx, dy) total force F , state and time stamp.

Node location is used in order to calculate the distance between the nodes. Each node

informs other nodes of its existence by sending out beacon messages periodically.

All nodes within the transmission range of source/packet carrier node will announce

their presence by sending beacon messages frequently. After the reception of a beacon,

each node will update its neighbor set table. For a neighbor that already exists in its

neighborhood only the current and the past distance are updated. If a node position is

changed, then it will update its position to all neighbors by sending a beacon signal. If

a known neighbor, times out, it will be removed from the neighbor set table. The total

number of neighbors of a given vehicle is called the “active neighborhood set” Ni of the

vehicle
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3.3.2 Clustering process and protocol structure

As described in the previous section the beaconing thread is responsible for exchanging in-

formations between neighboring nodes. Another task of this thread is processing and proper

use of the messages received from other nodes. Each node constantly updates knowledge

about neighboring nodes. Each node i using the information of the beacon messages calcu-

lates the pairwise relative force Frelij for every neighbor applied to every axes j using the

coulomb law.

Frelijx = kijx
qiqj
r2
ij

, Frelijy = kijy
qiqj
r2
ij

(3.1)

where rij is the current distance among the nodes kijx (kijy) is a parameter indicating

weather the force among the nodes is positive or negative depending on whether the vehicles

are approaching or moving away along the corresponding axis and qi and qj may represent

a special role of a node (e.g. best candidate for Cluster head due to being close to an RSU,

or due to following a predefined route (bus)).

In coulombs law a positive force implies it is repulsive, while a negative force implies

it is attractive. In our implementation a positive force symbolizes the fact that the specific

pair of nodes is approaching or is moving towards the same direction while a negative force is

applied to nodes that move to different directions. Every node computes the accumulated

relative force applied to it along the axes x and y and the total magnitude of force F .

According to the current state of the node and the relation of its F to neighbor’s F , every

node takes decisions about clustering formation, cluster maintenance and role assignment.

A node may become a clusterhead if it is found to be the most stable node among

its neighborhood. Otherwise, it is an ordinary member of at most one cluster. When all

nodes first enter the network, they are in non-clustered state. A node that is able to listen

to transmissions from another node which is in different cluster can become a gateway. We

formally define the following term: relative mobility parameters kijx and kijy.

Definition 2. Relative mobility parameters kijx and kijy between nodes i and j, indicate

whether they are moving away from each other, moving closer to each other or maintain the

same distance from each other. To calculate relative mobility, we compute the difference of

the distance at time, t and the possible distance at time, t+ dt for every axis.

Relative mobility at node i with respect to node j is calculated as follows:

We calculate the distance at every axes between the nodes at time t and the possible

distance at time t+ dt according to,

Dcxij = xi − xj , Dfxij = xi + dxi − xj − dxj (3.2)

Dcyij = yi − yj , Dfyij = yi + dyi − yj − dyj (3.3)
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The relative movement dx and dy of every vehicle along the axes x and y are cal-

culated by the vehicles OBU according to previous data received from the GPS with respect

to the traffic ahead (figure 3.3.2). According to mobility in every axis relative mobility kijx

and kijy are calculated according to :

if Dcxij ≤ Dfxij then kijx = −axdt. (3.4)

if Dcxij ≥ Dfxij then kijx = axdt. (3.5)

where ax and ay are given by

if Dcxij ≤ Dfxij then ax = Dfxij −Dcxij (3.6)

if Dcxij ≥ Dfxij then ax =
1

Dcxij −Dfxij
(3.7)

Parameters ax and ay indicate the significance of the force applied between the vehi-

cles by reflecting the ratio of divergence or convergence among moving nodes. In equation 3.6

ax is proportional to the divergence among nodes, since the faster it takes place the more

negative the force must be. In equation 3.7 ax is proportional to the reverse difference of the

distance among the nodes, since nodes that approach each other in a fast pace wont prob-

ably stay in contact for a sufficient amount of time in order to form cluster and exchange

information.

Uj = 50 km/h

Current positions of vehicles Future positions of vehicles

Uj = 50 Km/h

Node j

Node i
Ui = 100 km/h

Node j

Node i

Figure 3.4: Relative mobility at node i with respect to node j.

3.3.3 Special role of vehicles

The pairwise relative force Frelij for every pair of nodes depends on the relative mobility

Krelij , the current distance and parameters qi and qj which indicate a special role for the
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vehicles. In the cluster creation procedure, nodes that driver intentions can be predicted like

truck drivers that keep an almost constant velocity must be favored to become clusterheads.

Also in urban areas vehicles that follow the same routes constantly may act as clusterheads

in such a dynamic environment. In a street with many lanes, cars that follow the non turn

lane are also best candidates for clusterhead since they are expected to stay longer on the

street (Figure 3.5).

Clusterhead

Node turns 

New clusterhead

Node turns 

Reclustering
No Reclustering

Figure 3.5: The correct choice of the clusterhead plays significant role.

Historical data about driver behavior may be used in order to select the appropriate

clusterheads. In Sp-Cl parameter qi are used to favour vehicles to become clusterheads.

Using equation 3.1 to compute the relative force between two nodes, parameter qi is used

as follows:

if kijx ≥ 0 then qi = 2, if kijx ≤ 0 then qi = 1/2. (3.8)

Positive forces applied to these nodes are strengthened while negative are weakened,

in order to facilitate this node to become a clusterhead. The correct choice of the clusterhead

is very important for the stability of the method, the cluster lifetime and the overhead

involved in forming and maintaining these clusters.

3.3.4 Cluster-head election parameters

Vehicles use beacon messages in order to broadcast information to neighboring nodes such

as Identifier (ID), node location, speed vector in terms of relative motion across the axes

of x and y (dx, dy) total force F, state and time stamp. Using this information as stated

above nodes calculate the forces applied to each other according to position and relative

mobility. The mobility information of the neighbors is needed for the vehicle to initiate the

cluster formation request, while cluster-head election information for any node is limited

to the nodes that are within range. After receiving information of all neighboring vehicles,

node i calculates

Fx =
∑
j∈Ni

Frelijx and Fy =
∑
j∈Ni

Frelijx (3.9)

which is the total force along axes x and y applied to it. The total value of forces (norms)

is calculated for every node according to :
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F = |Fx|+ |Fy| (3.10)

Total force F is used to determine the suitability of a vehicle to become clusterhead

according to the following criteria:

• The suitability value of the vehicle is calculated by considering the mobility informa-

tion of its neighbors (parameters kijx and kijy)

• Nodes having higher number of positive neighbors (Frelijx ≥ 0 Frelijy ≥ 0), main-

taining closer distances to their neighbors, should have be qualified to be elected as

cluster-heads.

3.3.5 The cluster formation algorithm

In order to execute the algorithm, each vehicle is assumed to maintain and update the Ni

set. At any time each vehicle i recalculates total F and according to total non-clustered

members within range try to form a cluster and become the clusterhead.

If the node has the biggest positive force applied to it and there exist at least one free

node in its neighborhood, it declares itself to be a clusterhead. In the opposite situation,

where there exist a free node j with biggest total F in range the vehicle becomes a cluster

member of j. This algorithm leads to the formation of clusters which are at most two hops

in diameter.

3.3.6 Cluster maintenance

The cluster maintanance procedure follows the following rules:

• For every free node.

When a standalone (non-clustered) vehicle comes within R distance from a nearby

cluster-head, the cluster-head and the vehicle compare the total force f applied to

them. If the relative force F of the clusterhead is bigger than that of the free node

then the cluster-head will accept the vehicle and will add it to the cluster members

list. If the clusterhead has smaller F then no action is triggered.

If there other nearby standalone vehicles it compares the values of F in order to form

a new cluster.

• For every member node.

If a member node at a certain time finds itself to have bigger F than any of the

surrounding clusterheads then it becomes a free node and tries to form its own cluster.
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When a cluster member moves out of the clusterhead’s transmission range. it is

removed from the cluster members list maintained by the cluster-head and it becomes

a free node again.

• For every clusterhead.

when two cluster heads come within each other’s transmission ranges and they stay

connected over a time period CCI the cluster merging process takes place. The clus-

terhead with the lower F gives up its cluster-head role and becomes a cluster-member

in the new cluster.

3.4 Simulation and performance evaluation

An extensive simulation study was conducted to evaluate the performance of our protocol

using a custom simulator. In our simulation, we consider different road traffic and different

network data parameters. The simulation environment is a one direction 5-lane highway

with a turn in order to evaluate the performance of the scheme.

The total length of the highway is 2 Km. The stationary LPGs created in each

scenario are of size comparable to communication range of nodes, i.e. if the communication

range of the vehicles is 80 meters each LPG is of 160 meters long as if the RSU has range

of 80 meters.

3.4.1 The mobility model

The arrival rate of the vehicles follows the Poison process with parameter λ. The speed

assigned to the vehicles is according to the lane it chooses to follow according to Table 3.1.

Lane Speed km/h

1 80

2 100

3 120

4 140

5 160

Table 3.1: Speed per lane.

The density of the vehicles depends on parameter λ. The number of vehicles per

lane is between (2 -15 v/km/Lane) depending on the speed being used and the value of

parameter λ according to Table 3.2.
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parameter λ ν/km/Lane

3 8-15

5 5-9

7 3-6

9 2-5

Table 3.2: Density per lane.

3.4.2 Evaluation criteria

To show the performance of our proposed Spring Clustering Algorithm (Sp-Cl), we compare

it with the Lowest-id (Low-id) and the stationary Local Peer Group (LPG) architecture

proposed in [40] and [48] respectively. The Lowest-ID algorithm forms of clusters which are

at most two hops in diameter.

Figure 3.6: Simulation environment.

The basic concepts of Lowest id are the following. Each node is given a distinct

ID and it periodically broadcasts the list of its neighbors (including itself). A node which

only hears nodes with ID higher than itself is a “clusterhead” (CH). The Lowest-ID node

that a node hears is its clusterhead, unless the Lowest-ID specifically gives up its role as

a clusterhead (deferring to a yet lower ID node). A node which can hear two or more

clusterheads is a “gateway”. Otherwise, a node is a free node.

The basic architecture feature of the stationary LPG is to use a GPS-based grid to

partition roadways into zip code areas that define LPGs. In stationary LPG all LPG areas

are location based and well defined. Members of LPG dynamically change as vehicles move

along the highway.

We compare the three methods under the same environment variables. Each simu-

lation run repeated times with different random seeds and the collected data was averaged

over those runs.

Snapshots of the simulation of the three methods are shown in Figures 3.7, 3.8

and 3.9.

Cluster stability
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Figure 3.7: Simulation highway Spring-Clustering.

Figure 3.8: Simulation highway LPG.

Figure 3.9: Simulation highway Lowest-id.

In order to evaluate the stability of the algorithm, we measure the stability of the

cluster configuration against vehicle mobility. In a high dynamic VANET, nodes keep

joining and leaving clusters along their travel route. Good clustering algorithms should be

designed to minimize the number of cluster changes of the vehicle by minimizing reclustering.

This transitions among clusters are measured in order to evaluate the performance of the

algorithm. The basic transition events the vehicle encounters during its lifetime:

• A vehicle leaves its cluster and forms a new one (becomes a clusterhead).

• A vehicle leaves its cluster (due to communication range) and joins a nearby cluster

or becomes free.

• A cluster-head merges with a nearby more stable cluster.

We compare the average transition events of the vehicles for the Sp-Cl,Low-Id and

LPG methods when different speeds and different transmission ranges are used. From Fig-

ure 3.10, we can see that the average transitions produced by our Sp-Cl technique is smaller

compared to that produced by the Low-ID and LPG methods. This means our technique

causes less number of cluster transitions for all different density topologies. Similar figures

were produces for other transmission ranges.

The figures show that the average transitions of the vehicle decreases as the trans-

mission range increases. This is because increasing the transmission range, increases the

probability that a vehicle stay connected with its cluster-head.

Number of clusters

Due to high dynamics of the VANET, clusters are created (new clusters added to

the system) and dissolved over time. The total number of clusters created over a period of
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Figure 3.10: Average cluster change per vehicle for Sp-Cl, LPG and Low-Id methods for different
transmission ranges (125m, 80m).

time is a metric of the stability of the clustering method used. Good clustering algorithms

should be designed to reduce the rate at which clusters are created and added to the system

due to the mobility of the nodes. The ability of the clustering method to maintain cluster

structure despite vehicles mobility defines its performance. In this simulation we counted

the new clusters which are added to the system.
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Figure 3.11: The average total number of formed clusters for Sp-Cl and Low-Id methods for different
transmission ranges (125m, 80m).

Figure 3.11 shows that the total number of clusters created by Sp-Cl is always

smaller compared to that produced by the Lo-Id method and this number decreases as the

transmission range increases. This is because the Sp-Cl method uses the accumulated forces

among as a parameter to create the clusters. Thus, the clusters are more stable and have

longer lifetime.

Cluster lifetime
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The average cluster lifetime is an important metric that shows the performance

of the clustering algorithm. The cluster lifetime is directly related to the lifetime of its

cluster-head. The cluster-head lifetime is defined as the time period from the moment when

a vehicle becomes a cluster-head to the time when it is merged with a nearby cluster.

The average cluster lifetime produced by the Sp-CL and the Low-Id methods is eval-

uated in various topologies with different transmission ranges, and the results are illustrated

in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The average cluster lifetime Sp-Cl and Low-Id methods for different transmission
ranges (125m, 80m).
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3.5 Enhanced Spring clustering

In Figure 3.5 an accident happens in a highway at a point in time where traffic is intense,

and we also suppose that the vehicles approaching the place of accident are able to “detect”

the accident. The accident results in the highway being blocked. In such a situation

density of vehicles increases dramatically and a clustering method is necessary for the proper

dissemination of safety messages.

Spring Clustering which was introduced forms stable clusters based on force directed

algorithms. That protocol suffers from the fact that it treated vehicles only as senders,

relays and receivers and not as part of the environmental obstacles. A number of V2V

measurements have been performed to study the statistical properties of V2V propagation

channels [49, 50]. In [51] it is observed that in rush hours the received signal strength gets

worse compared to no traffic hours for the same part of an open road. These observed

differences can only be related to other vehicles obstructing Line-of-Sight (LOS), since the

system parameters remained the same during the measurements. Recent work reported

in [52, 53] showed that vehicles as obstacles have an important influence on the behavior of

a VANET system.

Highly realistic channel models [54] gives results that are in very good agreement

with the real world. However, these models are computationally too expensive making

them impractical for extensive simulation studies. In [52] it is shown that the vehicles as

obstacle have a significant impact on LOS obstruction in both the dense and sparse vehicular

networks, therefore, shadow fading effects due to other vehicles are very important to be

included in channel models.

Figure 3.13: Illustration of an example where vehicle clustering is important.

3.5.1 Special role of vehicles – Enhanced Spring Clustering

In the Spring Clustering method, vehicles that follow predefined routes or keep a relative

constant velocity are favored to become clusterheads due to being more stable in terms of

mobility. Except from being best candidates based on mobility criteria, tall vehicles like
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trucks and busses suffer less from vehicle obstruction. The maximum distance over which

communication is still possible is significantly larger than when neither the transmitter nor

the receiver is a tall vehicle. Selecting tall vehicles as clusterheads increases the probability

that members stay for a longer time connected to them. The correct choice of the clusterhead

is very important for the stability of the method, the cluster lifetime and the overhead

involved in forming and maintaining these clusters.

Figure 3.14: Reliable Communication Range (RCR) is significantly larger for tall vehicles

In Figure 3.14 when a tall vehicle is the transmitter the Reliable Communication

Range (RCR) is almost the same to the ideal communication range (CR) when vehicle

obstruction is neglected (a). When a car being a transmitter is obstructed by a tall vehicle

the RCR is strongly affected in the area around the obstacle (b). Taking this characteristics

in mind we incorporate height as a criterion for the clusterhead election. When a node i

finds itself to be among the tallest in its one-hop neighborhood then parameter qi is used

to favor it become a clusterhead. In order for this new criterion to be incorporated to our

method an extra byte is added to the beacon message. The beacon message now except

from node Identifier (ID), node location, speed vector, total force F , state and time stamp,

also includes vehicle height or, for simplicity, a vehicle category in terms of tall or short.

The new method is called Enhanced Spring Clustering (ESC).

3.6 VANET diffraction models

Several propagation models applied in VANET research can be used to quantify the im-

pact of vehicles as obstacles on the electromagnetic wave propagation. Geometry based

deterministic models are used to analyze particular situations. A highly realistic model,

based on optical ray tracing was proposed in [54]. The accuracy of the model is achieved

at the expense of high computational complexity and location-specific modeling. There are

simplified geometry based deterministic models [52, 55]. In particular, the research work

proposed by Boban et al. in [52] derive a simplified geometry-based deterministic propaga-

tion model, in which the effect of vehicles as obstacles on signal/wave propagation is isolated

and quantified while the effect of other static obstacles (i.e., buildings, overpasses, etc.) is
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not considered. The research work in [52] focuses on vehicles as obstacles by systematically

quantifying their impact on line of sight and consequently on the received signal power.

For the received power level, the impact of obstacles can be represented by signal

attenuation. This increase in attenuation is due to the diffraction of the electromagnetic

waves. To model vehicles obstructing the line of sight, we use the knife-edge attenuation

model.

If only one obstacle is located between Tx and Rx, then the single knife-edge model

described in ITU-R recommendation [56] is used. If the direct line-of-sight is obstructed by

a single knife-edge type of obstacle, we use the following diffraction parameter v:

ν = h ∗
√

2

λ
∗ (

1

d1
+

1

d2
) (3.11)

where h is the height of the top of the obstacle above the straight line joining the two ends

of the path. If the height is below this line, h is negative. d1 and d2 are distances of the

two ends of the path from the top of the obstacle.

The diffraction loss can be closely approximated by

Ad =


6.02 + 9.00ν + 1.65ν2 if − 0.8 ≤ ν < 0

6.02 + 9.11ν − 1.27ν2 if 0 ≤ ν < 2.4

12.953 + 20 log ν if ν ≥ 2.4

When two or more vehicles exist between the transmitter and receiver horizons then

diffraction loss is calculated using the Epstein-Peterson method [57]. The diffraction loss is

taken as the sum of the individual knife edges according to Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Epstein-Peterson method.

3.6.1 Placement of antennas

The antennas in vehicles are usually mounted either on the roof or inside the vehicle (e.g.,

under the windshield, in rear view mirror, on a seat or near a dashboard). The effect of
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the antenna placement in vehicles is significant [53]. The differences in the cumulative link

packet error rates are until 25−30 % depending on the antenna locations under LOS condi-

tions. This is due to the fact that the height of the antenna affects the attenuation caused

by obstructing vehicles. In order to make the environment more realistic we incorporated

the placement of the antenna in our simulation environment. The model used has cars that

either have the antenna mounted on the roof at a height of 10cm above the car or under

windshield at 50cm below the height of the car.

3.6.2 Obstructed Line Of Sight

To separate the Line Of Sight from OLOS (Obstructed Line Of Sight) and NLOS (No Line

Of Sight) cases at every time instance we use a simple algorithm to detect intersections

between line segments. Every node in the simulator is represented as a rectangle occupying

an area of the simulation space. For every pair of nodes we draw a line connecting their

antennas. If the line intersects with one rectangle then the single knife model is used to

calculate the additional loss. In case when the line crosses more than one rectangle then

the Epstein-Peterson model is used.

In our simulator the vehicles are produced by our generator. In case where the

vehicles are coming from a mobility simulator like SUMO the same procedure is used.

When the cars are blocked by a building then we have a NLOS situation. In this case

it is impossible to make a straight line between the two vehicle positions without being

obstructed by a building and the transmission range is usually limited to a few meters. In

the scenarios investigated in this research we are focused to find the impact of vehicles in

RCR and for that reason when we have NLOS situation we consider the range to be zero.

When the line connecting two vehicles is obstructed by another car then we say that

we have a OLOS situation (Obstructed line of sight). According to the number of obstruct-

ing vehicles the corresponding diffraction method is used to calculate the power loss and

determine the RCR among the nodes. OLOS situations are very important since vehicles,

due to diffraction, have different communication ranges with their neighbors according to

their environment. The implementation of the simulator that incorporates the vehicles as

obstacles is presented in simple steps in the next section.

3.7 VANET implementation

• Every vehicle and building is modeled as a rectangle with proportional dimensions.

• For every instance and pair of nodes a straight line is drawn from antenna position of

each TX vehicle to the antenna position of each RX Vehicle.
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• If the line does not touch any other rectangle, TX/RX has LOS.

• If the line passes through one rectangle at least , LOS is obstructed by a vehicle or

by a building, the two cases can easily be distinguished by using the geographical

information available in simulator or by the sizes of the obstacles.

• Once the propagation condition is identified, the simulator can simply use the relevant

model to calculate the power loss.

• According to power loss the Reliable Communication Range (RCR) between each pair

of nodes for every time instance is calculated.

• Enhanced Spring Clustering performance is evaluated according to Reliable Commu-

nication Range.

• Enhanced Spring Clustering is evaluated according to proper clusterhead election.

3.8 Simulation and performance evaluation

A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the performance of our protocol using a

custom simulator. The competitor is the Spring Clustering method, since it is shown there

that it is superior to many current high-performance VANET clustering protocols. In our

simulation, we consider various road traffic and network data parameters. The simulation

environment (Figure 3.16) is a two direction, 3-lane per direction highway with a turn in or-

der to evaluate the performance of the scheme. All nodes are equipped with GPS receivers

and On Board Units (OBU). Location information of all vehicles/nodes, needed for the

clustering algorithm is collected with the help of GPS receivers. The only communications

paths available are via the ad-hoc network and there is no other communication infrastruc-

ture. The power of the antenna is Ptx = 18dBm and the communication frequency f is 5.9

Ghz.

Figure 3.16: Simulation environment.

The communication range of the vehicles is calculated according to Table 3.3. In

our simulations, we use a minimum sensitivity (Pth) of -69 dBm which gives a transmission

range of 130 for LOS.
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Data Rate (Mb/sec) Minimum Sensitivity(dBm)

3 -85

4.5 -84

6 -82

9 -80

12 -77

18 -70

24 -69

27 -67

Table 3.3: Minimum sensitivity in receiver antenna according to data rate.

In a situation of OLOS the Reliable Communication Range (RCR) is calculated

according to:

Ptx − FPLS −Ad < Pth (3.12)

where the value of d is the biggest one that makes Equation 3.12 true and FPLS is the loss

in signal strength of an electromagnetic wave that would result from a line-of-sight path

through free space (usually air), with no obstacles nearby to cause reflection or diffraction.

FPLS is calculated according to Equation 3.13

FPLS = 92.45 + 20 ∗ Log(RCR) + 20 ∗ Log(f). (3.13)

3.8.1 The mobility model

The arrival rate of the vehicles follows the Poison process with parameter λ. The speed

assigned to the vehicles is according to the lane it chooses to follow according to Table 3.4.

Lane Speed km/h

1 80

2 100

3 120

Table 3.4: Speed per lane for both directions.

The density of the vehicles depends on parameter λ. The number of vehicles per

lane is between (2 -15 v/km/Lane) depending on the speed being used and the value of

parameter λ according to Table 3.5.
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Parameter λ ν/km/lane

3 8-15

5 5-9

7 3-6

Table 3.5: Density per lane.

3.8.2 Evaluation criteria

In order to evaluate the effect of vehicles as obstacles in the performance of Enhanced Spring

Clustering method we conducted several simulation scenarios. The vehicles that enter the

simulation are of 25 % trucks with average height of 2.5 meters, when the rest of the cars

have height of 1.5 meters. The placement of the antenna is in the roof of the car at a height

of 10 decimeters above the car or inside the car at a height of 0.5 meter below the roof of

the vehicle(e.g., 2 meters for trucks and 1 meter for cars).

We measured how density of the cars affects the performance of our method when

cars are treated as obstacles. We observed that the placement of the antenna inside the car

gives a big difference in RCR and to the overall performance of the clustering.

We also measured how the ratio of tall vehicles affect the Reliable Communication

Range (RCR). We investigated how favoring tall vehicles to become clusterheads (Enhanced

Spring Clustering) in a realistic scenario, where RCR is computed among each pair of nodes,

makes the method more stable.

Clustering performance. In order to evaluate the effect of OLOS in stability of

our clustering method we created scenarios of different car densities. The results clearly

indicate that vehicles as obstacles have a significant impact on the formation of clusters

in a typical VANET clustering method compared to those acquired when we neglect this

phenomenon. This is due to the fact that the medium contention is overestimated in models

that do not include vehicles as obstacles in the calculation and that the RCR is considered

to be significantly bigger than in the real world (Figure 3.17).

Also, the number of mean cluster change (Figure 3.18) and the average lifetime

(Figure 3.19) of clusters are also affected when the cars are treated as obstacles in the

simulation.

The obstructing vehicles decrease RCR which leads to what is called a lost link event,

causing the presence of often transition events to vehicles. Nodes that loose communication

with their neighbors, due to attenuation by obstructing vehicles, leave their clusters, join

other nearby ones or form new clusters degrading the overall performance of the clustering

method.

Antenna placement. The placement of the antenna inside the car or at the roof
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Figure 3.17: Impact of OLOS in average number of clusters

Figure 3.18: OLOS influence average cluster changes / vehicle

of it, plays a significant role at the attenuation caused by the obstructing cars. Table 3.6

shows mean RCR for different antenna placements. When the antenna in mounted inside

the car it is under windshield at 50cm below the height of the car and the cars enter the

simulation with parameter λ = 5.

placement RCR Ad

roof 80 10

inside 45 25

Table 3.6: Antenna placement.

Tall vehicles. When the percentage of the tall vehicles (trucks) increases the mean

RCR is strongly affected. This is due to the fact that the attenuation caused by this
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Figure 3.19: Average cluster lifetime under OLOS

vehicles when in the middle of the communication range of other cars is bigger. The reliable

communication range, when there is an obstacle between transmitter and receiver, drops to

almost half of the static communication range when 50 % of the cars are tall vehicles and

increases again as this percentage increases.

Figure 3.20: Number of Trucks (tall vehicles) influence reliable communication range

Special role of vehicles. In order to evaluate how favoring tall vehicles to become

clusterheads affects Enhanced Spring Clustering, we created scenarios of different vehicle

distributions. The average density is of λ = 5, the percentage of tall vehicles is 15% and

all vehicles move to the same direction. The simulations showed that favoring tall vehicles

in a realistic scenario, where reliable communication range is computed among each pair of

nodes, makes Enhanced Spring Clustering more stable (Figure 3.21).

This is due to the fact that tall vehicles have biggest average reliable communica-
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Figure 3.21: Tall vehicles play significant role in Spring Clustering.

tion range (RCR) with their neighbors compared to short vehicles, since the latter are

more vulnerable to diffraction losses. This phenomenon doesn’t show up when obstruct-

ing vehicles are neglected, since in that situation all vehicles have static communication

ranges (CR) with all their neighbors, independently of their height or other obstructing

cars (Figure 3.22).

Figure 3.22: Height of clusterhead does not affect Spring Clustering’s performance, when
static communication range is used

Average number of clusters and mean cluster transitions per vehicles also follow the

same patterns, showing that Enhanced Spring Clustering which assigns special roles to tall

vehicles is more stable than the initial one.
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3.9 Vitrual Forces Vehicle Clustering

In our proposed scheme V FV C, we extend the meaning of special roles on vehicles used

in Sp − Cl. The charge of every vehicle, is proportional to many parameters that affect

its behavior in the network. All vehicles are assigned an initial electric charge Q. Vehicles

according to their status (e.g. lane they belong to, car height, public transport etc.) are

assigned a different amount of load (Q(i)) at each time step.

The characteristics that give vehicles extra charge are:

• Vehicles that follow predefined routes like a bus (Qp)

• Tall vehicles like trucks (QT )

• Vehicles that follow non-turning lanes in a multi lane main street (Figure 3.5) (Qd(t)).

• Vehicles that their driver behavior is statistically smooth (Qb).

• Vehicles that based on historical data, mobility can be predicted (Qh)

The total charge Q(i) that is given to every vehicle at each time step according to

the parameters described above, is given by equation 3.14. The only parameter that is

dynamic is Qd(t) since the vehicle as it moves along the street may change lanes and follow

turning or non turning lanes at different time steps.

Qi = Q ∗Qp ∗QT ∗Qd(t) ∗Qb ∗Qh (3.14)

In the simple scenario where all vehicles have the same characteristics and direction

is not taken in mind all vehicles are equally charged

Qi = Q ∀i, time step (3.15)

and Virtual Forces Vehicular Clustering V FV C performs like the original Sp− Cl.
In order to enhance the performance of the method in Urban environments we in-

corporate in every beacon message one additional byte of information about the lane the

vehicle belongs to. Positive forces applied to these nodes are strengthened while negative

are weakened, in order to facilitate this node to become a clusterhead. The correct choice

of the clusterhead is very important for the stability of the method, the cluster lifetime and

the overhead involved in forming and maintaining these clusters.

3.9.1 Direction matters, parameter Qd(t)

In urban environments where vehicles change directions often, parameters concerning direc-

tion need to be taken in mind in order to perform clustering. The V FV C method that we
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propose uses parameter Qd(t) in order to favor vehicles to become clusterheads according

to the lane they belong to. There are three main traffic flows at an intersection: Left Turn

(LT), Right Turn (RT), and No Turn (NT). The intersection may have all three types of

traffic flows or only some of them. LT is applied to the leftmost lane(s) if it splits the traffic

to the left, RT is applied to the rightmost lane(s) if it splits the traffic to right, while NT

is applied to the lane(s) in the middle if traffic goes straight.

In a multi-lane street vehicles that follow a non turning lane are better candidates

to become clustrheads since they are going to stay longer on the street. If a vehicle that is

going to leave the street soon, is elected as a clusterhead then major re-clustering is going

to take place when it turns to another road segment, since it leaves all of its members

orphans. In case a member node i leaves the street in order to follow another edge of the

network, only this vehicle tries to find a nearby cluster to enter. Charges are assigned to

cars according to the lane they belong according to the following rules.

• If the car follows a non turning lane then Qd(t)=2

• If the car follows a turning lane then Qd(t)=1

• If lane the car belongs to is going straight or turns then the Qd(t)=1.5

In most of the cases this method increases the performance of spring clustering since

expect from the most stable node in terms of relative mobility and velocity also a sense of

future direction is used in order to perform clustering.

3.9.2 Lane Detection

Virtual Forces Vehicular clustering is based on the assumption that each vehicle knows its

exact lane on the road via a lane detection system and a digital street map [58]that includes

lane information for every road segment. Localization of vehicles in mainly conducted

through GPS either as a standalone system or combined with a wheel odometer [59] for

better detection of lane changes.

Also a beacon network using infrastructure to triangulate vehicle position can be

used [60]. Other algorithms do not use GPS, and instead use techniques such as vision [61],

LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) [62] etc. In case a vehicle isn’t equipped with any

localization mechanism, relative positions of its one hop neighbors could be used in order

to detect its lane with a good precision.

3.10 Simulation and performance evaluation

Our proposed clusterhead selection algorithm was evaluated through detailed simulation on

an urban environment. We simulated an area from city of Volos in Greece that is shown in
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figure 3.23 and is 2km x 600m.

Figure 3.23: Urban area of Volos

After aggregating the road segments that have the same attitudes we have simulated

the area in SUMO as shown in figure 3.24

Figure 3.24: Simulated Urban area of Volos

The area consists of thirteen intersections. Only intersections 5 and 8 (see figure

3.24) split the traffic of the main street of interest. The intersections split the traffic into

three different directions. The first intersection has four lanes, dividing the traffic into two

directions: one lane to the right (TR) and three lanes going straight (NT). The second

intersection has three lanes, dividing the traffic into two directions: one lane to the left

(TL) and two lanes going straight. We focused only on one traffic direction.

Vehicles follow three different route distribution according to table 3.7. These distri-

butions are used in order to favor vehicles follow the main street or turn in the intersections

in a probabilistic way and not follow deterministic routes.

Route Intersection 5 Intersection 8

NT TR NT TL

1 80% 20 % 90% 10%

2 80% 20 % 10% 90%

3 20% 80 % 50% 50%

Table 3.7: Route distributions

The vehicle type ratio used for this simulation was 15% trucks and 85% sedans. We

inject vehicles on the road and for the first 110 seconds of simulation time we use a traffic

light in the beginning of the area of interest. A traffic light is used in order to have all

vehicles injected as a group in the area. We follow them until they leave the straight section

of the road turning left or right. In that way we are focusing on what happens on a central
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road, where cars enter and leave it all the time, if we favor cars that follow the non turning

lane to become clusterhead. The parameters of V FV C used in the simulation scenarios are

listed in table 3.8.

V FV C parameter Simulated Parameter value

Predefined routes No 1 (default)

V ehicle′s Height Yes 2(Tall), 1(Short)

V ehicle′s Lane Yes 2(NTL), 1.5 (TL & NTL), 1(TL)

Driver behavior No 1 (default)

Mobility prediction No 1 (default)

Table 3.8: Parameters of Virtual Forces Vehicular Clustering.

The traffic simulation is conducted with SUMO [63] and the trace files are injected

to our custom simulator in order to perform clustering. We ran 10 different runs for each

scenario of different communication ranges and speed limits. The vehicles were given dif-

ferent maximum speeds to provide a realistic highway scenario. Random maximum speeds

were assigned to the different vehicles by providing SUMO with a probability distribution

input.

Scenario Transmission Range Max Speed limit

1 130 m 80 - 36 Km/h

2 200 m 80 - 36 Km/h

3 250 m 80 - 36 Km/h

4 300 m 80 - 36 Km/h

Table 3.9: Scenarios tested during the simulation.

All nodes are equipped with GPS receivers and On Board Units (OBU). Location

information of all vehicles/nodes, needed for the clustering algorithm is collected with the

help of GPS receivers. The only communications paths available are via the ad-hoc network

and there is no other communication infrastructure. The power of the antenna is Ptx =

18dBm and the communication frequency f is 5.9 Ghz.

The reliable communication range of the vehicles is calculated according to Table

3.10. The reliable communication range is calculated for every pair of nodes at every

instance based on the diffraction caused by obstructing vehicles [64]. In our simulations,

we use a minimum sensitivity (Pth) of -69 dBm to -85 db which gives a transmission range

of 130 to 300 meters.

We compare the average transition events of the vehicles for the Virtual Forces

Vehicular clustering (DFV C), Sp−Cl [65],Lowest−ID [40] and Mobic [39] methods when
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Data Rate (Mb/sec) Minimum Sensitivity(dBm)

3 -85

4.5 -84

6 -82

9 -80

12 -77

18 -70

24 -69

27 -67

Table 3.10: Minimum sensitivity in receiver antenna according to data rate.

different transmission ranges are used. From Figure 3.25, we can see the average cluster

lifetime is bigger compared to that produced by the Sp − Cl, Lowest − ID and Mobic

methods. The average clusterhead duration is the average length of time that a node remains

a clusterhead, once it has been elected. Long clusterhead duration is important for MAC

schemes where the clusterhead is the central controller and scheduler. Frequent changes to

the clusterhead will degrade the performance of these cluster-based MAC schemes.
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Figure 3.25: Average cluster lifetime vs transmission range

In this simulation we counted the new clusters which are added to the system. To

effectively decrease network contention, fewer clusters is desirable. Typically, clustering

algorithms strive to have only one clusterhead within a given broadcast range. Figure 3.26

shows that the total number of clusters created by V FV C is always smaller compared to

that produced by the other methods and this number decreases as the transmission range

increases. The number of clusters is decreased compared to Sp − Cl due to the fact that

except current and future position and relative velocities among vehicles, also direction
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expressed in terms of the street lane occupied by the vehicle is used in order to select the

more stable clusterhead.
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Figure 3.26: Average number of clusters for different transmission ranges.

From Figure 3.27, we can see that the average transitions produced by our V FV C

technique is very small compared to the other methods. The average rate of clusterhead

change is the overall average number of clusterhead changes per second. The more clusters

that are present, the greater the number of clusterhead changes; therefore this metric con-

veniently considers both clusterhead duration and the number of clusters formed. Similar

figures were produced for different speed limits.
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Figure 3.27: Clusterhead changes vs transmission range

The results clearly indicate that favoring vehicles that follow non turning lanes has a

significant impact on the formation of clusters in a typical VANET clustering urban scenario

where a major city area is simulated.
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3.11 Chapter Conclusions

Clustering can provide large-scale VANETs with a hierarchical network structure to facili-

tate routing operations. We proposed a distributed clustering algorithm which forms stable

clusters based on force directed algorithms. We proposed a mobility metric based on forces

applied between nodes according to their current and their future position and their relative

mobility.

The force applied between the vehicles reflects the ratio of divergence or convergence

among them. We have simulated Sp-Cl and the results show that the performance of Sp-Cl

is better than other existing algorithms. It also creates lesser and more stable clusters in

order to achieve high scalability. The clusterhead change is relatively low and the overall

performance of the method is stable to different topologies and transmission ranges

Treating vehicles as obstacles, has a significant impact on the reliable communication

range. Reliable communication range that is calculated for every pair of nodes for every

time instance according to the attenuation caused by obstructing vehicles is exploited for the

design of a new VANET clustering protocol, namely the Enhanced Spring Clustering algo-

rithm. It is shown that significant benefits are observed when the height of vehicles is taken

into account when electing clusterheads; this feature is in the heart of the Enhanced Spring

Clustering. This behavior is observed only in a realistic scenario where reliable communi-

cation range is computed among each pair of nodes instead of using a static communication

range for all pairs of vehicles. The incorporation of heights in clusterhead election makes

the method more stable.

Finally for Urban environments we proposed V FV C that incorporates vehicle di-

rection in clusterhead election mechanism. The results of simulations conducted show that

V FV C algorithm outperforms the other investigated methods, in terms rate of cluster-head

changes (lower), total number of clusters (lower), average cluster lifetime(higher), translated

in increased cluster stability, lower percentage of orphan nodes and larger cluster sizes. The

stable clusters created by V FV C can be used as a base so typical VANET routing algo-

rithms can be applied for intra-cluster routing. Microscopic information of vehicles, such

as velocities, current and future positions and vehicle’s physical characteristics can be com-

bined with macroscopic information from vehicles history in order to create trajectory-based

schemes for clustering of vehicles. Social behavior of drivers can be used in order to make

the clustering methods more stable.
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Chapter 4

Clustering of vehicles based on social

patterns of drivers∗

Vehicular networks can bring great benefit on driving safety, traffic regulation, infotainment,

and in many other practical applications. These applications require effective and efficient

packet exchange between vehicles, which is a very challenging problem. VANETs, especially

in urban environments, a node may have up to 100 neighbors (the radio range of the IEEE

802.11p may reach up to 1 km and the density of vehicles may reach more than 100 vehicles

per kilometer) which situation will cause severe wireless network congestion, causing packet

collisions and thus losses, which leads to bandwidth and CPU resources waste. Vehicle

clustering is an established technique to alleviate this broadcast storm problem.

Though drivers tend to follow the same or similar routes, social behavior of vehi-

cles moving in a city are ignored from previous clustering methods. A clustering method

that uses macroscopic information from vehicles’ history in order to create trajectory-based

schemes for clustering of vehicles in VANETs is needed. This information can be combined

with the microscopic information that vehicles exchange through periodic V2V messages,

such as velocities, current and future positions and vehicle’s physical characteristics (ve-

hicle’s height) in order to make the method robust to the dynamic mobility that vehicles

exhibit in an urban environment.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Mobility prediction is a thoroughly investigated, but still open to advances, topic. In

the past the techniques of learning automata, Kalman filtering, pattern matching, and

Markov modeling have been used. Learning automata [66] are simple, but they are not

considered very efficient learners, because of the need to devise appropriate penatly/reward

policies, and due to their slow convergence to the correct actions. Kalman filtering-based

methods [67] construct a mobile motion equation relying on specific distributions for its

velocity, acceleration and direction of movement; their performance largely depends on

the stabilization time of the Kalman filter and knowledge (or estimation) of the system’s

parameters. Pattern matching techniques have been used for location prediction [67]. They

compile mobility profiles, and perform approximate similarity matching, using the “edit

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publications [S.01,S.02]
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distance”, between the current and the stored trajectories, in order to derive predictions.

For the edit distance, it is hard to select the meaningful set of edit operations, to assign

weights on them, and so on. The most effective and efficient algorithms are those based

on Markov chains [68] and they can be appplied to any problem domain as long as we

can convert the state-space of the prediction problem into a discrete-sequence prediction

problem.

The investigation of social aspects in ad hoc networking is a topic of intense research

in the past few years. Several studies have confirmed the existence of communities in ad hoc

networks’ nodes [69] or friendships among nodes [70] in mobile social networks. Similarly,

the tendency of vehicles to move along the same routes have been exhibited in [71] and

in [72]. Finally, road community finding has been used for efficient routing in vehicular

environments [73]. For a survey of other social aspects in ad hoc networks, the reader may

refer to [74].

4.1.1 Motivation and contributions

The technique of clustering is widely investigated in the context of mobile ad hoc net-

works [75], and in sensor networks [76]. For both types of networks, and for any kind of ad

hoc network, it brings significant benefits that can be summarized as follows: a) alleviates

the broadcast storm problem [77] which results in reduced congestion, and packet losses, b)

decreases packet delivery latency, c) provides better spectrum utilization in time and space,

d) allows for data aggregation, and e) increases network longevity. A search for cluster-

ing protocols for these two types of networks will reveal the existence of several hundreds

of articles. Thus arises the question of whether VANETs need new clustering techniques.

The answer is affirmative because VANETs are characterized by unlimited power, high but

constrained (due to the road network) mobility, and human sociological factors.

Collectively, the existing proposals for vehicle clustering suffer from one or more

of the following shortcomings: a) they are not generic enough to be used for both urban

and highway scenarios, b) they are based on sophisticated and unpractical data mining

procedures with many hard-to-set administrative parameters, c) they do not exploit the

road network’s and/or the VANET’s topology at all, and d) they exploit at a very localized

manner the “intention” of the mobility (i.e., speed, direction) which may present signifi-

cant variations thus confusing the clustering protocols and making suboptimal clustering

decisions which harm both the cluster stability and effectiveness.

The present work proposes a novel vehicle clustering protocol that avoids the afore-

mentioned shortcomings and tries to incorporate the best features of the major vehicle

clustering families. At the heart of the protocol are the social aspects of vehicles moving

in a city or in highway; their tendency to follow the same routes because their drivers have
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some final destination in mind. Such sociological aspects have reported in several stud-

ies [69, 13, 71]. The implementation of this idea is based on the simple, solid mathematical

theories.

In particular, the present research work develops two clustering policies, namely the

Sociological Pattern Clustering (SPC) and its specialization, namely the Route Stability

Clustering (RSC). Statistical information gathered by Road-Side Units (RSUs) located in

the boundaries of the area of interest are used in order to build the sociological profile of

every vehicle. This profile is used in order to create clusters with neighbors that will (high

probability) have similar behaviors. The research work presented in this chapter makes the

following contributions:

• It exploits the “macroscopic” social behavior of vehicles, for the first time in the

clustering literature.

• It combines this macroscopic behavior with “microscopic” behavior which is based on

an earlier proposal by the authors under the concept of virtual forces [78] in order to

create stable and balanced clusters.

• Based on this two-level behaviors, it develops the Sociological Pattern Clustering

(SPC), and the Route Stability Clustering (RSC) clustering protocols.

• It evaluates the performance of the proposed clustering techniques against the most

popular clustering methods for VANETs. The evaluation is done for a large range of

parameters and values:

– for both urban and highways scenarios,

– for different transmission ranges and vehicles speeds,

– for varying social behaviors.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the network

model. In Section 4.3 the semi-Markov model is described; Section 4.4 presents the I2V and

V2I communication part of the scheme used in order to create the sociological profile of the

vehicles; Section 4.5.1 describes the Sociological Pattern Clustering (SPC); Section 4.5.2

describes the Route Stability Clustering algorithm; Section 4.6 presents the simulation

environment and results. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
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4.2 Network model

4.2.1 Definition of the system

Definition 1 Let S = {S1, S2, ..., SM} represent the set of road segments in a given geo-

graphical area or map. A road segment Si is represented by a unidirectional edge between

two consecutive junctions.

Definition 2 Let V = {V1, V2, ..., VN} be the set of vehicles that are traveling in the

given geographical area during a certain time period.

Definition 3 Let TP = {TP1, TP2, ..., TPK} be the set of Time Periods that the

investigated system is segmented.

4.2.2 Road network communities - subnetworks

In the past few years, complex networks [13, 47, 69] have been studied across many fields of

science. A number of network features have been discovered, among which the properties

of hierarchical topology and community structure have attracted a great deal of interests

recently. Communities are groups of vertices within which connections are dense but be-

tween which they are sparser. Networks often show a hierarchical structure of communities

nested within each other. Identification of these communities can provide insight into better

understanding and visualizing the structure of networks, and applications have ranged from

technological networks to biological networks and social networks. In a road network where

streets are mapped as edges and intersections as vertices, the intersections that locate close

in a small region are more likely to form a community. The network is then decomposed,

with adjacent subnetworks being loosely connected by the intergroup edges.

Many approaches focus more on how to partition and manage a network such that

the number of boundary – border nodes for each subnetwork is uniform and minimized, the

subnetworks are approximately of equal size, and so on.We use partitioning based on [73]

where each subnetwork forms an isolated part, and different parts are connected together

via intergroup arcs (arcs that are incident to/from boundary nodes and do not belong to

any subnetwork). The city is then partitioned in small areas that can be investigated in

isolation. These areas are called subnetworks. RSUs are assumed to be located at every

entry/exit of each subnetwork in order to collect driving behavior of every vehicle that

leaves the subnetwork and assign a social number when it enters the area based on previous

historical data of the specific vehicle (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: City is divided in subnetworks. RSUs are located in entries/exits of each
subnetwork.

4.2.3 Collection of personalized data

As we described in the previous section,RSUs are assumed to be located at fixed locations

at the borders of the region of interest. As vehicles move through the network, they record

every road segment Sj they traverse in the order of arrival to those segments. Every second,

each RSU will broadcast a short message (DENM) to all vehicles in its vicinity, which will

query each vehicle to send their collected set of segments. Upon receipt, the vehicles will

create a packet containing the partial path collected as well as other attributes. Each vehicle

has a unique identifier Vi. More analytical description is at section 4.4.

Privacy preservation is critical for vehicles. In the vehicular context, privacy is

achieved when two related goals are satisfied: untraceability and unlinkability [79]. First

property states that vehicle’s actions should not be traced and second that it must be im-

possible for an unauthorized entity to link a vehicle’s identity with that of its driver/owner.

On the other hand no traffic regulation or congestion avoidance can be achieved if this

privacy protection is not removed. Data concerning owner’s identity of a given vehicle

and the path followed along a period of time are crucial for building that vehicle’s social

profile. Security mechanisms should prevent unauthorized disclosures of information, but

applications should have enough data to work properly [80].

4.3 Mobility of nodes and semi-Markov Model

We model the mobility of vehicle i with a time homogeneous semi-Markov, with discrete

time. The states are represented by the road segments.
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The reason for using semi-Markov processes (rather than continuous-time Markov

chains) for modeling user mobility is because the sojourn time during which a user is

traveling along a road segment does not always follow the exponential distribution. A

semi-Markov process allows for arbitrary distributed sojourn times and can be viewed as a

process with an embedded Markov chain, where the embedded points are the time instants

when a user travels along a road segment. A node that moves between two road segments,

transitions in the Markov process between the corresponding states. We assume the transi-

tion probabilities between states have the Markov memoryless property, meaning that the

probability of a node i transiting from state V i
j to state V i

j+1 is independent of state V i
j−1

A =


0 a12 0 a14 0

0 0 a23 a24 0

0 0 0 0 a35

0 0 a43 0 a45

1 0 0 0 0


As a vehicle enters a state (road segment) j, it stays there for a time called state

holding time Tj,TPk
, and then leaves to the next state j′. Note that this sojourn time does

not include the time when the nodes are in transit between road segments. In order to

avoid having absorbing states we perform wrap around, connecting each exit state with

every entry state with connections that have equal probabilities.

Exit node

T1

T2

s1

s3

s5s4

T5
T4

s2
T3

Entry node

Figure 4.2: Semi-Markov model of vehicle vi in a simple network topology with one entry
and one exit.

The state holding time effectively depends on the vehicle speed and road condition

(e.g. congestion) that we assume is constant in our application for every time period TPk.

4.3.1 Transition probability matrix

A is the transition probability matrix of the embedded Markov chain for vehicle Vi for Time

Period TPk. Figure 4.2 shows an example transition probability matrix for vehicle Vi that
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moves around. At any of the road segments move to another road segment according to its

preferred probability.

For example, if the node is at s2, it can then

• move to the s4 with probability a24

• or stay in state S2 for time T2,TPk

• or go to the s3 with probability a23

Those mobility probabilities constitute the transition probability matrix A. Note that each

node has its own transition probability matrix that reflects its trajectory preference for the

investigated time period TPk.

4.3.2 Equilibrium probabilities

The equilibrium probabilities of the embedded Markov process can be calculated according

to Equations 4.1 and 4.2

πj =
M∑
i=0

πiaij , j ≥ 0 (4.1)

M∑
j=0

πj = 1 (4.2)

If Tj,TPk
is the mean sojourn time at state j for investigated time period k then

the equilibrium probability of the semi-Markov process at that state is calculated using the

probabilities of the embedded process using Equation 4.3

pj =
πjTj,TPk∑
i πiTi,TPk

(4.3)

4.4 Communication phase

4.4.1 Vehicle leaving the subnetwork

As vehicle Vi leaves the region of interest, goes into the control range of the intersection,

RSU device near the boundary of the control range impels this vehicle to send the collected

set of segments, also known as partial path PPi and travel time Tj for each road segment

j traversed also known as partial time path PTi. Upon receipt, the vehicles will create a

packet containing the partial time path collected as well as other attributes as shown in

Figure 4.3.
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pcktype pckTimePeriod

Vehicle Id

PartialPathSize PTi

PPi

Figure 4.3: Vehicle packet design.

Each RSU has a database that contains all the partial paths that the vehicles tra-

versed in the investigated area. The database consists of a separate table PPTik for every

vehicle i and for every Time Period k. That means that for a single vehicle there may be

several tables one for each Time Period according to the segmentation of time.

At the RSU side, received collected partial paths will be added to the RSUs’ databases

according to the nature of the received packet. If the received packet contains a vehicle ID

that does not exist in the RSU database, the RSU will create a new table for this vehicle

ID. However if the vehicle ID in the packet already exists, the partial path is appended to

the existing vehicle table PPTik. Every β seconds, the RSUs can provide each other with

the information collected.

The investigation time is segmented to time periods TP . It has been observed [81]

that in practice, weekdays and weekends usually exhibit significantly different traffic condi-

tions while it is shown that all weekdays (weekends) have similar congested and congestion-

free traffic patterns; therefore we group the days and treat different groups separately. The

time periods are pre-dawn: (up until 8AM), morning rush-hour (8-10AM), late morning (10-

noon), early afternoon (noon-4), evening rush-hour (4-7PM), and night time (after 7PM).

The Paths table PPTij , shown in Table 4.1, represents the set of vehicles movement pat-

terns during their trips in that monitored area. As shown below, each vehicle Vi will have a

table in this database describing its movement paths for each Time Period. RSU uses this

data to compute the mean holding time TSj ,TPk
for each time road segment Sj and for each

time period TPk (see subsection 4.4.3).

VID Partial Paths

V1 [S1, S2, S3, S5]

V1 [S1, S2, S4, S4]

V1 [S1, S4, S3, S5]

Table 4.1: Path table of vehicle i for time period j.

According to these paths the transition probabilities of table A are updated for

vehicle Vi for the Time Period TP that the vehicle entered the region of interest. That way

every vehicle has a unique semi-Markov model for every time period called SMVi,TPk
.
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4.4.2 Vehicle entering the subnetwork

As vehicle Vi enters the region of interest, goes into the control range of the intersection, RSU

device near the boundary of the control range sends to the vehicle data (DENM message)

that is extracted from its semi-Markov model for the specific time period SMVi,TPk
. Since

all the computations take place off the vehicle and on the RSU the information that the

vehicle gets from the RSU is limited. This information is either the social number SN of

the vehicle or the Route stability Number RN according to the clustering method that the

vehicle is going to follow. If the vehicle enters the subnetwork for the first time then RSU

assigns to the vehicle a social number SN or a Route stability Number RN metric which

is the mean value for the specific Time Period. This data is just one single floating number

that is embedded in a simple beacon message.

4.4.3 Mean sojourn times

Each vehicle packet that is transmitted to the RSU contains the time that the vehicle spent

on each road segment traveled for the specific time period that it was in the subnetwork.

These partial time paths (PTi) are used in order to calculate mean travel time for each road

segment j and for each time period k. For each new message new values are added to the

table RST . One new row is added for each distinct road segment, time period and travel

time as shown in Table 4.2.

Road Segment j Travel Time Time Period k

Sj T1 TPk
S′j T2 TP ′k
S′′j T3 TP ′′k

Table 4.2: Road segment travel times table RST .

Mean travel time for a specific road segment j for a time period k is the sum of all

values of the second column from Table 4.2 according to Equation 4.4.

TSj ,TPk
=

∑
iRST (i, 2)

L
, RST (i, 1) = sj and RST (i, 3) = TPk (4.4)

, where L is the number of rows of Table 4.2 that satisfy the above constraints.

4.4.4 Sociological patterns

As it was described earlier as a vehicle Vi leaves the subnetwork informs the RSU in range,

and through it the central database, about the path it followed during its stay in the area.
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This path in inserted in the table PPTik that contains all the paths of the vehicle for the

specific time period.

Using these paths, the transition table of Vehicle is created and from it the social

patterns of the vehicle are extracted (Figure 4.4). As shown in Figure 4.4 the Social Pattern

in created by starting at each entry segment in the network and by following the most

possible next transition of the transition table of vehicle Vi for the specific time period.

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

0 0

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

12 14

23 24

35

0 4543

53

SP:S1,S2,S4,S5

Figure 4.4: Transition table → social pattern.

Once the social patterns are extracted, a table SPk than contains all the social

patterns for the specific time period in updated:

• If Vi has previous Social patterns then these values are deleted from SPk.

• The Social Pattern is compared to all the social patterns that exist in the central

database and in the table for the specific Time Period. If the Social Pattern already

exists in the database in the Table SPk the Vehicle ID is appended in the corresponding

line. If this social pattern is new, the social Pattern is appended to the table and a

new number is assigned to it.

This procedure is represented in Figure 4.5.

After the end of this procedure several social patterns for each vehicle Vi are created,

depending on the road segment that the vehicle used in order to enter the subnetwork and

the corresponding time period. Every social pattern is matched to a unique social number

SN . It is important to note here that a vehicle may have more than one social numbers, in

order to better represent different social behavior of the same vehicle/driver. This behavior

is related to time, representing driving to work for the morning and hobbies in the evening

and to the entry point in the subnetwork, which probably means a different final location.

The next time that the vehicle VI reenters the subnetwork the SN value that best matches

current time and entry point to the subnetwork is assigned to it. This number is used in

order to perform clustering and create groups with vehicles that share common habits and

behaviors.
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Transition Probabilities
are updated

Received Partial Path

RSU

Social Pattern Vehicle IDs

Social Patterns of Vi
are extracted

Social Pattern Table (SPk)

Update SPk

Partial Path Table (Vi, PPTik)

Figure 4.5: Procedure for social patterns extraction.

4.5 Social Clustering

In order to create clusters the basic mechanism of Virtual Forces Vehicular Clustering

(V FV C) [82, 78, 83] is used.

When all nodes first enter the network, they are in non-clustered state. Nodes

having higher number of positive neighbors in terms of relative force Frelij , maintaining

closer distances to their neighbors, are qualified to be elected as cluster-heads. In the initial

method [83] a lane detection algorithm is used to determine the lane the vehicle moves on.

According to the lane being a turning or a non turning one the method favor vehicles that

follow a non turning lane to become clusterheads. This method produces stable clusters

when focusing on what happens on a central road, where cars enter and leave it all the time.

In a more realistic scenario, a large area of a city, the long lifetime of clusters should not

be limited on main roads but all clusters created in the city must be as stable as possible.

In order to create stable clusters we use the social behavior of vehicles based on

historical data collected from RSU’s that scattered along the borders of the area of interest.

In order to incorporates the social behavior of the vehicles when move in Urban environments

we incorporate in every beacon message one additional byte of information about the Social

Pattern - flow (SN) the vehicle has. When for specific applications we are interested to

create stable clusters along a central road we introduce a new metric called Route stability

Number (RN) as described in section 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Sociological pattern of vi

The first step in creating a cluster for every vehicle is to identify its neighbors. Neighborhood

identification is the process whereby a vehicle/node identifies its current neighbors within

its transmission range. For a particular vehicle, any other vehicle that is within its radio
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transmission range is called a neighbor. The neighbor set is always changing since all nodes

are moving. Every moving node keeps track of all current neighbors (their id’s) the current

and the past distance. In order to perform clustering using social criteria, SPC maintains

two different sets of neighbors. Set Ni is the set of all neighbors in range of vehicle Vi and

set NSi is the set of all neighbors that share a common social pattern.

The clustering procedure consists of two stages.

First stage of clustering

In the first stage each vehicle try to create cluster with nodes that have the same SN

according to these rules:

• At any time each vehicle i recalculates total F and according to total non-clustered

members with same SN within range, try to form a cluster and become the cluster-

head.

• If the node has the biggest positive force applied to it and there exist at least one free

node in its neighborhood NSi, it declares itself to be a clusterhead.

• In the opposite situation, where there exist a free node j with biggest total F in range

the vehicle becomes a cluster member of j.

This algorithm leads to the formation of clusters which are at most two hops in diameter

and have same SN .

Second stage of clustering

After the initial clustering phase, some clusters will have been formed. However, there will

also be nodes which could not join any clusters during the initial clustering phase mainly

because they are surrounded by vehicles having different social patterns. In this occasion

clustering is performed again using total Force applied to each vehicle. At this stage the

set Ni of all neighbors is used and clusters of vehicles having different Social Patterns are

created.

Figure 4.6 represents the different states of a vehicle (Undefined, Free, Member,

Cluster Head), and the transitions among these states when the vehicle enters, moves around

or leaves the subnetwork for the sociological pattern clustering (SPC) method. When the

vehicle first enters subnetwork or leaves it, its state is undefined UN since every region is

studied in isolation.
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CH
CM /

Second stage 
of clustering
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UN

UN
NSi Null

Leaving the area

Send packet to RSU

Entering the area 
First stage of Clustering

NSi not Null

Send ID to RSU

Receive SN from RSU

Figure 4.6: States of a vehicle.

4.5.2 Route stability of vehicle vi

When dealing with main roads of a city, the creation of clusters is mostly binded to safety

issues. A big family of transport applications uses the dissemination of traffic data or

security data in a limited area [84] e.g. city block, main road etc. In order to create

stable clusters on main streets, vehicles that tend to stay more time on the street are better

candidates to be clusterheads (figure 4.7). If a vehicle that is going to leave the street soon,

is elected as a clusterhead then major re-clustering is going to take place when it turns to

another road segment, since it leaves all of its members orphans. In case a member node

leaves the street in order to follow another edge of the network, only this vehicle tries to

find a nearby cluster to enter.

Clusterhead

Node turns 

New clusterhead

Node turns 

Reclustering
No Reclustering

Figure 4.7: The correct choice of the clusterhead on main streets plays a significant role.

The Route Stability Clustering method uses long term probabilities of vehicles in

order to choose clusterheads. Vehicles exchange beacon messages, that contains information

about node Identifier (Vid), node location, speed vector in terms of relative motion across

the axes of x and y (dx, dy), Route Stability Number RN , state and time stamp.

Route stability Number (Reliability) of Vehicle Vi that moves on road segment Si

the time period TPk is calculated be Equation 4.5:

RNVi =
∑
j

pj , j ∈ PPi (4.5)

where PPi is the set of the road segments that belong to the same street and pj are the
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long term probabilities of vehicle Vi that have been received by the RSU the specific time

period.

From equation 4.5 it is evident that this RN metric represents the accumulative

probability of each vehicle to stay on the road segments that constitute the main street.

Route stability number RN is then incorporated in Equation 3.1 as parameter qi, in order

to favor vehicles, that are more possible to stay on the street for the longer time, to become

clusterheads (see section 4.6.2. In a multi-lane street vehicles that have bigger route stability

number RN are better candidates to become clustrheads since they are going to stay longer

on the street, based on the historical data of the vehicle.

4.5.3 Overhead due to clustering

In order to perform clustering, vehicles exchange simple CAM messages. Each beacon

message consists of node Identifier (Vid), node location, speed vector, total force F, state,

(RN or SN metric according to the method used) and time stamp. CAM messages are send

every second in order to maintain up to date information about the neighborhood. Relative

mobility, which is used in order to perform cluster formation, is calculated at every vehicle

in isolation, using current and possible future position of every neighbor based on previous

received beacons. Moreover, the clustering-specific messages are exchanged via the control

channel (IEEE 802.11p) and this does not affect the dissemination of data.

When vehicles approach an exit of the subnetwork, entering the control range of a

RSU they send a dedicated packet to the RSU that contains its path table. Since every

vehicle leaves the subnetwork only once the overhead due to this communication is very

limited (see. Figure 4.1).

4.6 Simulation and performance evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of SPC and RSC. The traffic simulation is con-

ducted with SUMO [63] and the trace files are injected to our custom simulator in order to

perform clustering. In the simulation, we use the road network of city of Erlangen. Using

the hierarchical communities method we are able to divide the city in isolated regions and

study the mobility of vehicles in subnetwork 2 (see Figure 4.1). The only communications

paths available are via the ad-hoc network and there is no other communication infrastruc-

ture. The power of the antenna is Ptx = 18dBm and the communication frequency f is 5.9

Ghz.

The reliable communication range of the vehicles is calculated according to Table 4.3.

The reliable communication range is calculated for every pair of nodes at every instance

based on the diffraction caused by obstructing vehicles [78]. In our simulations, we use a
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Data Rate (Mb/sec) Minimum Sensitivity(dBm)

12 -77

18 -70

24 -69

27 -67

Table 4.3: Minimum sensitivity in receiver antenna according to data rate.

minimum sensitivity (Pth) of −69dBm to −85db which gives a transmission range of 130 to

300 meters.

According to [85] an acceptable communication range for VSC applications, which

use the same broadcast messages to our clustering methods, is about 300 m. This range

that can be achieved by low transmission power, like the one we use in our simulations, is

enough for correct dissemination of a message in a neighborhood while it improves spatial

reuse in heavy traffic. In rural environments, in scenarios with low data rate (3MBPs)

authors in [85] showed that Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of 60 % can be achieved for such

medium distances.

All the simulation parameters with their default values are represented in Table 4.4.

All nodes are equipped with GPS receivers and On-Board Units (OBU). Location

information of all vehicles/nodes, needed for the clustering algorithm is collected with the

help of GPS receivers. By default, 80 to 160 vehicles move in the network, and their

movement pattern is determined by Krauss following model. The vehicles have maximum

velocities from 40 to 50km/h, large speed deviation (60 to 140 % of legal speed limits) with

2 to 4 different flows – social profiles.

While one would like to have deterministic social profiles for every driver - vehicle ,

this is not possible due to the nature of driving. Even if a driver follows a standard route

every day, it is still possible for the driver to deviate from it once in a while. Circumstances

like a doctor appointment, road construction or alternative route due to congestion may

cause driver to change the route he is predicted to follow according to his social profile.

All of this points to the fact that the prediction of driver intent must be probabilistic. For

these reasons vehicles are injected to the map at random sequence and follow their path

according to their social profile with default probability of 67 % and range from 67 % to 97

% (see Figure 4.13).

In order to incorporate different characteristics in the method we have assigned values

to parameters q (see equation 3.14) according to table 4.5. These parameters represent a

special role that a vehicle may have in the network due to its mobility behavior or physical

characteristics. Parameter qR is valid only for the RSC method and it represents the Route
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Independent parameter Range of values Default value

V elocity (m\sec) 20, 50 42

Number of V ehicles 80,120,160 120

Probability of following the social pattern (%) 67,97 67

Number of Sociological patterns 2,3,4 2

Communication Range (m) 130 - 300 130

Number of RSUs 6 6

Subnetwork of theCity 1-3 2

Table 4.4: Simulation parameters.

stability number of the vehicle.

parameter Simulated Parameter value

Predefined routes (Qp) No 1 (default)

V ehicle′s Height (QT ) Yes 2(Tall), 1(Short)

V ehicle′s Route stability (QR) Yes 2(High), 1 (Medium), 0.5(Low)

Driver behavior (Qb) No 1 (default)

Table 4.5: Parameters of Clustering methods

To show the performance of our proposed Social clustering (SPC, RSC) meth-

ods, we compare them with the Lowest-id (Low − id), Dynamic Doppler Value Clustering

(DDV C) and Mobility Prediction-Based Clustering (MPBC) proposed in [40], [86] and

[87] respectively. The Lowest-ID algorithm forms of clusters which are at most two hops in

diameter.

The basic concepts of Lowest id are the following. Each node is given a distinct

ID and it periodically broadcasts the list of its neighbors (including itself). A node which

only hears nodes with ID higher than itself is a “clusterhead” (CH). The Lowest-ID node

that a node hears is its clusterhead, unless the Lowest-ID specifically gives up its role as

a clusterhead (deferring to a yet lower ID node). A node which can hear two or more

clusterheads is a “gateway”. Otherwise, a node is a free node.

In DDV C a cost metric derived from the Doppler shift property, the Doppler Value,

is used in order to create clusters. The Doppler Value (DV ) is related to the relative

velocity. We simulate DDVC with parameter nmin having value 1.

The basic information in MPBC is the relative speeds estimation for each node. In

clustering stage, nodes broadcast Hello packets periodically to build their neighbors lists.

Each node estimates its average relative speeds with respect to its neighbors based on these

Hello packets exchanges. Nodes with lowest relative mobility are selected as CHs. During
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cluster maintenance stage a prediction-based method is used to solve the problems caused

by relative node movements.

4.6.1 Sociological Pattern Clustering

As we mentioned in subsection 4.2.2, after splitting the city in subnetworks, these regions can

be investigated in isolation. Using the map from Figure 4.1 we simulate the performance

of the methods in subnetwork 2. In order to evaluate the stability of the algorithm, we

measure the stability of the cluster configuration against vehicle mobility. In a high dynamic

VANET, nodes keep joining and leaving clusters along their travel route. Good clustering

algorithms should be designed to minimize the number of cluster changes of the vehicle by

minimizing reclustering. This transitions among clusters are measured in order to evaluate

the performance of the algorithm. The basic transition events the vehicle encounters during

its lifetime:

• A vehicle leaves its cluster and forms a new one (becomes a clusterhead).

• A vehicle leaves its cluster (due to communication range) and joins a nearby cluster

or becomes free.

• A cluster-head merges with a nearby more stable cluster.

The average cluster lifetime is another important metric that shows the performance

of the clustering algorithm. The cluster lifetime is directly related to the lifetime of its

cluster-head. The cluster-head lifetime is defined as the time period from the moment when

a vehicle becomes a cluster-head to the time when it is merged with a nearby cluster.

SPC versus VFVC

Initial Spring Clustering and the enhanced V FV C method behave well when investigating

highways where vehicles don’t change direction so often as in a real urban environment

(the former), or when we are focused on main streets when we care about the stability

of the cluster on the street and not at the whole area (the latter). In addition V FV C

gives good outcome when the road lanes clearly clarify the possible direction of the car

that is traveling on the road. In a more realistic scenario when small road segments of

a city consist of one lane, V FV C degrades to the initial Spring Clustering. As shown in

Figure 4.8 the performance of V FV C compared to SPC in a city region when most of

the roads consist of one lane is much lower but still better than the performance of DDV C

since except from relative speed that DDV C uses to perform clustering, V FV C uses virtual

forces among nodes that are affected by relative mobility, current and future distance in
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both x and y axes. MPBC performs better than the V FV C method since it is based on

the estimated mobility information of nodes. In urban environments, where the mobility of

nodes compared to a highway is more dynamic, SPC has clear impact on cluster formation

and stability (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Lifetime of SPC versus V FV C for a typical urban scenario [2 flows, 70 %
probability of following the social pattern] for different communication ranges.

SPC versus Low-Id, DDVC and MPBC

We compare the performance of SPC, Low − Id, DDV C and MPBC methods when

different transmission ranges (Figure 4.10) and different speeds (Figure 4.11) are used. We

also investigate the performance of SPC against different number of Social Patterns that

the vehicles have (Figure 4.12) and against different probabilities in following the correct

pattern (Figure 4.13).

Number of clusters over time. The number of clusters created by a clustering algorithm

is a significant parameter of the clustering procedure; too many, and thus small, clusters

implies that the benefits reaped due to clustering will diminish, since the broadcast storm is

not really cured, and too much communication has to take place to forward messages (too

many clusterheads and too many gateways participate in the forwarding process). On the

other hand, the existence of only a few, and thus quite large, clusters is also not desirable

since the channel is shared among too many members of the same cluster and hence the

communication latency increases. We present an experiment – with the default values of

the parameters of Table 7.2, and the results are illustrated in Figure 4.9. It depicts the

total number of clusters created by the competing methods over the simulation time of the

experiment. We see that SPC creates a moderate number of clusters, less than that created

by Low − Id, but more than those created by DDV C and MPBC for most of the time.

Analogous observations were made for other values of the parameters. Therefore, SPC
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can achieve the best of two worlds; relatively small transmission latency, and relatively few

rebroadcast messages.
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Figure 4.9: Number of heads produced by all methods during the simulation.

In order to investigate how stable the clusters created by each method are, we mea-

sure cluster lifetime and mean transitions that each vehicle encounters during the simula-

tion. We tune different parameter each time and we can see, from the sections that follow,

that the average transitions produced by our SPC technique is smaller compared to that

produced by the Low − Id and gives comparative numbers to DDV C and MPBC.

Cluster stability versus communication range. Figure 4.10 shows that the average

transitions of the vehicle decreases and mean cluster lifetime increases as the transmission

range increases when SPC is used. This is because increasing the transmission range,

increases the probability that a vehicle stay connected with its cluster-head. Communication

range doesn’t have any impact on Low− Id’s performance and though it slightly improves

DDV C it has a major impact on SPC stability. Since SPC creates clusters of nodes sharing

common social profiles, as communication range increases the probability that such nodes

stay interconnected for a longer time also increases. In Low−Id only vehicle’s ID is used in

order to elect clusterheads and that way although increased communication range may have

a positive impact on nodes connectivity it also affect them in a negative way since nodes

more often find a neighbor with lowest id and perform reclustering. In DDV C increase of

communication range does not have so big positive impact since in an Urban environment

vehicles always change directions, accelerate and deaccelerate in order to follow different

road segments thus causing the method to create new clusters often. MPBC achieve longer

average CH lifetime compared to Low − id and DDV C since the method is designed for

randomly and independently moving nodes, but its performance is still worse than the

proposed method which incorporates drivers social profile.
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Figure 4.10: Lifetime and mean cluster changes versus range.

Cluster stability versus speed. In Figure 4.11 we observe that the impact of different

vehicle speeds in a urban environment is not so clear. This is due to the fact that in

urban areas the max velocity cannot be easily reached by vehicles since they always have

to stop at intersections or change speed due to turns and congestion. For the maximum

speeds investigated SPC has much better performance compared to MPBC, DDV C and

Low − Id.
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Figure 4.11: Lifetime and mean cluster changes versus speed.

Cluster stability versus social patterns. As social patterns increase, meaning that

vehicles follow less common routes, the performance of SPC decreases (see Figure 4.12).

From this figure, it could be seen that SPC follows the theoretical model closely, yet the

actual cluster lifetime is a always better than the other methods give. DDV C and MPBC

also degrade as the mobility of vehicles become more chaotic.

Cluster stability versus pattern following probability. The mean lifetime that our

method produces, even when the probabilities that a car follows its Social Pattern drops to
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Figure 4.12: Lifetime and mean cluster changes versus number of social patterns.

67 % (Figure 4.13), is always better than those that the other methods give. All methods

when the probabilities raise, show better performance in terms of mean cluster lifetime,

since the mobility of vehicles becomes less chaotic. As vehicles tend to use the same routes,

clusters can more easily maintain their current structure and all clustering methods perform

better. SPC having information about the social pattern of vehicles still achieves the best

outcome, increasing rather decreasing the performance gap to the competing methods.
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Figure 4.13: Lifetime and mean cluster changes of SPC versus probability of following a social
pattern.

4.6.2 Route Stability Clustering.

In order to evaluate the performance of RSC we are interested in a main street of the area

of Erlangen. The street is shown in Figure 4.14. The area consists of many intersections.

On the map three main flows of vehicles are shown. These flows split the traffic of the main

road of interest.
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Figure 4.14: Main road and the flows that split traffic.

We focused only on one traffic direction. Vehicles follow three different route distri-

butions according to Table 4.6. These distributions are used in order to represent the social

patterns of the vehicles and are based on their historical data.

We follow vehicles until they leave the section of the road turning left or right. In

that way we are focusing on what happens on a central road, where cars enter and leave

it all the time if we favor cars that follow the non turning lane to become clusterhead.

Using Equation 4.5 and the data from Table 4.6 we calculate the route stability RN of each

vehicle regarding the street of interest. Route stability is then incorporated in Equation 3.1

as parameter qi, in order to favor vehicles that are more possible to stay on the street for

the longer time become clusterheads.

Route Probability to Stability Parameter

follow the route RVi
qi

1 90% Low 0.5

2 90% High 2

3 90% Medium 1

Table 4.6: Route distributions according to different social patterns of vehicle i.

For the scenario of RSC we used the values of Table 7.2 in terms of velocity and

communication range. We compare the performance of RSC, SPC ,Low− Id, DDV C and
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MPBC methods and the results are presented in Figure 4.15.

The results of simulations conducted show that RSC algorithm outperforms the

other investigated methods, in terms of average cluster lifetime (higher) which is translated

in increased cluster stability, lower percentage of orphan nodes and larger cluster sizes.

The other parameters that determine the stability of a clustering method like cluster-head

changes, total number of clusters and null nodes also give better values for RSC compared

to the other methods.
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Figure 4.15: Lifetime of RSC.

4.6.3 Short term trajectory prediction mechanism

RSC and SPC methods are based on long term trajectory prediction of vehicles, based on

historical data. Short term prediction, where the next road segment that the vehicle will

follow is also useful for smart routing and clustering protocols. A new short term prediction

mechanism for Vanets is developed, namely Rich Dictionary Markov - RDM .

RDM is based on two prediction mechanisms used simultaneously and complemen-

tary to each other. The first is similar to that in [2] exploiting the blending of models of

various orders to calculate the probability of each state. These probabilities are used in

conjunction with the second mechanism which is based on trie descent to make predictions.

The first mechanism uses a blending strategy known as exclusion to calculate the proba-

bility of each state occurring in the input sequence and predict the one with the highest

probability as the most likely next state. The second mechanism is guided by the phrase

”w” (Table 1) in order to traverse the trie and pinpoint to the current state of the pre-

dictor. Then in order to predict the next state it exploits the information (history) given

from the higher order model, if there is any, and predicts according to specific rules. Figure

4.16 illustrates the different tries that LZ78, ALZ and RDM are building, by superimposing
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them into a single trie for the input sequence ”AAABABBBBBAABCCDDCBAAAA”. We

see that RDM resultant dictionary is richer and the associated trie larger both in span and

depth.

Figure 4.16: The superimposed tries of the input sequence ”AAABABBBBBAABCCDD-
CBAAAA” are distinguished by the different node colour, Black (RDM) / Yellow (ALZ) /
Red (LZ78), and in the same order, the numbers below each respective symbol represent
the cardinality of it.

We examined the performance of the competing algorithms(RDM , LZ78 [88], Active

LeZi-ALZ [89]), both in terms of prediction accuracy and efficiency (processing time and

memory consumption) and the results are depicted in Figures 4.17. The dataset used for

the evaluation, was downloaded from Project Gutenberg. It is an English translation of the

novel ”The Three Musketeers” by Alexandre Dumas; it consists of more than 50 symbols.

Figure 4.17 shows that RDM (ignoring the cold start) achieves prediction accuracy always

larger than 30%. The mean accuracy is about 38%. In contrast, its competitors never go

beyond 17% at the best case, and on the average their performance is around 11% for LZ78

and 13.4% for ALZ.

4.7 Conclusions

Vehicular networks can bring great benefit on driving safety, traffic regulation, infotainment,

and in many other practical applications. These applications require effective and efficient

packet exchange between vehicles, which is a very challenging problem. VANETs, especially

in urban environments, a node may have up to 100 neighbors (the radio range of the IEEE

802.11p may reach up to 1 km and the density of vehicles may reach more than 100 vehicles

per kilometer) which situation will cause severe wireless network congestion, causing packet

collisions and thus losses, which leads to bandwidth and CPU resources waste. Vehicle

clustering is an established technique to alleviate this broadcast storm problem.
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Figure 4.17: Prediction accuracy of the competing algorithms for the engTxt dataset.

Though drivers tend to follow the same or similar routes, social behavior of vehicles

moving in a city are ignored from previous clustering methods. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this work is the first one that uses macroscopic information from vehicles’ history

in order to create trajectory-based schemes for clustering of vehicles in VANETs. This

information is combined with the microscopic information that vehicles exchange through

periodic V2V messages, such as velocities, current and future positions and vehicle’s phys-

ical characteristics (vehicle’s height) making the proposed methods robust to the dynamic

mobility that vehicles exhibit in an urban environment.

The proposed methods, namely Sociological Pattern Clustering (SPC), and the

Route Stability Clustering (RSC) use historical data of each vehicle modeling them as

semi-Markov processes, in order to extract the social patterns and create stable clusters.

SPC assigns in every vehicle a social number SN , which represents the social pattern that

this vehicle is probable to follow for the specific time period, and groups vehicles that have

similar behavior. RSC, which focuses on creating stable groups on a highway-type street,

calculates the long term probabilities of each vehicle and assigns to them a stability value.

All the pattern extraction calculations are performed on a central server. The proposed

social clustering methods are compared to Low − Id [40], Dynamic Doppler Value Clus-

tering [86] and MPBC [87] clustering methods. The former is a typical topology-agnostic

clustering method, and the latter is an high-performance mobility-based technique that

uses relative speeds of nodes in order to create clusters. The obtained simulation results

demonstrate the effectiveness of SPC and RSC against their competitors relative to the

cluster stability and cluster size.

We have also presented a short term prediction mechanism that is based on two
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prediction mechanisms used simultaneously and complementary to each other in order to

predict the next road segment that a vehicle will move. This short term prediction mech-

anism can be used along with the the sociological patterns of vehicles in order to increase

prediction accuracy and cluster stability.

The proposed clustering methods can be used as a primitive in the design of net-

working routing protocols. The created clusters divide the initial graph to smaller networks.

Then the routing algorithm can forward packets to the destination cluster, thus effectively

reducing the long paths. Clusters can play the role of attractors, that attract the pack-

ets destined for them and disallow the packets to leave the clusters improving the delay

performance of the network.
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Chapter 5

Delay Efficient Backpressure routing

protocols∗

Packet scheduling/routing in wireless ad hoc networks is a fundamental problem for ad

hoc networking. Backpressure routing is a solid and throughput optimal policy for such

networks, but suffers from increased delays. In this chapter, we present two holistic ap-

proaches to improve upon the delay problems of backpressure-type algorithms. We develop

two scheduling policies, namely Voting backpressure and Layered backpressure routing,

which are throughput optimal. We experimentally compare the proposed policies against

state-of-the-art delay-aware backpressure policies, which provide optimal throughput, for

different payloads and network topologies. The experimental evaluation of the proposed

delay reduction methods attested their superiority in terms of QoS, robustness, low com-

putational complexity and simplicity.

5.1 Introduction

Wireless ad hoc (multi-hop) networks lack fixed infrastructure (e.g., base stations, mobile

switching centers); the communication between any two nodes that are out of one another’s

transmission range is achieved through intermediate nodes; these intermediate nodes relay

messages to set up a channel. Contemporary application areas of the ad hoc networks

include modern battlefields, disaster relief, precision agriculture, e-health, ocean monitoring

with underwater wireless sensor networks. Packet transmission scheduling in this type of

networks is a fundamental issue since it is directly related to the achievement of a prescribed

Quality of Service (QoS) and a minimum use of system resources. QoS is usually measured

in terms of the average packet delay, transmission rate and maximum delay, and the main

system resource to be saved is the nodes’ energy so as to prolong network lifetime. In

addition to delay and energy optimization, any packet scheduling/routing algorithm for ad

hoc networks must be resilient to topology changes and strive for throughput optimality.

The development of a throughput-optimal routing algorithm for packet radio net-

works which is also robust to topology changes was first presented in [90]; it is based on

the Lyapunov drift theory, and it is known as the backpressure (BP) packet scheduling

algorithm. Subsequently, the original concept spawns several lines of research in the topic.

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publications [C.02, S.03]
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The performance of backpressure deteriorates in conditions of low, and even of moderate,

load in the network, since the packets “circulate” in the network, i.e., the backpressure

algorithm stabilizes the system using all possible paths throughout the network. The net

effect of this mechanism is to increase delay and also to increase the energy consumption

of the nodes that play the role of relays. Delay and energy are interconnected; the mini-

mization of the average time that the packets stay in the system, implies a reduction in the

average number of hops that the packets travel until they reach their destination, which in

turn implies a reduction in the total energy consumption. Delay and energy consumption

problems are particularly significant for ad hoc sensor networks. Routing-loop formation is

another drawback of backpressure routing. In many real time applications like voice and

video, high end-to-end packet delay is unacceptable. Often in such applications, a packet

received with high delay is no better than packet loss. We could prevent high end-to-end

delay in backpressure routing by not forwarding the packets on longer paths. But we still

want to maintain the sufficient routes for any source-destination pair to provide adequate

load balancing in case of high traffic load. Generally, these two objectives conflict with each

other because few short routes exist in the network.

To circumvent the delay problems of backpressure, the mean resource routing algo-

rithm [91] forces the links to stay inactive in order to lead the network to work in a burst

mode, since for periods where the load of the network is low or moderate, link activation is

prevented by a parameter M , leading to a delay increase. On the other hand, the relatively

high computational cost incurred at each node by backpressure (maintenance of a queue

for each possible destination, and update of these queues at each new arrival) inspired ap-

proaches based on node grouping in order to reduce the number of these queues [92] and

thus the computational overhead, and as a side-product, reduce the delay. To alleviate

the delay problems of backpressure, scheduling based on the combination of backpressure

and shortest-paths have been proposed [93], which though demands an excessive number

of queues and repeated calculation of all-node-pairs distances in case of topology changes.

In summary, all these approaches either impose unpractical and non scalable assumptions,

or are not very efficient. Finally, some recent ideas [94, 95] could be incorporated in an

orthogonal way to improve analogously the delay performance of all policies. Here, we take

a holistic approach in designing an efficient delay-aware backpressure policy, that is also

practical – it has low computational overhead and it is robust to topology changes.

5.1.1 Motivation

In the mean resource routing (MR−BP) methods [96, 91], backpressure is used with a

parameter M that forces the links to stay inactive as long as their differential backlog doesn’t

exceed the value of M , i.e., links with backpressure less than M cannot be scheduled. This
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means that packets stay in queues longer, which can lead to higher delays. Indeed, we

tested this intuitive result in [97] by evaluating the delay performance of these methods and

confirmed this behavior. Therefore, since theMR−BP methods are not delay competitive,

we do not consider them as viable competitors any more.

The authors of [92] identified the scalability problems of the backpressure policy

in wireline networks with millions of routers (e.g., Internet) due to the maintenance of

several queues per node (one queue per destination, as it is mandated by the original BP),

and proposed the creation of clusters† of nodes so as to reduce the number of queues per

node, which as a “side-product” has the additional benefit of delay reduction. Their policy,

namely cluster-based backpressure (CB−BP), requires maintaining one queue per gateway

at each relay node which leads to an excessive number of gateways, which in turn alleviates

any performance gains (i.e., increases delays) when the number of clusters becomes, say,

more than ten. Even worse, all contemporary clustering algorithms [98, 99] (such as the

Distributed Clustering Algorithm, Max-min d-hop clustering algorithm) for wireless ad hoc

networks produce quite a large number of clusters and thus several dozens of gateways even

for relatively small networks. In these cases, the delay of CB−BP approaches asymptotically

the delays of the original BP (cf. Figure 5.6c). Moreover, the strong dependence of the policy

on the identity of the gateways makes it problematic in cases of gateways breakdowns.

Finally, considering the technicalities of the CB−BP method, it is evident that even when

a packet has already reached the destination cluster (i.e., the cluster where the destination

nodes resides), the method is agnostic on this information and it may happen to send it

again out of the cluster seeking alternative paths to the destination. This behavior was

detected and improved in our experiments (cf. subsection 5.7.1).

The Shortest-paths backpressure (SP−BP) method [93] assumes the pre - compu-

tation of all pairwise-node distances and then application of the backpressure notion on

the shortest path(s) between source and destination. Apparently, this method achieves the

lower bound of the delay, it does so at the expense of a very complex initialization phase (all-

node-pairs distances must be computed). Moreover, it must maintain a quadratic number of

queues at each node (n× (n−1)), whereas the original backpressure maintains only a linear

number of queues (n − 1) at each node. Also, during the running phase of the algorithm,

the processing of such a huge number of queues is time-consuming, which in turn would

increase delays. Apart from these computational-type problems, frequent topology changes

would lead the method to break down, since many shortest paths would not exist anymore.

Finally, in topologies where there is only one shortest-path per node pair (which is the most

common case), SP−BP would rapidly consume the energy of that path, shortening the

longevity of the network. This problem becomes worse in topologies where a lot of shortest

†The authors did not propose any specific clustering algorithm.
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paths traverse the same set of nodes (i.e., nodes with high betweenness centrality [13]); in

such topologies, these nodes deplete their energy so fast, that the network gets partitioned

very rapidly.

5.1.2 Contributions

The present research work presents two scheduling policies, namely the Voting-based Back-

pressure (VoBP) and the Layered Backpressure (LayBP). For the former method, taking

a purely localized approach, we require the packets to carry their immediate travel history,

so that the relays are prevented from sending the packets back from where they came. This

is the opposite behavior of the ACO method [100], but they are similar in the sense that

they both use hints – pheromone for ACO and history for VoBP. For the LayBP method,

taking a less localized approach, we create “layers” of nodes and use the identities of these

layers to forward the packets toward the destination’s layer, and “discouraging” the packet

from leaving the destination layer; these layers act as attractors for the packets. The two

proposed methods exploit different characteristics of the network (topology vs traffic) and

may be combined in order to further improve the performance of the system.

The research work presented in this chapter makes the following contributions:

• It experimentally evaluates well established delay-aware backpressure policies, namely

BP, MR−BP, CB−BP, SP−BP for several network topologies.

• It develops the Voting-based Backpressure policy, which “wipes-outs” the ping-pong

effect in backpressure-based packet scheduling. The method exploits current trafiic

in the network in order to lead packets away from already visited nodes, vanishing

rooting-loop.

• It develops the Layered BackPressure (LayBP), which divides the network into “lay-

ers” according to the connectivity of nodes. This method maintains the same number

of queues with the original BP, and one order of magnitude less number of queues

compared to SP−BP. It does not require the existence of gateways and aggregated

queues as does CB−BP.In complex networks gateways may be so many that CB−BP
performs like original BP. In addition, it is not a deterministic method like SP−BP
where packets are forced to travel the shortest-path among nodes. Instead the packets

are “suggested” to follow the shortest path from the source to the destination layer.

• It develops the Enhanced Layered Backpressure policy EL−BP that improves the

behavior of LayBP in case of moving nodes. The new protocol have the same char-

acteristics with the LayBP and is robust to topology changes in terms of nodes that

move from one layer to another.
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• It develops a new random-walk based node clustering algorithm, that exploits the

connectivity among nodes.

• It evaluates experimentally the performance of the proposed packet scheduling poli-

cies, with all the previous delay-aware throughput optimal backpressure methods.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2 we survey the most

important works relevant; Section 5.3 describes the network model. In Section 5.4 the orig-

inal backpressure scheme is introduced; Section 5.5 presents the VoBP scheme; Section 5.6

describes the LayBP algorithm; Section 5.6.4 describes the EL−BP algorithm; Section 5.7

presents the simulation environment and results and finally Section 5.8 concludes the chap-

ter.

5.2 Relevant work

A lot of packet scheduling protocols have been proposed in the relevant literature. Algo-

rithms for packet scheduling/routing can be classified as data-centric, hierarchical, location-

based and those based on network flow or quality of service awareness. The interested reader

should refer to [101] for detailed categorization. In data-centric protocols [102], aggregation

of data during the relaying of data is utilized. Hierarchical routing protocols [103] assign

different roles to nodes. The nodes are divided into clusters and cluster-heads are assigned

with the role of data aggregation and reduction in order to save energy. Location-based [104]

protocols on the other hand use the position information of the nodes in order to forward

the information to the desired region rather than the whole network. In some approaches,

route setup is modeled and solved as a network flow problem [90]. System stability and

throughput maximization based on [90] have been exclusively studied [105, 106]. Related

work on delay-efficient backpressure algorithms is developed in [91, 107, 93, 108, 109].

5.3 Network model

We consider a network G = (V,L), where V is the set of nodes (vertices) and L is the set

of links (edges). We consider the following generic properties:

• Nodes are static or mobile, the communication links are bidirectional, and nodes

communicate in a multi-hop fashion.

• Topology changes may take place, due to nodes getting down or link failure.

• Network nodes are homogeneous and do not have GPS-like hardware. Links have

equal to one capacity.
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• Concurrent transmissions cause mutual interference since the transmission medium

is shared. Matchings are the set of links that can be scheduled simultaneously. A

max-weight scheduling policy is used.

• A node cannot transmit and receive at the same time.

• Time is slotted with a time slot t.

• For each node i, there is an arrival process Ei such that Ei(t) is the number of exoge-

nous arrivals up to time t. We assume that packets arrive exponentially with mean

arrival rate λ. The source and destination of each packet is randomly selected among

all the nodes. Special cases are also investigated by using the Zipf’s distribution, where

packets ’prefer’ some nodes as destinations representing a more realistic scenario.

5.4 The original Backpressure algorithm

Backpressure [90] is a joint scheduling and routing policy which favors traffic with high

backlog differentials. The backpressure algorithm performs the following actions for routing

and scheduling decisions at every time slot t.

• Resource allocation

For each link (n,m) assign a temporary weight according to the differential backlog

of every commodity (destination) in the network:

wtnmd(t) = max(Qdn −Qdm, 0).

Then, define the maximum difference of queue backlogs according to:

wnm(t) = max
dεD

wtnm(t).

Let d∗mn[t] be the commodity with maximum backpressure for link (n,m) at time slot t.

• Scheduling

The network controller chooses the control action that solves the following optimiza-

tion problem:

µ∗(t) = argmax
µεΓ

∑
(n,m)εL

µnmwnm(t),

Let Γ denote the set of all schedules subject to the one hop interference model.

In our model, where the capacity of every link µnm equals to one, the chosen schedule

maximizes the sum of weights. Ties are broken arbitrarily.
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• Routing

At time slot t, each link (n,m) that belongs to the selected scheduling policy forwards

one packet of the commodity d∗mn[t] from node n to node m. The routes are deter-

mined on the basis of differential queue backlog providing adaptivity of the method

to congestion.

Backpressure algorithm is throughput-optimal and discourages transmitting to con-

gested nodes, utilizing all possible paths between source and destination. This property,

leads to unnecessary end-to-end delay when the traffic load is light. Moreover, using longer

paths in cases of light or moderate traffic wastes network resources (node energy).

5.5 Voting-based backpressure

The driving idea behind the VoBP scheduling policy is the reduction of the path length

traveled by a packet by reducing any cycles observed in this path. Apparently, this can

be done by having the packet ”carrying” its trajectory. Such an approach though, would

comprise the properties of the backpressure algorithm (i.e., utilize all paths), and also it

would be impractical, since these trajectories grow remarkably large for long paths, having

as a consequence a considerable increase in the packet size and increased processing time by

the routers. Therefore the storage of such “rich” information in the packets is not a viable

option, unless we confine the amount of information. This is exactly the direction followed

by the VoBP algorithm.

VoBP uses minimum information stored on the packets in order to select the schedul-

ing policy at each time slot. Every packet holds the last node it has previously visited. This

information is used in the scheduling phase of the protocol in order to prevent packets from

revisiting the same nodes and traveling in circles in the network. Each node n maintains

a separate queue of packets for each destination Qdn[t] (as the original backpressure algo-

rithm). Each queue d has a counter for each neighbor node Cnmd. This counter is updated

every time a packet arrives to or leaves from node n having as final destination node d. Since

the packet holds information about the last visited node a certain procedure is followed at

each transition.

When packet i having as final destination node d arrives at node n from node m

these actions take place.

• At node n Cnmd is incremented by one.

• At node m Cnmd is decremented by one.

• Packet i updates last visited node from m to n.
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In order to find the worst neighbor all the packets that belong to each queue partic-

ipate in a voting procedure updating the appropriate counters. The node that collects the

more votes according to the information of the packets, is given a weight in the scheduling

algorithm preventing the controller from choosing such a routing policy that moves the

packets backwards in the network. Parameter A is used in order to assign weights to nodes

and help the routing mechanism forward packets to delay efficient paths. The tuning of this

parameter is evaluated in section 5.7.1. The Voting-based backpressure algorithm executes

at time slot t as follows:

• Each queue votes for the Bad neighbor Bnmd of node n according to: Bnmd =

maxCnmd.

• Each link (m,n) is assigned temporary weights according to the differential backlog

wtnmd(t) = max(Qdn −Qdm, 0) and a parameter Anmd according to :

Anmd =

{
1/A, if m = Bnmd

1 otherwise.

• Each link is assigned a final weight according to wnm and parameter Anmd:

wnm(t) = max
dεD

(wtnmd(t) ∗Anmd).

• The network controller chooses the control action that solves the following optimiza-

tion:

µ∗(t) = argmax
µεΓ

∑
(n,m)εL

µnmwnm(t)

subject to the interference model mentioned above where adjacent links are not allowed

to be active simultaneously.

In each time slot only nodes that transmit or receive packets update the information

in the appropriate queues decreasing the complexity of the method. Except from the worst

node, also the good nodeGnmd (Gnmd = minCnmd) or nodes to send packets can be retrieved

from the above procedure giving an extra bonus to this node for the corresponding queue.

Good nodes should be the ones with the least or even zero votes, meaning that no packet

has visited them in the previous hop. Parameter Anmd would be in that way:

Anmd =


A, if m = Gnmd

1/A, if m = Bnmd

1 otherwise.
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As shown in the experiments (cf. subsection 5.7.1), this policy can significantly re-

duce delays in low-loaded wireless networks, and moreover, it can be used in combination

with other backpressure-type algorithms to enhance their performance. The method shows

extremely good performance in networks with very low connectivity between nodes where

only a few paths exist for the packets to follow in order to reach their destination. The pack-

ets by holding the information about the previously visited nodes help the fast propagation

of the information.

Even though a detailed evaluation of the method is presented in a later section,

to support the above claims we tested the method in a ring network consisting of twelve

nodes (see Figure 5.1). The performance of VoBP is similar to that of the shortest path

backpressure. This performance is achieved without the need of any extra queues or other

information, like all the distances among the nodes, except from the last visited node that

every packet holds.
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Figure 5.1: Performance of VoBP in a 12-node ring network

5.6 Layered backpressure

This section describes a delay-efficient backpressure algorithm based on the creation of

layers‡ in the network. The main idea is to split the network into layers according to the

connectivity among them, which also (usually) implies geographic proximity, as well. These

layers divide the initial graph to k smaller networks. Then the algorithm forwards packets

according to the destination layer ID, thus effectively reducing the long paths. In some

sense, these layers play the role of attractors, that attract the packets destined for them

‡We use the term layer to describe node partitioning, since the target of this research is underwater
sensor networks for surveillance applications, where sensors are placed in layers beneath the sea surface.
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and then “disallow” the packets to leave the layer. Apparently, if we have only one layer

then the policy reduces to the original backpressure algorithm.

For the implementation of the LayBP scheduling policy, every node n keeps a sep-

arate queue for each destination/flow going through it and also holds the layer Layer(n)

that the destination belongs to. The backpressure scheduling is executed using only the

IDs of these layers. This is a significant difference from the work of [92], because LayBP
does not require the knowledge of gateways’ queue lengths. The “correct” partitioning of

nodes into layers and a proximity-based naming of layers is of paramount importance for

the performance of every routing method which based on clustering. Since in the proposed

LayBP method no gateways are required the method is more robust to bad partitioning.

Also the method, as it is shown in section 5.7.1, performs better as the number of clusters

grow, in contrast to CB−BP. Apparently, the concept of ”correctness” is algorithmic, and

we only need to set a partitioning criterion; we proposed to determine the number of layers

based on the network topology, i.e., connectivity. The next two subsections describe the

layer-creation and layer-naming algorithm, whereas subsection 5.6.3 presents the Layered

Backpressure packet scheduling algorithm.

5.6.1 Random-walk-based layering

In this section we present a Random Walk Based Clustering (RWC) technique for creating

the necessary layers for the routing protocol. RWC runs in the initiation phase of the

network. The method is centralized and the number of layersNc to be created are discovered

by an exhaustive cost-optimal algorithm. Techniques for estimating this number can be

found at [13]. The layers created by this method have approximately the same cardinality,

which is denoted by the parameter Npc. Every node has a parameter indicating if the layer

it belongs to is “final” or not. In the beginning of the algorithm all nodes are assigned a

random layer ID, from 1 to Nc. The final layer of each node is determined by the RWC

algorithm after a number of iterations. For all the nodes that do not have their layers fixed

by the algorithm yet, we say that they belong to a “temporary” layer.

The algorithm runs in blocks where in each block a node i is selected as a source.

The algorithm takes successive random steps from i for a predefined number of steps h

for K iterations. Every node holds a counter indicating how many times it is visited from

the random walk algorithm in the current block. The neighborhood of the node i is created

according to Definition 3.

Definition 3 (Neighborhood of node i). A node j belongs to the neighborhood Gi of the

node i, if the number of times the node is visited is at least equal to the times the RWC

traversed node i.
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After the creation of the neighborhood Gi the proposed method operates as follows:

1. Find the layer Poslevel having the maximum number of members of the current

neighborhood. This is the possible layer of all the nodes that belong to the Gi.

2. If this layer is different from the layer of source node i then find a node outside the

neighborhood that has this temporary layer and exchange values (layers) with node i.

3. If the number of members of the Poslevel is less than Npc and greater than one then

try to find a node outside the layer with this temporary layer and exchange layers with

a node belonging to the Gni but having temporary layer different from the posLevel.

4. If the number of nodes that belong to the possible level after the previous steps is

Npc with deviation of one then the layer of these nodes is fixed to the Poslevel.

The procedure moves in small steps inserting at each iteration at most two nodes in

the possible layer leading to a relatively fair clustering of the nodes after its termination.

This procedure is repeated for each node belonging to a temporary layer until all the layers

are fixed. The nodes that, after this procedure still belong to temporary layers, fix their

values according to the layers of their neighbors.

5.6.2 Naming of Layers

The layers created by the RWC algorithm have labels that do not represent the actual

connectivity (proximity) among them. The Layered Backpressure protocol, that is based

on the RWC algorithm, needs to forward packets according to the layer’s labels. In order

for LayBP to work efficiently with layers, we should assign labels to layers according to

their geographic proximity. After the termination of the RWC, another algorithm is used to

perform this task. We use a breadth-first-visiting (BFS) algorithm to carry out this task;

though more efficient algorithms can be employed, like fractal curves, e.g., Hilbert curve,

which provide a linear ordering of two-dimensional data according to their proximity, this

investigation is beyond the scope of the present work.

5.6.3 The Layered BackPressure protocol

After the completion of the grouping and the assignment of IDs to the layers, the actual

packet scheduling is performed as follows. Each node n maintains a separate queue of

packets for each destination. The length of such queue is denoted as Qdn(t). For every queue

Qdn(t) the node computes the parameter Dleveldn which represents the absolute difference

between current and destination node’s layer number: Dleveldn = |Layer(n)−Layer(d)|. At
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each time slot t, the network controller observes the queue backlog matrix Q(t) = (Qdn(t))

and performs the following actions for routing:

Layered BackPressure at time slot t:

• Each link (n,m) is assigned a temporary weight according to the differential backlog

wtnmd(t) = (Qdn −Qdm) and parameter Anmd according to:

Anmd =


2, if Dleveldn > Dleveldm

1/2, if Dleveldn < Dleveldm

1 otherwise.

• Each link is assigned a final weight according to wnm and parameter Amnd:

wnm(t) = max
dεD

(wtnmd(t) ∗Anmd).

• The network conrtoller chooses the control action that solves the following optimiza-

tion:

µ∗(t) = argmax
µεΓ

∑
(n,m)εL

µnmwnm(t)

subject to the interference model mentioned above where adjacent links are not allowed

to be active simultaneously.

A simple example is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The network in Figure 5.2 consists

of 7 nodes where all nodes are senders and only nodes with id’s 1, 2, 3 are destination

nodes. In Figure 5.2 we observe the status of the queue backlogs at a specific time slot t.

The network is divided in two layers. Layer one includes nodes in the left side of the dot

line. Running the initial backpressure algorithm the commodity that achieves maximum

differential backlog for link (n,m) is 2 while for the proposed layer backpressure is 3. If

we assume that link (n,m) is scheduled at that time slot then for the initial backpressure

algorithm a packet destined for node 2 will be forwarded to node m pushing it further away

and forcing it to follow longer path in order to reach its destination (node 2). With the

layer backpressure policy at the same time moment the link (n,m) if scheduled forwards

a packet of commodity 3 from node n to node m which is closer to the destination of the

packet. Furthermore node m belongs to the same cluster as node n, which according to the

proposed layer backpressure policy will prevent the packet from returning to node n.

Theorem 1 (Throughput optimality). The LayBP and VoBP algorithms are throughput

optimal.
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Figure 5.2: An example of the LayBP execution.

Proof. The original backpressure algorithm is throughput optimal. In order to prove that

the VoBP and LayBP are also throughput optimal, the Lyapunov stability criterion [110]

is used. The idea behind the Lyapunov drift technique is to define a non-negative function,

called the Lyapunov function, which represents the aggregate congestion of all queues (Qdn)

of the network. The drift of the function at two successive time slots is then taken, and in

order for the policy to be throughput optimal, this drift must be negative, when the sum

of queue backlogs is sufficiently large. For both strategies, we use:

L(Q) =
∑
nd

θdn(Qdn)2

as the Lyapunov function where weights θdn are used to offer priority service.

Recall that each link is assigned a final weight according to wnm and parameter

Amnd:

wnm(t) = max
dεD

(wtnmd(t) ∗Anmd).

This equation can be rewritten in the following form:

wnm(t) = max
dεD

(Anmd ∗Qdn −Anmd ∗Qdm).

which is equivalent to :

wnm(t) = max
dεD

(θdn ∗Qdn − θdm ∗Qdm),

where weights θdi are used to offer priority service.

Queue dynamics at each time slot satisfy :

Qdn(t+ 1) ≤ max[Qdn(t)−∑b µ
d
nb(t), 0] + Adn(t)−∑a µ

d
an(t),
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where µdnm(t) are routing control variables, representing the amount of commodity d data

delivered over link (n,m) during slot t and Adn(t) represent the process of exogenous com-

modity d data arriving to source node n.

(Qdn(t+ 1))2 ≤ ([Qdn(t))2 + (
∑
b

µdnb(t))
2 + (Adn(t) +

∑
a

µdan(t))2−

2[Qdn(t)(
∑

b µ
d
nb(t)−Adn(t)− µdan(t))

Multiplying both sides with θdn, summing over all valid entries (n, d) and using the

fact that the sum of squares of non-negative variables is less than or equal to the square of

the sum we take :∑
nd θ

d
n(Qdn(t+ 1))2 ≤∑nd θ

d
n(Qdn(t))2 +

∑
nd θ

d
n(
∑

b µ
d
nb(t))

2+∑
nd

θdn(Adn(t) +
∑
a

µdan(t))2 − 2
∑
nd

θdnQ
d
n(t)(

∑
b

µdnb(t)−Adn(t)− µdan(t))

The equation can be rewritten:

∆L(Q) ≤ 2BN − 2
∑

nd θ
d
nεQ

d
n(t) ,where B , 1

2N

∑
nεN θmax[(µoutmax,n)2 + (Amaxn +

µinmax,n)2]

Using the above we can rewrite drift inequality :

∆L(Q) ≤ 2B′Nθmax − 2
∑

nd θ
d
nεQ

d
n(t), where B′ , 1

2N2

∑
nεN [(µoutmax,n)2 + (Amaxn +

µinmax,n)2]

This drift inequality is in the exact form for application of the Lyapunov drift lemma,

proving the stability of the algorithm.

The weighted sum of all queues is :

lim supt→∞
1
t

∑t
τ=0E{

∑
n,d θ

d
nQ

d
n(τ)} ≤ NB′θmax

εmax

In VoBP method where the weights are dynamically varying over time, such that

θdn ∈ [θmin, θmax], network stability is still ensured [111].

5.6.4 The Enhanced Layered Backpressure policy

Routing protocols must be dynamic in order to cope with mobility of nodes in modern

wireless networks. Widely varying mobility characteristics are expected to have a significant

impact on the performance of routing protocols that are based on node grouping (like

CB−BP, LayBP) in order to route packets even if links among nodes are updated. In case of

grouping-based routing protocols, high mobility of nodes which lead them to change groups,
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degrades the performance of the methods since this ‘wrong’ information is used in the

routing procedure. Although LayBP doesn’t use gateways, it still suffers from this behavior

if the layer that the moving nodes belong to, are not updated. The differential backlog

of each link is computed according to the difference between current and destination’s

node layer. It is clear that LayBP behavior can be affected of ‘misplaced’ nodes. In

this case packet may be forwarded to layers different than the desired making the method

inappropriate.

Looking at Figure 5.3 we see that node 7 (moving node) initially belongs to cluster

2 at moment T0. At moment T1 node 7 moved to cluster 1 but is agnostic of it. Packets

destined to node 7 are still forwarded by the LayBP to cluster 2 making it difficult to reach

their final destination thus making the intermediate node’s queues to grow up. 7

T_0 : node 7 belogns to Layer 2, connected to nodes 5 and 6

1
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Fig. 4. Example network with a moving node.

• if Cnl >= C0nl for l = Layern then moving node

remains in the same layer.

• else calculate the layer with the most neighbors Mnl =
maxCnl. if Mnl > Cnl then moving node belongs to

layer Mnl.

• assign for every layer l, C0nl = Cnl as new initial values

for next time slot.

This algorithm can be executed every ”k” time slots accord-

ing to how fast we want the system to adapt to node mobility.

Only moving nodes update the information on their counters

in order to find the appropriate layer. The algorithm doesn’t

perform reclustering but only ’helps’ layers incorporate mov-

ing nodes.

VI. EVALUATION

For the evaluation of the proposed scheduling policies we

developed a custom simulator, modeling topology features,

packet scheduling, link activation, etc. We considered as

competitors all the state-of-the-art delay-aware backpressure

policies that have been published so far in the literature, with

the exception of the MR−BP policies which was shown in

subsection I-A that it provides no delay performance benefits.

We simulated the execution of the algorithms for various

network topologies for large simulation times and recorded

their average performance. In the interest of space, we show

only the most representative results.

A. Static networks

A.1. Experimental setting.

Methods compared. As competing methods we examined

all the currently proposed delay-aware backpressure policies

along with the original backpressure method as the baseline

algorithm. We emphasize here that the shortest path back-

pressure [4] is the theoretically optimal w.r.t. delay method.

This method performs the best in all cases and acts as the

lower bound, but it is vulnerable to topology changes (cf.

Figure 10). For the methods needing some form of clustering,

i.e., CB−BP and LayBP, the clustering is performed with the

proposed random-walk clustering algorithm. For the CB−BP
in order to improve the misbehavior of the method when

source and destination are in the same cluster, the traffic

controler can directly route them without relaying to any

gateway, even if source is a gateway of cluster(d) itself.

Performance measures. As performance measures we used

the average end-to-end delay and the throughput.

Network topologies. As network topologies, we considered

those illustrated in Figure 5. The first network is a 4× 4 = 16
nodes grid network; it is very common in the literature [2],

[4] and it comprises a very “comfortable” case for SP−BP
since there are more than one shortest paths between each pair

of nodes. Also, the other two topologies (Figure 5b and 5c)

were borrowed from [8] with 22 and 30 nodes, respectively.

For the methods that use clusters, the clustering is depicted in

the figure; the clusters of the grid net are comprised by the

four quadrants. In summary, we double the size of the network

(from 16 to 30 nodes) and also variate the type of connectivity

among clusters, i.e., clusters in a “ring” (16-node net), clusters

“almost in a line” (22-node net), and clusters in a “all-to-all

communication”.

Packet generation. The exogenous arrival processes at each

node are independent Bernoulli processes with rate λ. The

destination of every generated packet is randomly chosen. Ex-

periments are also conducted where the destination is chosen

according to Zipf’s law in order to simulate situations where

there is a “preference” toward some specific destination node.

Since in the conducted experiments with Zipfian-selected

destination, the obtained results showed no alteration in the

relative performance of the algorithms, all the results we

present concern the uniformly-at-random-selected destination.

Different values of λ are chosen according to the number of

nodes of the network in order to simulate moderate network

traffic. This means that the same λ might represent low load

for a small network, and high traffic for a much larger network.

A.2. Experimental results.

The goal of the experimental evaluation is, apart from test-

ing the delay and throughput performance of all the competing

methods, to validate all the claims reported in subsection I-A

out the misbehavior of CB−BP and SP−BP . First of all,

we examine the impact of parameter A on the performance of

the proposed methods so as to tune them for the rest of the

experiments.

Tuning of VoBP and LayBP. Both VoBP and LayBP use

the parameter A to forward packets; LayBP uses it to forward

packets to the destination cluster according to layers’ IDs,

and in VoBP, the parameter A plays the role of discouraging

packets to move backwards in the network. The case of A = 1
corresponds to the traditional backpressure algorithm. We

evaluated the performance of the methods for various A
(Figure 6a). The obtained results showed no significant gains

(either in terms of delay reduction or throughput increase) for

values other than A = 2; thus, for the rest of the experiments,

we use A = 2.

Figure 5.3: Example network with a moving node.
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In order to cope with node mobility we incorporate in LayBP algorithm another

step in all nodes recalculate their cluster according to their neighborhood. In the initiation

phase every node has a counter C0nl for every layer ID, indicating how many neighbors

belong to it and a variable Layern indicating the layer that node n belongs to. Every time

slot t the following actions are performed:

• Calculate Cnl, the total number of neighbors that belong to every layer detected.

• if Cnl >= C0nl for l = Layern then moving node remains in the same layer.

• else calculate the layer with the most neighbors Mnl = maxCnl. if Mnl > Cnl then

moving node belongs to layer Mnl.

• assign for every layer l, C0nl = Cnl as new initial values for next time slot.

This algorithm can be executed every k time slots according to how fast we want the

system to adapt to node mobility. Moving nodes need to execute the algorithm every second

in order to find the appropriate layer they belong to. Static nodes need to update their

information more rarely, than the moving nodes do, since a certain number of neighbors

must be replaced in order to affect them. The algorithm does not perform reclustering, but

only ‘helps’ layers incorporate moving nodes.

5.7 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the proposed scheduling policies we developed a custom simulator,

modeling topology features, packet scheduling, link activation, etc. We considered as com-

petitors state-of-the-art delay-aware backpressure policies that have been published so far

in the literature, with the exception of the MR−BP policies which was shown in subsec-

tion 5.1.1 that it provides no delay performance benefits. We simulated the execution of

the algorithms for various network topologies for large simulation times and recorded their

average performance.

5.7.1 Static networks

Experimental setting

Methods compared. As competing methods we examined currently proposed delay-

aware backpressure policies along with the original backpressure method as the baseline

algorithm. We emphasize here that the shortest path backpressure [93] is the theoretically

optimal w.r.t. delay method. This method performs the best in all cases and acts as the

lower bound, but it is vulnerable to topology changes (cf. Figure 5.10). For the methods
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needing some form of clustering, i.e., CB−BP and LayBP, the clustering is performed with

the proposed random-walk clustering algorithm. For the CB−BP in order to improve the

misbehavior of the method when source and destination are in the same cluster, the traffic

controller can directly route them without relaying to any gateway, even if source is a

gateway of cluster(d) itself.

Performance measures. As performance measures we used the average end-to-end

delay and the number of messages successfully delivered per unit time (network throughput).

Network topologies. As network topologies, we considered a 4 × 4 = 16 nodes

grid network, and those illustrated in Figure 5.4. The grid network is very common in the

literature [91, 93] and it comprises a very “comfortable” case for SP−BP since there are

more than one shortest paths between each pair of nodes. Also, the other two topologies

(those in Figure 5.4) were borrowed from [98] with 22 and 30 nodes, respectively. For the

methods that use clusters, the clustering is depicted in the figure; the clusters of the grid

net are comprised by the four quadrants. In summary, we double the size of the network

(from 16 to 30 nodes) and also variate the type of connectivity among clusters, i.e., clusters

in a “ring” (16-node net), clusters “almost in a line” (22-node net), and clusters in a “all-

to-all communication”. The performance of the methods are similar regardless of the size

of the network.

Layer 3

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Figure 5.4: Network topologies with 22 and 30 nodes.
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Packet generation. The exogenous arrival process at each node is independent

Bernoulli with rate λ. The destination of every generated packet is randomly chosen.

Experiments are also conducted where the destination is chosen according to Zipf’s law in

order to simulate situations where there is a “preference” toward some specific destination

node. Since in the conducted experiments with Zipfian-selected destination, the obtained

results showed no alteration in the relative performance of the algorithms, all the results

we present concern the uniformly-at-random-selected destination. Different values of λ are

chosen according to the number of nodes of the network in order to simulate moderate

network traffic. This means that the same λ might represent low load for a small network,

and high traffic for a much larger network.

Experimental results

The goal of the experimental evaluation is, apart from testing the delay and throughput

performance of all the competing methods, to validate all the claims reported in subsec-

tion 5.1.1 out the misbehavior of CB−BP and SP−BP. First of all, we examine the impact

of parameter A on the performance of the proposed methods so as to tune them for the rest

of the experiments.

Parameter A - Tuning of the proposed methods. Both VoBP and LayBP
use the parameter A to forward packets; LayBP uses it to forward packets to the desti-

nation cluster according to layers’ IDs, and in VoBP, the parameter A plays the role of

discouraging packets to move backwards in the network. The case of A = 1 corrsponds

to the traditional backpressure algorithm. We evaluated the performance of the methods

for various A and we present in (Figure 5.5) the ones concerning LayBP (VoBP method

showed similar performance). The obtained results showed no significant gains (either in

terms of delay reduction or throughput increase) for values other than A = 2; thus, for the

rest of the experiments, we use A = 2.

Impact of layer/cluster number. In section 5.1.1, we stated that the performance

of CB−BP deteriorates with increasing number of clusters; indeed this is the pattern of its

behavior, as shown in Figure 5.6 (tested on a grid topology growing with the number of

clusters), where beyond 5 clusters, the performance of CB−BP is almost 25 times worse than

that of LayBP. The same behavior is observed in all the network topologies we simulated.

That behavior is predicted by the description in [92], where the increased number of clusters

implies increased number of gateways and thus more delays. CB−BP requires a very small

constant number of clusters where most ad hoc clustering protocols produce a number of

clusters which is linear or logarithmic in the number of network nodes. On the other hand
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Figure 5.5: Tuning of parameter A - delay prformance of LayBP

the proposed LayBP method performs better as the network is divided in more clusters (see

Figure 5.6). This positive characteristic makes the proposed routing method more efficient

when combined with most of the automated algorithmic network clustering algorithms.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of the number of clusters on the grid network topology.

Delay and throughput performance. The plots in Figure 5.7 depict the delay

performance of the competing methods. The first generic observation is that the perfor-

mance of LayBP follows – as a trend – the performance of SP−BP, whereas the perfor-

mance of CB−BP follows – as a trend – that of the original BP. Additionally, in all cases

LayBP is the best policy outperformed only by SP−BP (the theoretically optimal policy).

VoBP method performs better than all the methods (except of course from SP−BP),

when the network traffic is extremely low and in the topologies where there do not exist many
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alternative paths for the traveling packets. This has to do with the average node degree of

the network. For instance, the delay of VoBP is significantly higher (see Figure 5.7c) for

the 30-node network (presented in Figure 5.4b) which is quite dense.
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Figure 5.7: Delay performance for the three network topologies (16, 22 and 30 nodes).

The plots in Figure 5.8 depict the throughput performance of the competing meth-

ods. The obvious observation concerns the optimality of all methods, including optimality

of VoBP and LayBP according to Theorem 1.
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Figure 5.8: Throughput performance for the three network topologies (16, 22 and 30 nodes).

Maximum end to end delay. The quality of service (QoS) is defined by the

following technical parameters: transmission rate, loss rate,average throughput, maximum

end-to-end delay, and maximum delay jitter. Maximum end to end delay is an important

metric of QoS when critical message transmission is concerned. In Figure 5.9 maximum

end to end delay is shown for the 30 node topology. We observe that both BP and CB−BP
undergo high maximum end to end delay for low and moderate traffic. Both proposed meth-

ods manage to keep maximum end to end delay low while they even outperform SP−BP
for moderate network traffic. This is due to the fact that SP−BP guide all packets through

short routes leading to congestion over the links that compose these paths and making

packets suffer from very long delays.
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Figure 5.9: Maximum end to end delay for the network topology with 30 nodes

Impact of topology change (link breakdown). To validate the claims about the

impact of topology on the shortest path backpressure method, we performed an experiment

on a small sample network of 10 nodes. The network consists of two clusters; the first

includes six nodes and second cluster includes four nodes. The clusters are connected to

each other with two links only. We inactivate one of the two links that connect the two

clusters without recalculating the shortest paths among all node pairs. The results presented

in Figure 5.10 show that SP−BP practically breaks down – as expected – whereas LayBP
maintains its strength. We do expect that dramatic changes will impact also LayBP, but

LayBP is more robust to topology changes since it does not require exact knowledge of

shortest paths among nodes, but rather shortest paths among clusters.

Since both VoBP and LayBP proposed methods favor packets to follow delay ef-

ficient paths, but in neither case in a deterministic way, the routing algorithm may get

”stuck” only temporarily due to link breakdown. Both methods manage to overcome effec-

tively link breakdown, a common situation in ad hoc networks, for both low and moderate

network traffic.

Load Deviation In sensor networks an important performance metric of a routing

method is load deviation which is strictly related to energy consumption. Limited energy

resources, demand methods to balance the load among all nodes while keeping the total

load relatively low. In figure 5.11 load deviation of the typical 16 grid network is presented.

Is is shown that both LayBP and VoBP outperform CB−BP and BP. On the other hand,

though SP−BP approach has the lower load deviation, this doesn’t clearly represent energy

consumption, since complex calculations that the method demands to be performed by all

nodes every second are not calculated.
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Figure 5.10: Impact of topology changes on the delay and throughput performance of
SP−BP and LayBP.
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Figure 5.11: Load deviation for the grid network topology

5.7.2 Dynamic networks

Experimental setting

We evaluated the performance of the cluster-based algorithms in networks with mobile nodes

in order to measure the adaptivity of the EL−BP method. It is important here to mention

that EL−BP copes with topology changes in terms of mobility nodes, which is different

than the case evaluated earlier, where a link breakdown is used in order to show the lack of

adaptivity of SP−BP method to topology changes. For the evaluations we conducted, we

assume that moving nodes update their link information, according to some handshaking

mechanism, but are unaware of layer changes.
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Network topologies. As network topology, we considered that illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.12. The topology is a network of 13 nodes where node 13 moves from layer 1 (time

slot 0) to layer 2 (time slot 1000) and finally to layer 3 (time slot 2000). BP, CB−BP
and LayBP are unaware of layer change while all the active links of the moving node are

updated. In EL−BP method, update algorithm runs at every time slot and moving nodes

join the appropriate layer according to neighbor’s information.

13 13 13

Layer 2

3

2 9 10

12118

1

4 6

5 7

Layer 1

T_0: (time slot 0) T_1: (time slot 1000)

Layer 3

T_2: (time slot 2000)

Figure 5.12: Dynamic network with 3 layers.

Packet generation. In order to have a clear view of the performance of the cluster-

based methods we generated at each experiment only one flow from node 1 to the moving

node. The exogenous arrival processes are independent Bernoulli processes with rate λ.

Experimental results

Delay and throughput performance. It is clear that CB−BP brakes down in situations

where nodes change cluster. Based on the fact that packets only after entering the correct

cluster can be directed to the correspondent queue, this makes the performance of CB−BP
severely bad. Indeed, in our simulations, the performance of CB−BP for such cases was

20 times worse than that of the rest of the algorithms, and thus we do not show it the plots.

The plots in Figure 5.13 show the delay and the throughput performance of the LayBP,

EL−BP and the original backpressure.

By studying the delay performance of the compared methods,we see that LayBP
behaves worse than the original BP in cases of moving nodes. The EL−BP gives the best

outcome since the moving node updates the layer information according to the neighbor-

hood. It is clear that in situations where nodes move along many layers (second dynamic

topology) the behavior of LayBP degrades, while EL−BP retains its behavior. All methods

give similar outcomes as far as the number of messages successfully delivered per unit time
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is concerned (Network Throughput).
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Figure 5.13: Impact of moving nodes on the delay and on the throughput performance of
BP, LayBP and EL−BP for the dynamic network with the 3 layers.

5.8 Chapter conclusions

We considered the problem of packet scheduling in wireless networks using backpressure-

type algorithms. The purpose of the work is to address the delay-efficiency problems of

the backpressure-type algorithms. In this context, we described two algorithms; the first

method, namely VoBP, alleviates the ping-pong effect in packet scheduling, and the second

algorithm investigates the issue of creating layers of nodes and performing backpressure

scheduling using the IDs of the layers so as to “push” the packets toward the destination

layer. We conclude that Voting backpressure performs ideally for low connectivity topologies

while Layered backpressure is a high performance policy compromising a little delay for

robustness, low computational complexity and simplicity. Push-based data dissemination

mechanisms on the other hand use fixed RSU or moving vehicles to periodically deliver data

messages to other vehicles. Information about road conditions or traffic can be disseminated

by RSUs and low tuning and access time are crucial parameters of the performance of a

push-based broadcast system.
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Chapter 6

Smart Broadcasting in Intelligent

Transportation Systems∗

Wireless data broadcast received a lot of attention from industries and academia in recent

years. In any form of a push-based broadcast, access latency and tuning time are vital

issues, and in order to address the tradeoff among these competing goals, the broadcasting

of indices along with the data is the most viable solution. Currently, two broad indexing

families exist: those that exploit some form of a tree structure, and those that are based

on some ‘distributed access on the air’ mechanism. The latter family is the most popular

and viable, because it allows for following ‘air-pointers’ without the need to first find a tree

root. The champion method of the distributed air index is the Exponential index which

however is not appropriate when the access pattern is skewed, i.e., some data items are

more popular than the others. To address this shortcoming, we design a Distributed Skip

Air Index (DiSAIn), which exploits access statistics in order to improve average tuning

time, while it preserves the access latency equal to that of the original Exponential index.

To attest the superiority of the proposed indexing method, we perform a detailed simulation

evaluation of the two competing methods.

6.1 Introduction

A wealth of wireless networks is nowadays present such as cellular, WiMAX, vehicle-to-

infrastructure, and so on. In all these types of communication systems, broadcasting is

the fundamental operation that exploits the shared medium, i.e., the wireless channel, to

transmit information to clients. The communication protocols in such architectures can

be implemented either as pure pull-based, pure push-based [112] or on-demand broadcast-

ing [113, 114]. In pure pull-based broadcast, the clients request information via an uplink

channel, and subsequently the server allocates a channel for the requesting client, and trans-

mits the information. In pure push-based broadcast, the server sends information over a

common broadcast channel to all listening ‘consumers’ (clients). In on-demand broadcast,

the clients pose requests to the server, and the server broadcasts the responses via a shared

broadcast channel – thus a single response can satisfy multiple requests. Apparently, (pure-

push and on-demand) broadcasting is a preferred choice for modern wireless networks, since

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publication [C.03]
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it overcomes the scalability issues associated with the large number of consumers and the

large volume of transmitted data.

Consider for instance a data dissemination [115] application in an Infrastructure-to-

Vehicle (I2V) case. In this push-based broadcast system, the RSUs broadcast information

concerning issues relevant to the moving vehicles, e.g., traffic congestion reports, updated

routing instructions for the vehicles of a fleet, and so on. Each RSU constructs a broadcast

program with the needed info and broadcasts it periodically. All vehicles can tune in to the

broadcast channel in order to retrieve the information (data items) without sending explicit

requests for them, thus avoid ’choking’ the uplink channel. Figure 6.1 illustrates such a

scenario. A vehicle wants to retrieve data item B from a broadcast channel. The importance

of knowing when item B will be broadcasted is crucial, because the vehicle can decide to

accelerate to get it from the next RSU, or slow down to get it from the current RSU. The

presence of air indexes would give an answer about the time of broadcast. Regulation of

the vehicle’s velocity and knowledge of the distance between successive RSUs could provide

a suggestion to the driver about its driving policy.

Figure 6.1: I2V type of communication.

Such information is important in an overall CO2 emission control policy. The more

accurate the information about the place of the desired data in the overall broadcast cycle

is, the less alteration (acceleration or slow down) in the velocity of the vehicle is required in

order to be in range of an RSU for the whole time period the desired data is broadcasted.

Optimizing driving behavior patterns, such as idling, speeding, fast stops and hard braking,

have a direct impact on fuel economy and CO2 emissions which is a great challenge† that

the transportation section faces today. Besides, such information is also useful for hybrid

geocast routing protocols [116], for use by dead drops [117] and so on.

†http://www.reduction-project.eu/
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In most situations the majority of the vehicles that move in a specified area tend to

retrieve some particular data instead of showing equal preference to all data; therefore the

skewness in data access is very high [118]. An index that help the listener find faster this

information would definitely improve the driving behavior patterns.

To overcome that problem of ‘blindly’ searching among all transmitted data, the

servers usually interleave along with the data, and some index packets, to help the con-

sumers ‘move’ into the broadcasted information. The index packets contain the necessary

information to guide the user through the transmitted data, until s/he reaches the informa-

tion. These index packets play the role of the indices that we encounter into the traditional

disk-based database systems. The difference between the two is that the broadcast channel

is a one-dimensional medium, and the interleaving of index packets increases the access

time, in an attempt to decrease the tuning time. These performance measures are typically

used to measure the efficiency of a wireless data broadcast system; access time is the time

elapsed from the moment a request is issued by a client to the moment the requested data is

returned, and tuning time is the duration of time a client stays tuned in to collect requested

data items. All indexing schemes attempt to achieve the best tradeoff between tuning time

and access time.

6.1.1 Motivation

A lot of indexing schemes have been proposed in the literature (cf. Section 6.2 for a

detailed survey); they can be categorized as hierarchical tree-based and distributed solutions.

Examples of the first family include an adaptation of the idea of B+-tree indexing in wireless

environments [119], and application of signature trees as indexing methods [120]. B+-trees

and hashing are appropriate for uniform access patterns. To deal with skew access patterns,

other tree-based methods include [121, 122]. Adaptation of such indexing schemes (e.g., B+-

tree) to work in multiple broadcast channels are described in [123, 124].

Distributed solutions such as the adaptation of the traditional hash-based indexing

technique in wireless environments was earlier described in [125], and later was generalized

in [126, 127], which can be seen as a distributed air-based implementation of a skip list.

Hybrids between the two families are described in [128, 129]. In summary, any method

that is (completely or partially) based on a broadcasted tree is inferior, compared to the

distributed solutions, because the users can not start their search immediately after they

tune into the broadcast channel.

In [126], Xu et al. proposed the exponential index [127], ExpIn. In ExpIn, each

bucket contains a data part and an index table. The index table consists of a number of

rows which varies according to the database size. Each entry indexes a segment of buckets

with sizes that grow exponentially (i.e., 20, 21, 22, · · · ). The first entry contains the next
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bucket (20 = 1) and for each i > 1 the ith entry points to the segment of buckets that are

2i−1 to 2i away (see Figure 6.2). Instead of the base 2, the algorithms can use any integer

number, but this achieves an acceptable tradeoff between access time and tuning time.
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Figure 6.2: Exponential index structure for a sample database consisting of the elements
‘A’–‘H’.

In [126, 127] it was shown that the exponential index (ExpIn) is superior to the

hashing schemes of [125] (and to the tree-based schemes), and currently this indexing scheme

is the state-of-the-art for broadcast indexing. However, the exponential index is able to

achieve good tuning time only when the broadcasted data have equal probability of access.

In real life applications though, some items are more frequently accessed by clients than

some others (the less popular ones); i.e. a skewed access pattern [130] is prevalent in the

real life. This feature makes ExpIn’s performance degrades proportionally to the skewness

of data, and it comprises a motivation of the present work.

6.1.2 contributions

We develop an indexing scheme for a single broadcast channel, suitable for skewed access

patterns that is distributed in its nature, i.e., no matters when a user tunes into the broad-

cast channel, s/he can immediately start the searching for the desired item. The research

work presented in this chapter makes the following contributions:

• It develops a broadcast index, namely the Distributed Skip Air Index (DiSAIn), which

exploits the different access probabilities of data items, in order to improve the mean

tuning time, while retaining the same access time as that of the exponential indexing

scheme.

• It evaluates experimentally the performance of the proposed broadcast index, against

the Exponential Index, for several database sizes and access probabilities distributions.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 briefly survey the most

relevant work; Section 6.3 describes the network model, i.e., any assumptions made in the

present work; Section 6.4 presents the Distributed Skip Air Index; Section 6.5 presents the

simulation environment, the experiments and obtained results. Finally, , and Section 5.8

concludes the chapter.
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6.2 Relevant work

Disk-based indexing (e.g., B+-trees, Hashing, Skip Lists) for traditional as well as for ad-

vanced applications is a thoroughly investigated area during the past years. An adaptation

of the idea of B+-tree indexing in wireless environments was first described in [119], where

instead of the disk addresses the leaves of the B+-tree store the arrival time of each datum

in the broadcast channel. Similarly, an adaptation of the traditional hash-based indexing

technique in wireless environments was earlier described in [125], and later was generalized

in [127]. Hybrids between the two approaches are described in [128, 129] and application of

signature trees as indexing methods in reported in [120], which of course can support only

equality queries. Adaptation of such indexing schemes (e.g., B+-tree) to work in multiple

broadcast channels are described in [123, 124]. They do not propose new schemes but sim-

ply different allocation methods for the nodes of the indexing tree. In all these works it is

assumed that: a) there is a global ordering among the transmitted data, and b) the access

pattern is uniform, that is, the access probability is the same for all data, which is quite

unrealistic.

Deviating from the uniform access probability assumption, several works considered

the effect of access skew on the design of indexing schemes. A new scheme is proposed

in [122], which is a k-ary version of the basic binary Alphabetic Tree [131] over the data,

whereas [132, 124] adapted the indexing method of [119] to deal with non-uniformity in

access. Various methods were based on the construction of a binary or k-ary Alphabetic

Tree to develop indexing schemes for multiple broadcast channels [133, 134, 135]. These

methods do not provide new types of tree-structured indices, but rather a new allocation

method for the tree-structured method of Alphabetic trees to the multiple channels. All

these works [133, 134, 122, 132, 124] assume that: a) there is a global ordering among the

transmitted data. There are only a couple of works [136, 121], which deviated from both

the uniformity and global ordering assumptions. Finally, remotely related to the present

work are the broadcast indexing techniques, e.g., for multidimensional data [137].

6.3 Network model

We will abstract our application area with the generic model which is depicted in Figure 6.3.

We will use the term ‘client’ to any device, e.g., vehicle, smart phone, that is interested to

get information from the broadcast channel.

We will consider a single channel wireless broadcast environment with the following

generic properties:

• The broadcast schedule is push-based.
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Figure 6.3: Generic architecture of broadcast-based wireless networks.

• Data access patterns are skewed.

• All data items are of equal size.

• Time on the broadcast channel is divided into slots where each slot can accommodate

one data item.

• The server broadcasts data items in the range of 1 to database size.

• The server retains access statistics.

• Clients require only one item at one time, i.e. a single-item query.

• The client after acquiring the desired data, remains idle for an exponentially dis-

tributed time period before next data request.

• Initiation phase takes place every N broadcast cycles in order to stay updated to

variations to data access probability distribution.

6.4 The Distributed Skip Air Index (DiSAIn)

The objective of the DiSAIn index is to address the problem of skewed access probabilities

observed in real life applications and the appropriate data dissemination in VANETs. To

achieve this, it adds more ‘pointers’ to the original ExpIn index, but it retains some of the

properties of the ExpIn index: each bucket of the broadcast cycle contains a data bucket

and an index table. The index table consists of i entries. Each entry indexes a range of

buckets that are 2i−1 to 2i − 1 buckets away and holds the maxkey value of these buckets.

But for the last bucket, the DiSAIn maintains another index, the skewed index SI, that
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points to the most popular element MP of the segment. The construction of the index

table takes place in an initiation phase where the distance of MP from the maxkey value of

the last segment is calculated for each data element. In case where all data elements of the

last segment have equal access probabilities, then the DiSAIn indexes one of these elements

at random.

Figure 6.4 illustrates a sample DiSAIn index; it is supposed that the elements ‘A’

to ‘H’ are to be indexed, and that the element ‘F’ is the most popular one. In general, one

fourth of the total number of pointers point to this ‘hot’ element. If the client tunes into the

broadcast channel just before item ‘A’, then it retrieves the index table that corresponds

to the bucket of ‘A’. In case where the client issues a query for item ‘F’, a pointer points to

it directly, minimizing the tuning time while keeping the access latency constant.

The effectiveness and efficiency of the DiSAIn index is not only based on the direct

indexing of the most popular item(s), which creates huge earnings, since in real environ-

ments most of the clients retrieve hot items. Even in cases where clients are not interested

in the popular ones, this additional pointer shortens the tuning time, since it provides ev-

idence about the relative position of other items. For instance, looking at the index that

corresponds to element ‘A’, the client can deduce that between elements ‘F’ (five places

away) and element ‘H’ (seven places away) there is one element in-between them, therefore

this is the element ‘G’.
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Figure 6.4: A small example of the DiSAIn indexing strategy.

In the previous discussion, we described the DiSAIn index as a plain addition of one

pointer to the ExpIn index. Actually, the real flesh of the index, is the addition of more

pointers towards the rest of the popular items. Clearly, there is a tradeoff and an optimal

value of added pointers. We refer to this version of the index as the Enhanced DiSAIn. We

do not examine further this generalized version but leave it for possible future research.

6.5 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the proposed indexing scheme against the state-of-the-art broadcast

indexing method, i.e., ExpIn, we developed a simulation model where several clients (50)

access the data served by a server through a broadcast channel. The dataset size varies
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from 256 to 2048 items. We assume that the server has prior knowledge of access profiles

or it employs statistical methods to estimate access statistics similar to [138].

6.5.1 Simulation setup

For the evaluation of the method we developed a system where a node (client) requests

data according to a probability distribution. Flat broadcast is employed to broadcast the

data items. The data are served by a server through a broadcast channel. After the client

acquires the desired data it waits for an exponential distributed time interval with mean

time T before it generates another request. Thus, it is a blocking client. For every system

configuration, we run 50 experiments of 5000 queries with different popular items, and we

compute the average access latency and average tuning time for every experiment. We

implemented a Zipfian model for item popularity distribution with parameter θ:

px =
(1/x)θ∑n
x=1(1/x)θ

1 ≤ x ≤ n (6.1)

where θ controls the skewness of the access distribution for n items. For θ = 0 the Zipfian

reduces to the uniform distribution, whereas larger values of θ derive increasingly skewer

distributions. Using this formula, we can derive relative popularities for items. As perfor-

mance measures, we used the tuning time and access latency. It has to be noticed here,

that time is measured according to the internal simulator clock and does not correspond to

actual seconds; it only the relative timing performance of the contestants that counts and

not the absolute time difference (for instance, in Figure 6.6 we see that the actual difference

in tuning time on the leftmost plot is 5.25 − 4.35 = 0.8, but the relative percentage is
0.9
5.2% = 17%).

6.5.2 Energy consumption model

We assume two states of energy consumption: doze mode and active mode. Es describes

the amount of energy consumption in an energy state s per unit time. The average energy

consumption can be measured by the amount of unit energy in a given time. It simulates

the amount of time that a client remains tuned into the broadcast channel. The result of

a query processing contains unnecessary active mode time units, because the client has to

follow more pointers in order to retrieve the desired data. Note that the frequent alterna-

tion between the active and the doze by turning “on” and “off” electronic circuitry may

incur additional energy consumption. However, as circuit designers become more concerned

about reducing energy consumption, switching energy will become less dominant and in our

experiments we don’t take it into account. The energy consumption in doze mode is about
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1000 times less than that in active mode [139]. In order to evaluate energy consumption we

set:

Eactive = 1000 and Edoze = 1 energy unit.

6.5.3 Experimental results

Impact of the number of pointers.

The main idea of the Distributed Skip Air Index as described in section 6.4 is to add an

extra pointer in the most popular item of the last bucket. This simple feature leads to a

significant improvement in mean tuning time in cases where the distribution of data queries

is somewhat skewed. We sketch here the impact of the addition of more pointers, and

specifically the addition of one more pointing to the second most popular item of the last

bucket. The results in Figure 6.5 attest that indeed there are gains. The same conclusion

is easily reached in cases where a second pointer is added which points to the most popular

item of the se − 1 bucket, and so on. In the rest of the chapter, we do not evaluate this

version of the index further, but deal with the simpler DiSAIn index.
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Figure 6.5: Mean tuning time for DiSAIn (n = 256, θ = 1.0).

Impact of skewness in the access pattern.

In Figure 6.6 we observe the impact of skewness on the tuning time of the competing

algorithms. Consistently with the theory, when the access pattern is uniform (leftmost plot),

the ExpIn index performs as good as the DiSAIn. But, as the θ increases the performance

gap between the two methods widens, and the DiSAIn index is the improving its behavior

in contrast to ExpIn. These observations are consistent across various numbers of items.

Performance w.r.t. the mean access time.

We evaluated the performance of the methods with respect to the access time (see Fig-
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Figure 6.6: Impact of skewness on mean tuning time (database size 256, 512, 1024).

ure 6.7). We observed that DiSAIn has no significant negative effect in mean access time.

The addition of extra pointer(s) in the indexing scheme increases the size of each item lead-

ing to a total increase in mean access time. In case of one extra index to the most popular

item of the last bucket, the increase in the size of each bucket is estimated according to:

s′ =
sne

so + se
, (6.2)

where so is the size of a data item, se the size of the original exponential index and sne is

the size of the extra index. In a typical system of 1024 data items with so = 128 bytes and

se = 4 bytes the extra index is approximately 0.4 bytes leading to a total increase of each

bucket and of average access latency of 0.3%, which is really negligible. Similar results were

obtained for various values of n and θ.
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Figure 6.7: Mean access latency (n = 256, θ = 0.5).

Performance w.r.t. the database size.

The database size plays a significant role in the performance of the exponential index.

As the number of items increase, the effect that skewed data have in system performance
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increases also. From Figure 6.8, we observe that when the number of broadcasted items gets

really large, then the performance gap in tuning time between the two competing indexing

schemes broadens. This is expected since the ExpIn index needs to follow more pointers in

order to retrieve the desired data.
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Performance w.r.t. energy consumption.

We evaluated the performance of the methods with respect to the energy consumption. We

computed access latency and mean tuning time (Table 6.1).

Eactive = 1000 and Edoze = 1 energy unit.

θ Access latency Tuning time

Expo DiSAIn Expo DiSAIn

0.0 255.35 255.35 5.48 5.48

0.8 255.14 256 5.5 5.37

1.0 256 257 5.5 5.23

1.4 271 268 5.78 4.9

Table 6.1: Access - tuning time (n = 512, θ = 0.0, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4).

From Table 6.1 we can compute active and doze time units and energy consumption

(Table 6.2). Active time units equal mean tuning time while doze time units are computed

using the equation :

|Ndoze| = |accesstime| − |tuningtime| (6.3)
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theta Doze Active Energy

Expo DiSAIn Expo DiSAIn Expo DiSAIn

0.0 249.87 249.87 5.48 5.48 5729.87 5729.87

0.8 249.64 250.63 5.5 5.37 5749.64 5620.63

1.0 250.5 251.77 5.5 5.23 5750.5 5481.77

1.4 265.22 263.1 5.78 4.9 6045.22 5163.1

Table 6.2: Active-doze time unit, energy consumption (n = 512).

It is obvious that DiSAIn is more efficient in terms of energy consumption for all

experiments conducted. As the skewness of data increase ExpIn becomes energy inefficient

while on the other hand DiSAIn consumes less and less energy making it the ideal choice

for such environments.

6.6 Chapter conclusions

We investigated the issue of indexing broadcast information under skewed access patterns.

Even though there are a lot of broadcast indexing schemes in the relevant literature, our

approach fills the gap by proposing a distributed index which has no root, and therefore

the clients can start searching for information without waiting for a ‘designated root’. The

main idea of the proposed Distributed Skip Air Index is to add some pointers to the most

popular items so that the clients can locate them quickly. We implemented a simulation

environment to investigate the performance of the proposed scheme and presented detailed

experiments that assess the superiority of the method, clearly outperforming the state-of-

the-art distributed broadcast index.

Pull-based data dissemination mechanism is one other mode of communication in

VANETs. With this mechanism any vehicle is enabled to query information about specific

location or target. Vehicles provided with updated information regarding road traffic condi-

tions can take proper directions in order to avoid being trapped in heavy traffic jams. This

information can be retrieved from RSUs scattered at intersections, which can route vehicles

to proper directions according to their final destination and the current road conditions.
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Chapter 7

Pull-based data dissemination mechanism

for congestion avoidance∗

In the overall effort of reducing CO2 emissions especially in large cities vehicular commu-

nications can play an important role. Intelligent transportation systems, which aim to use

information and communication technology are considered to be a major factor in this ef-

fort. Eco-routing is already used to suggest most environmental-friendly routes in order to

reduce overall mileage and CO2 emissions based on historical data. We propose a real time

system based on DSRC communication capabilities in order to reroute vehicles to the most

ecological route, avoiding congested roads and minimizing the overall travel time and C02

emissions.

7.1 Introduction

Traffic congestion is a problem modern cities have to face; it costs time, fuel and, thus,

money. Extending the road network is not suited to fight congestion due to spatial, fi-

nancial and environmental constraints. Recent progress in the area of information and

communication technology, however, promises to make today’s transportation systems not

only more efficient, but also safer, more reliable and more convenient. Vehicular Ad Hoc

Networks (VANETs) are considered a central part of these Intelligent Transportation Sys-

tems (ITS). VANETs enable many actors in traffic (e.g., vehicles, traffic lights or road side

units) to exchange information and to coordinate their driving behavior. As no or little

underlying infrastructure is required and message exchange is carried out with low latency

times, VANETs are an excellent tool to reduce congestion in the context of ITS.

By using inter vehicle communication vehicles can collect traffic jam information

by calculating the approximate arrival time of vehicles at any location proposed in [140].

However, these types of services are already available in 3rd generation mobile systems but

these services are very costly and are not available in the infrastructure less environment

or infrastructure damaged environment. The cost of vehicular ad hoc networks is very high

but the facilities obtained on traffic safety, commercial applications given in [141, 142, 143]

can show the requirement of VANETs.

Eco-routing is a mechanism used to suggest environmental-friendly routes in order

∗The ideas presented in this chapter appear in the following publications [C.07,S.04]
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to reduce overall mileage and CO2 emissions based on historical data. It is well known,

however, that finding the optimal route is a complex and often daunting task, as re-routing

decisions, whether due to accidents or traffic jams, may result in further jams and increased

driving distance. A small fraction of additional traffic may lead to further road congestion,

and therefore to additional micro jams and even much longer, secondary jams [144]. In

order to alleviate this effect, optimization problems (through the use of inter-vehicle com-

munications) should be formulated and solved. These optimization problems could include

a set of building blocks, or an area of a city [145].

7.2 Fuel efficiency and CO2 reduction approaches

Applications of ICT(Information and Communication Technologies), such as cruise control,

platooning, and traffic signal management, along with driver’s behavior promotion and

vehicle and infrastructure improvements can help to promote fuel consumption and CO2

emission reduction. Approaches that are based on inter vehicle communications can be

divided in four major categories.

Cruise Control

A study of traffic flow improvement by utilizing vehicular communications for CACC

has been done in [146]. The proposed CACC (Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control) utilized

communication technology as well as position systems to enhance the overall performance

of the application by reducing an impact of a traffic shock wave on the flow of traffic since

it enables anticipatory braking actions. This traffic shock wave is a major cause of traffic

congestion. With the use of inter vehicle communications, upstream vehicles do not have

to brake as severely when a down stream vehicle brakes. In [147], CACC was proposed

with direct communication with the preceding vehicle only. Performance of CACC was also

investigated in [148].

Platooning

Vehicle platooning is also one of the promising applications in order to provide fuel

consumption and CO2 emission reduction. In [149], the authors focused on the platooning

in automated highway systems (AHSs). Other platooning management methods have been

proposed in [150].

Traffic Signal Management

TLVC (Traffic-light to-vehicle communication) is a novel idea investigated in a num-

ber of recent research papers. The authors in [151] proposed new eco-friendly routing
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protocols. In [152] a solution that uses intelligent traffic lights, mobile devices and wireless

communication to reduce car emissions is presented.

IVC communications for Eco-routing

In [153] an event-driven architecture (EDA) is studied, as a mechanism for detecting

traffic jams. The EDA can detect several types of traffic jams. CoTEC [154], is a novel co-

operative and distributed V2V mechanism to efficiently detect traffic congestion. Innovative

eco-routing methods based on V2V communications are proposed in [155].

We propose a novel architecture for CO2 reduction, based on DSRC technology.

The method combines all modes of communication - infrastructure to vehicle(I2V), vehicle

to infrastructure (V2I) and infrastructure to infrastructure(I2I) - in order to perform eco-

routing of vehicles that travel in an urban environment.

7.3 Contributions

The present work presents a new congestion avoidance routing protocol for VANETs. Sev-

eral parameters are investigated in our scenarios in a Urban environment. The research

work presented in this chapter makes the following contributions:

• A new IVC eco-routing method for Urban vehicular environments, the ErouV e, is

described.

• I2V, I2I and V2I communications are combined in order to take appropriate routing

decisions.

• ErouV e exploits information gathered by RSU’s from passing vehicles in order to

solve a unique optimization problem for every vehicle.

• A performance evaluation of the proposed method against a baseline method (Shortest−
Path) is conducted, which attest the superiority of the new structure.

7.4 system description

We consider a network G = (N,L), where N is the set of nodes (intersections - RSUs) and

L is the set of links (road segments). Road segments that are adjacent to RSU n belong to

the set S(n). M(l) is the subset of vehicles that have traversed road segment l the last s

seconds. Each RSU calculates average values for each road segment l that is adjacent to its

intersection and sends this information to adjacent RSUs. RSUs in order to exchange such

information - mean travel duration, mean CO2 emissions - communicate with each other

through beacon messages that are exchanged every s seconds.
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Figure 7.1: Decentralized CO2 reduction system based on DSRC communications

7.4.1 Initialization phase

In the initialization phase each RSU n computes centrally the distance Dnm from every

other RSU m using Dijkstra’s algorithm, based on GPS data. No time cost or CO2 cost

is initially calculated for the road segments. According to this data, each RSU is aware

of its adjacent RSUs, and the road segments through which they are connected. Table I

represents the structure of information kept by each RSU for I2I communication.

A/A Adjacent RSU Road segment

1 RSUk Sn
2 RSUl So
3 RSUm Sp

Table 7.1: Connection table of RSU n.

Each vehicle that enters the simulated area follows the shortest path to its destination

ignoring time or ecological parameters.

7.4.2 Communication phase

For vehicle k (V2I):

As vehicle k, traveling on road segment l, enters in the control range (c.f. section

7.6) of the intersection, RSU near the boundary of the control range impels this vehicle to:

• calculate total time traveled TTlk and C02 emitted Clk on the road segment l. Pa-

rameter Clk is divided to the distance that vehicle k traveled along road segment

l.

• send TTlk and Clk to RSU
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• send destination d to RSU

• ask RSU to choose the next road segment to follow, sending an Rq message.

For RSU at intersection n (V2I):

Each RSU receives from approaching vehicles parameters TTlk, Clk and calculates

average values for each road segment l that is adjacent to the intersection n, taking into

account only values from the last s seconds in order to have updated information.

TTl =
∑

k∈M(l)

TTlk and Cl =
∑

k∈M(l)

Clk (7.1)

For RSU at intersection n (I2I):

Each RSU sends the accumulated values of mean travel time and mean CO2 /

distance to adjacent RSU’s every s seconds through the use of beacon messages.

For RSU at intersection n (I2V):

Each RSU, after solving the optimization problem(c.f. next section), sends routing

instructions to vehicle via Ra message (route answer).

The main communication phases of the system are demonstrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Application example of ErouV e System. A. Vehicle approaching intersection
sends a beacon message to RSU B. Infrastructure-to-infrastructure communication for in-
formation exchange C. Vehicle receives routing instructions.

7.5 ErouV e algorithm

After introducing the basic communication, we present the Ecological Routing of Vehicles

(ErouV e) algorithm applied in a traffic system. The proposed system, in order to eco-route

vehicles, solves a decentralized optimization problem.

After receiving the route request message - Rq message - from a vehicle k, RSU

solves an optimization problem in order to guide the vehicle to a more green route through

the road network.
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Next road segment selection algorithm

For each segment l′ adjacent to the current road, that the vehicle k is currently on,

assign a local weight wl′k(t) according to TTl′ , Cl′ and whether or not it helps the vehicle

k reach its destination

wl′k(t) = (w1 ∗ TTl′) + (w2 ∗ Cl′) + (w3 ∗Al′) (7.2)

, where parameter A indicates if the road segment l′ is closer to the destination d of vehicle

k or not according to equations 7.3, 7.4.

Al′ = 1/(Dld(k) −Dl′d(k)), Dld(k) > Dl′d(k) (7.3)

Al′ = Dld(k) −Dl′d(k), Dld(k) ≤ Dl′d(k) (7.4)

Then, define the road segment l′′ with the minimum weight:

wl′′k = min
l′εS(n)

wl′k(t)

s.t.

Al′′ < Dth

Parameters w1,w2,w3 are used in order to focus to one of the different optimization

parts, e.g. time, distance or CO2 emissions. In the default system settings, all optimization

parts have the same significance. If w1 and w3 take very low values(e.g 0.001 or 0) then

only CO2 (ml/m) is used as a routing parameter, which could lead cars to follow green but

maybe too long routes. This would have a direct effect in the system’s performance since

total CO2 emissions would not decrease and moreover cars would have to travel more time

in order to reach their destinations. The opposite happens if only time is used in order to

select the next road to travel. Cars in this scenario would follow the fastest road (in terms

of mean velocity) neglecting how far from their destination this road would lead them and

how much CO2 they would emit when traveling on it. All three parameters are crucial in

order to keep cars on logical paths and minimize CO2 emissions and need to be combined

when calculating weights of roads.

After solving the optimization problem, RSU sends routing instructions to each

vehicle with a Ra message. Routing instructions are given to vehicles at each intersection

in order to achieve traffic load balance, total CO2 and travel time reduction. The algorithm

runs in an autonomous way at each intersection.
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7.6 Simulation

We use the simulator Veins [144]. Veins is an open source framework for running vehicular

network simulations. It is based on two well-established simulators: OMNeT++, an event-

based network simulator, and SUMO, a road traffic simulator. [57]. In order to calculate

CO2 emissions we use the EMIT model integrated in Veins. EMIT is a simple statistical

model for instantaneous emissions and fuel consumption for light-duty composite vehicles

based on speed and acceleration. For our experimentation we use the ’Category 9’ -e.g

Dodge Spirit 1994 - vehicle [156] implemented in VEINS.

7.6.1 The Veins Framework

Veins is a simulation environment that is based on OMNeT++ for event-driven network

simulation and SUMO for road traffic microsimulation [57].

Realistic communication patterns of VANET nodes are modeled with the help of

OMNeT++, a simulation environment free for academic use, and its INET Framework

extension, a set of simulation modules released under the GPL. OMNeT++ runs discrete,

event-based simulations of communicating nodes on a wide variety of platforms and is

getting increasingly popular in the field of network simulation.

Scenarios in OMNeT++ are represented by a hierarchy of reusable modules written

in C++. Modules relationships and communication links are stored as Network Description

(NED) files and can be modeled graphically. Simulations are either run interactively in a

graphical environment or are executed as command-line applications.

The INET Framework provides a set of OMNeT++ modules that represent various

layers of the Internet protocol suite, e.g. the TCP, UDP, IPv4 and ARP protocols. It also

provides modules that allow the modeling of spatial relations of mobile nodes and of IEEE

802.11 transmissions.

Traffic simulation is performed by the microscopic road traffic simulation package

SUMO. Developed by German research organizations DLR and ZAIK, this simulator is in

widespread use in the research community, which makes it easy to compare results from

different network simulations. Availability of its C++ source code under the terms of a

GPL license made it possible to integrate into the simulation core all needed extensions.

SUMO performs simulations both running with and without a GUI and can import

city maps from a variety of file formats including the freely available OpenStreetMap data. It

thus allows high-performance simulations of huge networks with roads consisting of multiple

lanes, as well as of intra-junction traffic on these roads, either using simple right-of-way

rules or traffic lights. Vehicle types are freely configurable with each vehicle following

statically assigned routes, dynamically generated routes, or driving according to a configured
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timetable. Both simulators have been extended by modules that allow the road traffic

simulation to communicate with its counterpart via a TCP/IP connection. The current

version of Veins integrates with the newly-created TraCI interface to SUMO. Using this

interface, a connected network simulator is able to send a series of commands to individual

vehicles, influencing their speed and routes. During the simulation, at regular intervals,

the manager module triggers the execution of one timestep of the road traffic simulation,

receives the resulting mobility trace and triggers position updates for all modules it had

instantiated. Special mobility modules contained in vehicles modules process and act upon

these updates.

7.6.2 Emissions and Fuel Consumption Model

Emission models can broadly be categorized into macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic

models. Macroscopic models estimate pollutant emissions and fuel consumption mainly

based on the average travel speed of the traffic flow. These macroscopic models entail enor-

mous simplifications on the accuracy of physical processes involved in pollutant emissions,

which leads to reduced accuracy in calculations. Moreover, these models cannot capture

individual speed fluctuations and cannot take into account individual operation conditions,

which are of crucial interest when analyzing a proposal that considers network and vehicle

dynamics. Mesoscopic models use more disaggregate trip variables, such as the average

speed, the number of stops, and stopped delay, to estimate a vehicles emission rates on a

link-by-link basis. Some regression models that were developed were found to predict fuel

consumption and emission rates of Hydrocarbons (HC), Carbon Monoxide (CO), and NOx

to within 88%90% of instantaneous microscopic emission estimates.

Microscopic emission models overcome some of the limitations of large-scale macro-

scopic models mainly by considering individual vehicles dynamics and their interactions.

Emissions and fuel consumption are estimated based on instantaneous individual vehicle

variables that can frequently be obtained (e.g., second by second) from a microscopic traffic

simulator or another alternative source [e.g., the Global Positioning System (GPS) data

logger]. Commonly, these parameters are divided into the following two categories: 1) vehi-

cle parameters and 2) traffic/road parameters. Vehicle parameters include, among others,

vehicle mass, fuel type, engine displacement, and vehicle class. On the other hand, net-

work parameters (traffic and road conditions) account for instantaneous vehicle kinematics

(e.g., speed or acceleration), aggregated variables (e.g., the time spent in the acceleration

mode), or road characteristics (e.g., road grade). Because microscopic emission and fuel con-

sumption models have higher temporal precision and better capture the effects of vehicle

dynamics/interactions, they are better suited to evaluate the environmental gains derived

from an ITS measure, such as the VTL system.
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Several microscopic models have been proposed by the scientific community. These

models can be classified into emission maps (speed/acceleration lookup tables), purely sta-

tistical models, and load-based models. EMIT is a simple dynamic emission model that was

derived from statistical and load-based emission models. It takes as input instantaneous

velocity vt (m/s) and acceleration at (m/s2) and predicts the fuel consumption rate ft (g/s)

at time point t.

7.6.3 Simulation parameters

The competitor is the Shortest−Path routing algorithm, where each vehicle follows the path

with the least total distance to the destination. In our simulation, we consider various road

traffic and network data parameters. For the evaluation of our method we used synthetic

road networks.

The simulation environment (Figure 7.3) is a one direction road about 2km long

with two available paths. The upper part is longer (upper part: 275 meters, lower part:

190 meters), while the lower part is shorter. Both parts have the same capacity in cars (2

lanes). These parts merge at junction 2, where the upper part can occupy two lanes of the

next 3 lane road segment and the lower part can occupy only one lane. This setup is used

in order to demonstrate a typical city scenario, when one lane can be temporarily blocked

due to a stopped car or an accident. Similar situations, where traffic is accumulated in the

last part of a road segment, arise when a road intersects with another with higher priority

or when a traffic light exists. Any of the above cases combined with medium traffic, make

a road segment that seems to be the best choice (the lower road segment in our simulated

scenario) incapable to accommodate all the vehicles and major traffic congestion instances

occur. Updated information of the road conditions, which are collected by the incoming

cars can effectively - in most cases - alleviate traffic congestion incidents.

Figure 7.3: Simulation environment
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All nodes are equipped with GPS receivers and On Board Units (OBU). Location

information of all vehicles/nodes, needed for the routing algorithm is collected with the

help of GPS receivers. The communication paths are available via the ad-hoc network

and the RSUs, which are scattered in every junction in the simulation environment. The

communication range of both vehicles and RSUs is set to 300 meters. Every RSU has three

important ranges, when communicating with any approaching vehicle:

• The communication range: This is the communication range that can be achieved

between RSUs and vehicles according to the setup of the system. For our simulations

the communication range is set to 300 meters.

• The handshake range: this is the range after which the approaching vehicle enters the

area of the RSU. At this point the vehicle stores the position of the RSU, using the

information of the packets the RSU sends. In our simulation the handshake range is

set to 100 meters.

• The control Range: The control range is the distance where the vehicle receives the

message of the RSU with the rerouting instructions. This range is the closest to the

RSU but is set to a medium value in order to give time to the vehicles to perform

rerouting, if necessary. In our simulation the control range is set to 50 meters.

7.6.4 Evaluation criteria

To demonstrate the benefits of the ErouV e system, a number of variables need to be ana-

lyzed. In this section, we want to analyze the environmental impact of ErouV e, comparing

the individual and aggregated CO2 emissions of vehicles that travel towards the same des-

tination with and without the ErouV e system. Since vehicles have to take one of the two

available paths, when approaching the first junction, the main difference in their travel

would be the upper or the lower part of the road between junctions (called area of in-

terest from now on), while the rest of their trip would be the same as far as distance is

concerned. For that reason the individual performance of each vehicle in these two road

segments (upper and lower) is evaluated in this section. Mean aggregated values of the

system’s performance parameters, e.g. time and CO2, are also compared for both the area

of interest and for the complete route of the vehicles.

Parameters wi are set to their default values 1 for this simple simulation scenario.

Performance evaluation of the system according to the values of these parameters is an open

issue for investigation. Optimal values for these parameters for any topology, is a matter

of discussion. Parameter s has a direct impact on the performance of ErouV e, since it

affects the accuracy of the aggregated values. Values from 30 seconds to 3 minutes were
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used in order to capture this impact. Finally two scenarios were investigated with 45 and 90

vehicles representing a medium and a high dense situation in an urban environment. The

communication range is set to 300 meters.

Independent parameter Range of values Default value

Number of V ehicles 45, 90 45

Parameter s(sec) 30, 200 30

Table 7.2: Simulation parameters.

For this analysis, the definition of each variable whether for individual vehicle anal-

ysis or aggregated calculations is given as follows:

• Route (area of interest) CO2 emissions per vehicle k (individual; in grams): cumulative

sum of an individual vehicle CO2 emissions.

• Route (area of interest) Travel time per vehicle (individual; in seconds).

• Average CO2 emissions per vehicle / distance traveled (aggregated; in grams/m).

• Average velocity per vehicle (aggregated; in meters/second).

Individual Vehicle Results

CO2 emissions per vehicle

In Figure 7.4, CO2 emissions (ml) of each vehicle are demonstrated. ErouV e outper-

forms Shortest− Path almost for every vehicle, though vehicles have to take longer paths.

This is due to the fact that at the exit of the lower part of the map, vehicles can occupy

only one lane at the next road segment, leading to road congestion and thus increasing CO2

emissions and travel time of each vehicle in the specific road segment. ErouV e alleviates

such traffic congestions by rerouting vehicles to the upper road segment -and thus splitting

traffic- when traffic grows at the lower shortest segment. Decrease of more than 50 % in

individual CO2 emissions of vehicles during traveling the area of interest are observed.

Travel time per vehicle

Similar to CO2 emissions, travel time is also better when cars are rerouted by the

least congested, yet longer, road (see Figure 7.5). The deviation in time is smoothened

when vehicles are smartly rerouted and and thus the travel time of most vehicles is reduced.

With the use of the ErouV e system, travel times vary from 10 to 20 seconds (for the area
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Figure 7.4: CO2 emissions per vehicle

of interest), while when vehicles follow the Shortest− Path, in terms of distance, the time

that a vehicle needs to cross this segment of the road can be up to 70 seconds.

Although ErouV e manages to keep travel time of all vehicles relatively low, some

vehicles that use the ErouV e system take longer times to pass the area of interest. This is

due to the fact that although traffic jam exists in the lower part of the road, some vehicles

manage to pass through it in a rather short time due to the lane they happen to occupy.

Figure 7.5: Travel time per vehicle

Parameter s

Updated information of traffic conditions play a significant role in the performance

of ErouV e. In Figure 7.6 we see that when parameter s is relatively long (3 minutes),

accumulated values for CO2 (CCl) and time (TTl) do not represent realistic data of the

road conditions, rendering ErouV e inefficient. The performance of our method is then

degraded and the benefits are lost. A relatively small value that keeps data up to date is
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an important factor for the optimal performance of the method.

Figure 7.6: Parameter s affects CO2 emissions : Upper diagram s=30 sec, Lower diagram
s =170 sec.

Aggregated Results

The density of the cars play a significant role in congestion management methods. Tables

7.3 and 7.4 show aggregated performance values for different number of vehicles. We see that

for different vehicle densities, ErouV e outperforms Shortest− Path for every investigated

parameter of the system’s performance e.g. CO2, CO2/m, time. When all vehicles follow

the same shorter path the capacity of the road cannot satisfy the instantaneous flow. This

is a typical bottleneck effect where the section of a route with a small carrying capacity

produces major congestion problems. With the use of ErouV e bottlenecks can be bypassed

at a very short time and vehicles can be rerouted to more efficient paths in terms of CO2

and time.

Method CO2 (ml) CO2 / Distance (ml/m) Velocity

scenario 1 : 45 vehicles

Shortest− Path 53.1 0.366 4.03

ErouV e 36.4 0.185 10.07

scenario 2 : 90 vehicles

Shortest− Path 49.6 0.342 4.48

ErouV e 39.2 0.228 8.79

Table 7.3: Mean performance values for the area of interest

As seen in Table 7.4 when comparing Shortest−Path and ErouV e with the default

system parameters, ErouV e achieves a decrement in CO2 emissions (ml/m) between 4% and

6%, while the additional distance that each vehicle has to travel is at most 45 meters(2.20

% longer that the shortest one).

Comparison of Tables 7.3 and 7.4 shows that the improvements, when measured on
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Method CO2 (ml) CO2 / D (ml/m) Distance(m)

scenario 1 : 45 vehicles

Shortest− Path 450 0.221 2043

ErouV e 436 0.208 2088

%Difference 3.11 5.86 2.20

scenario 2 : 90 vehicles

Shortest− Path 481 0.235 2047

ErouV e 467 0.225 2076

%Difference 2.90 4.21 1.41

Table 7.4: Average performance results of the complete routes

the entire vehicle paths are significant but not so impressive as when the area of interest

is investigated in isolation. This happens for two reasons. First the alternative paths that

constitute the area of interest are only 190 and 275 meters long, which are rather small seg-

ments compared to the whole trip that each vehicle has to travel (∼ 2km). Another reason

may be the fact that rerouting of vehicles happens in an individual way leading to major

lane changing of vehicles when approaching first junction. A cooperative lane changing

system or a local mechanism for rerouting combining V2V and I2V communications would

eliminate this effect leading to further improvement of the system’s performance.

Traffic management

Splitting traffic efficiently has a major impact on car emissions and on the time that

a vehicle needs in order to reach its target. In Figure 7.7 we present how ErouV e splits

vehicle’s flow in the two available paths for different number of simulated vehicles.

Figure 7.7: ErouV e manages traffic efficiently

In Figure 7.8 CO2 emissions of vehicles, according to the path they follow and the
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method they use for routing, is represented. When all vehicles follow the Shortest− Path
the deviation of values is larger. Using the proposed routing mechanism ErouV e, vehicles

that take the longer path emit more CO2 but this increase is limited due to the fact that

the method ensures that both paths are not over occupied.

Figure 7.8: ErouV e manages CO2 efficiently

7.7 Chapter conclusions

We presented a novel pull-based congestion avoidance routing method based on DSRC

communications. The method exploits data transmitted from vehicles, in order to guide

them in selecting the greener road segment to follow at each intersection. Based on the

communication between RSUs and vehicles, the local routing problem is expanded from a

single road segment to the whole area of investigation that covers all the surrounding road

segments, helping reducing CO2 emissions and total travel time, while keeping additional

traveled distance low.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future work

8.1 Summary of the Contributions

This thesis addresses the issues of data dissemination in ad hoc networks and especially

in VANETs. Push-based broadcast indexes, clustering techniques, centrality metrics and

delay efficient routing protocols are proposed and evaluated against state of the art methods.

Issues such as delay efficiency, long cluster lifetime, proper ranking and skewed data indexing

have been addressed for different network topologies. Most of the proposed methods are

distributed or can be easily transformed to distributed, in order to apply to mobile add hoc

networks.

8.1.1 Centrality metrics

Network protocols for mobile ad hoc wireless networks are based on localized algorithms,

which means that they are allowed for performance and scalability purposes to use only

local information, e.g., two or three hop connectivity information. Such localized centrality

metrics present a potential for control of communication, safety issues, routing protocols,

information dissemination and so on. We presented centrality metrics that characterize

the network topology using only limited, local connectivity information one or two hop

information. Nodes using beacons, that broadcast periodically, identify their neighborhood

and compute their centrality based on the number of neighbors a node belongs to and the

ranking this node has in each one. The methods are distributed and can be applied to any

ad hoc network, static or mobile.

8.1.2 Node Clustering

The alleviation of the broadcast storm problem in VANETs is alleviated with the use

of different schemes e.g. Probability, Counter, Distance, Location-based, Cluster-Based

Schemes, Push-Based data dissemination mechanism etc. Focusing on the cluster based

scheme we proposed various clustering mechanisms that take in mind different motion,

structural and social characteristics of the nodes in order to elect clusterheads. The methods

are developed for both highways and urban environments. The validation of the methods

through simulations for different network characteristics revealed that the usage of complex

metrics for the election of clusterheads give significant benefits in terms of cluster stability
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and lifetime.

8.1.3 Social vehicle Clustering

Vehicle clustering is a crucial network management task for vehicular networks in order to

address the broadcast storm problem, and also to cope with the rapidly changing network

topology. Developing algorithms that create stable clusters is a very challenging procedure

because of the highly dynamic moving patterns of vehicles and of the dense topology. Previ-

ous approaches on vehicle clustering are based on either topology-agnostic features, such as

vehicle IDs, or are based on hard to set parameters, or finally exploit very limited knowledge

of the vehicles’ trajectories.

We developed a pair of algorithms, namely Sociological Pattern Clustering (SPC),

and the Route Stability Clustering (RSC) – the latter being a specialization of the former

– that exploit, for the first time in the relevant literature, the “social behavior” of vehicles,

i.e., their tendency to share the same/similar routes. Both methods exploit the historic

trajectories of vehicles gathered by road-side units located in the area of interest, and use

the recently introduced clustering primitive of virtual forces as defined in [83]. The mobility,

i.e., mobile patters of each vehicle is modeled as a semi-Markov process.

In order to assess the performance of the proposed clustering algorithms, we per-

formed a detailed experimentation by simulation comparing its behavior to that of two

high-performance state-of-the-art algorithms, which are representatives of two families of

vehicle clustering algorithms, namely the Low-Id [40] and DDVC [86] protocols. The com-

parison involved the investigation of the impact of a range of parameters on the performance

of the protocols, such as vehicle speed and transmission range, existence and strength of

social patterns for both urban and highway-like environments. All the received results

attested the superiority of the proposed algorithms for creating stable and “meaningful”

clusters.

We have also presented a short term prediction mechanism that is based on two

prediction mechanisms used simultaneously and complementary to each other in order to

predict the next road segment that a vehicle will move. Tailored for the resource-rich

VANET environments, the proposed RDM Markov predictor with its rich dictionary and

its effective prediction mechanisms achieves highly accurate on-line trajectory predictions.

8.1.4 Delay efficient routing

Delay efficiency is a critical parameter for routing protocols. Throughput optimality ensures

that packets are delivered to their final destination, while small delay is directly related to

the achievement of a prescribed Quality of Service. When critical messages have to be
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delivered to the destination end to end delay plays an important role. Based on a well es-

tablished throughput optimal routing method we developed several delay efficient protocols

for static and mobile ad-hoc networks. The experimental evaluation of the proposed delay

reduction methods attested their superiority in terms of QoS, robustness, low computational

complexity and simplicity.

8.1.5 Broadcast Index

Push-based data dissemination mechanisms use fixed RSU or moving vehicles to periodically

deliver data messages to other vehicles. These messages are managed by data centers which

collect data from applications to deliver it to the vehicles. A computer with a wireless

interface or an info-station can play the role of data center. This type of mechanism is useful

for applications which need to advertise information to a set of vehicles. In most situations

the majority of the vehicles that move in a specified area tend to retrieve some particular

data instead of showing equal preference to all data; therefore the skewness in data access

is very high. Performance of most push-based mechanisms degrade proportionally to the

skewness of data. We developed a broadcast which exploits the different access probabilities

of data items, in order to improve the mean tuning time, while retaining the same access

time low.

8.1.6 Congestion avoidance

Traffic congestion is a problem modern cities have to face; it costs time, fuel and, thus,

money. Extending the road network is not suited to fight congestion due to spatial, finan-

cial and environmental constraints. VANETs are an excellent tool to reduce congestion in

the context of ITS. We proposed a new congestion avoidance scheme based on IVC com-

munications. Vehicles give information about the roads they traverse to RSUs and the

systems assign weights to the road segments according to this data. The validation of the

proposed routing scheme through simulations revealed that the usage of alternative paths

other than the shortest path (in terms of hops) give significant performance benefits and

reduce significantly the mean time cost for the individual driver and total environmental

cost for the city.

8.2 Future Work

The core work presented in this thesis can be extended in many ways. In distinguishing

central nodes in a ad hoc network the proposed methods can be extended to take in mind

several aspects of actors. Social characteristics of nodes can influence the significance a

node may have in a region. Nodes that destined to areas of great importance, when trying
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to disseminate critical information like an accident, a traffic jam must also be favored to

when centrality metrics are computed.

The proposed centrality metrics can be used as primitives in the design of networking

protocols, like cooperative caching for ad hoc wireless networks, and routing in vehicular

networks where other attributes like energy of nodes or link quality could be incorporated

in the centrality metric in order to better represent significance of actors in real time.

In the area of clustering of nodes in a vehicular network we believe that crucial

questions remain and should be considered as future work. Though the proposed methods

of this thesis incorporate many different parameters of vehicles, such as direction, future

position, velocity, height and even social profiles of the drivers, application driven methods

should be developed in the near future in order to cope with different situations. Road safety

and traffic congestion avoidance for example are two different circumstances that may arise

in a VANET, with different requirements and limitations in terms of delay, dissemination

coverage etc. Clustering parameters must be tuned for every different application that runs

over the VANET and this must be done in a distributed and automated way. Beacons

that vehicles exchange in order to define their neighborhood and elect clusterheads lead to

awareness degradation due to interference in high load situations. Selective beaconing or

longer intervals may cope with this problem. Short term prediction mechanisms finally, can

be used along with the the sociological patterns of vehicles in order to increase prediction

accuracy and cluster stability.

In this thesis we proposed two delay efficient routing methods. For the VoBp ap-

proach, we require the packets to carry their immediate travel history, so that the relays are

prevented from sending the packets back from where they came. For the LayBP method,

taking a less localized approach, we create layers of nodes and use the identities of these

layers to forward the packets toward the destinations layer, and discouraging the packet

from leaving the destination layer. This method is also developed and evaluated for low

mobile networks. One interesting extension of the proposed work would be the development

of a distributed cluster based delay efficient routing algorithm for VANETs that is based

on the Backpressure methodology. The proposed method can route packets according to

the clustering of nodes [83] or road segments [73].

Data dissemination from RSUs was also studied in this thesis. RSUs can play an

important role in a smart city, covering certain areas of interest and giving accurate in-

formation fast. In this thesis we presented an application that uses information collected

by RSUs in order to cope with road congestion situations. In the future, information from

RSUs that are n hops away from the current junction can be exploited, in order to give

longer term routing instructions to vehicles. Optimal values for the various parameters of

the system is another open issue. Finally routing information itself can be embedded in the
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optimization problem of each vehicle giving the method a glance in the near future.

In Intelligent transportation systems, different applications for traffic avoidance have

been developed the past years. Our proposed method exploits IVC communications in order

to eco-route vehicles. Other methods that are based on TMCs (Traffic Message Channels),

smart phone applications and GPSs try to cope with the same problem. The combination

of LTE and DSRC communication capabilities of vehicles and their drivers can enhance

the performance of these methods. Road users others than cars, e.g. pedestrians, cyclists

etc can play an active role in data dissemination with the use of LTE. Protocols for these

combined communications must be developed in order to gather local and global information

from different sources and have more reliable outcomes.
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